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PREFACE

The purpose of this study is to trace the varied interpre-

tations of the nature and significance of the Jacksonian movement as

they have developed from Jackson's day to our own. The author has

conceived his first responsibility to be the faithful reproduction of

the interpretative ideas regarding the Jacksonian movement and its

place in American history which have been advanced throu^ the years.

His primary purpose is to trace their evolution, not to pass judgment

on their validity. In this historiographic essay no effort will be

made to suggest a final, "definitive" interpretation of the Jacksonian

era.

The first two chapters of this study are devoted to the parti-

san debates of the Jackson era. In dealing with the conteD5)orary

partisan interpretations of the party battles of the Jackson era, this

writer has endeavored to present the themes embodied in the political

polemics of the day as he found them. Though some measure of interpre-

tation is implicit and inevitable in the very act of the selection of

materials, as vrell as in the manner of their presentation, it has not

been the author's intention to advance his ovm interpretation of the

Jacksonian movement. Rather, he has sought to answer the question.

How did the partisans of Jackson's day defend their party programs? How

did they explain their relationship to the main stream of American

history? However, because the supporters of Jackson and the adherents
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of Whiggery were both beset by dissension vrithin their oim ranks, it

has been necessary to delineate the factional cleavages vrithin both

parties in order to give meaning to the diverse and contrjidictory argu-

ments employed by both sides.

In portr2ij''ing these partisam interpretations, the author has

drawn heavily on the standard sources of the period: newspapers,

magazines, political broadsides and pamphlets, legislative proceedings,

private correspondence, diaries, memoirs eind czunpaign biographies.

This portrayal of the partisan arguments of Jackson's day has

been necessary, because, as the author found early in the course of his

investigations, many of the major interpretations of the meaning and

significance of the Jacksonian political struggles were first advanced,

in highly incomplete and greatly exaggerated form, by the historical

actors themselves and msiy be found in the sources of the period. To

understand the later historiography of the Jacksonian epoch, an under-

standing of these themes is imperative.

The major portion of the study is devoted to interpretations

of the Jackson era advanced by professional historians of later gener-

ations. In tracing the course of the varying interpretations of the

Jacksonian movement, the author has endeavored to sinswer the question,

Why does one interpretative theme appeal to one generation and leave

another uninterested and unimpressed? Why do historians of one period

regsurd certain partisan fulminations with great seriousness, while those

of the next may dismiss the SEune statements as enq^ty cant? In making

his inquiry, he has turned to an examination of the changing political

and intellectusil climate of opinion and has endeavored to judge its

inqjact on historical thought. Though restricted to the historiography



of the Jacksonian era, this study is directed to the investigation of

the problem of historical relativism. An attempt has been made to

determine Trtiether and to \Tha± extent the historian's sensitivity to

current philosophical trends and contemporary political issues influ-

ence his decision to accept certain interpretative themes and reject

others.
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CHAPTER I

PARTISAN INTERPRETATIONS OF THE JACKSONIAN

MOVEMENT: THE JACKSONIANS

Noting the widespread jubilation i^hich created Andrsr Jackson's

inauguration in 1829, Daniel Webster remarked caustically: "The people

seem to think that the country has been rescued from some f^reat danger,"

To faithful readers of the Jacksonian press, such a conviction may veil

have seemed rather plausible. Throughout the canqjaign, Jacksonian

politicians and publicists had decried tha alleged existence of an

"aristocratic conspiracy" to undermine Republican government in America,

The question involved in this presidential election
^proclaimed Duff Green's United States TelegraphJ is not vho
shall be our rulers . . , but \*iether this government shall
be a Republic, or degenerate into a monarchy, , , ,

Intoning again and again the ominous phrase "Corrupt Bargain" the

cohorts of Old Hickory lambasted their opponents for their "contempt"

for the popular will and "hatred of republican principles," To the

Jacksonian faithful, the refusal of Congress, dominated by the parti-

sans of Adams and Clay, to select General Jackson, the candidate re-

ceiving the largest popular vote, as President in the contested election

of 1824-25, provided cardinal proof of the truth of these dire alle-

gations,-'-

George Ticknor Curtis, The Life of Daniel Tfebster (New York,
1870), I, 340; United States Telegraph , October 17. 28. 1827. March 1
(extra). May 10 (extra), September 18, October 17, 26, 1828; National
Jou:\..al, February 1, 1825, December 29, 1827, April 15, 17, 1828;
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Embellishing this theme, the Jacksonian press had warned its

readers that John Quincy Adams, "an aristocrat" in spirit and an

American "only by accident of birth," conspired to the "perpetuation

of his power." His success, it was charged, would result in "degrading

the dignity of the office and corrupting the morals of the community,"

It was further asserted that Adams had used the influence of the

presidential office to recruit the press in support of his unholy de-

termination to "put down Liberty and raise in its place Aristocracy."

Dwelling on this topic, the Telegraph pointedly reminded its readers of

Adams' Fedei^alist antecedents.

The contest, then CGroen declared! is now as in 1798 and

1800 between the people on one side and the power and patronage

of the government on the other. The press is the fountain

whence the people drink the living water of political truth.

The adininistration of the elder Adams attempted to dry up the

fountain by sedition laws, that of the younger attempts to

poison it by bribery. The reign of the one was the reign of

terror , that of the other is a reign of corruption .

Crying of "executive despotism" Jacksonian propagandists warned of the

"coming of monarchy" and prophesied the end of the Republic, should

their cause fail to be sustained by an aroused populace.

In its militant efforts to expose "infidelity" to the national

heritage, the Jacksonian press ruthlessly scrutinized every aspect of

Adams' private life. Indignant editorials deplored the President's

"contemptuous disdain" for "true Republican simplicity." Throughout

his career, it was declared, Adams "manifested an over-weaning desire

to introduce anti-Republican and aristocratic fashions at the seat of

government." Some concluded that "his foreign education and long

TIashington Gazette , February 23, 1825.

^United States Telegraph , October 27, 1827 (ex-tra), February 8,

1828
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residence abroad have rendered him incompetent justly to appreciate and

regard the sterling but unadorned features of the American character,"

Other journals, no doubt hoping to horrify both the pious and the

thrifty, reported that Adams, a profligate and an infidel, had furnished

the White House with a billiard table, at government expense! It was

also claimed that the wicked New England aristocrat "was vront" to

violate the Sabbath by riding "like mad" throu^ the countryside, clad

in the finery of a British country squire. An obscene story iriiich

charged that Adams, as Americsin Minister to the court of the Czar of all

the Russians, had brutally subjected a virtuous American girl to the

foul desires of that tyrsmt cilso gained wide circulation. And, ais

crowning proof of Adams' animosity to the "principles of true Republi-

canism," some highly scurrilous verses ridiculing Thomas Jefferson and

lampooning Democracy T.iiich the President had irritten in his youth were

reprinted in Jacksonian papers throu^out the land. To faithful readers

of the Jacksonian press, there could be little doubt that "King John II"

and his wicked followers despised in their hearts the People and

plotted the betrayal of the cause of popular government,^

Out of the political propaganda of 1328 emerged the earliest

interpretation of the Jacksonian noveiient. To those who accepted this

Jacksonian appeal, the movement's great objective was one of austere

simplicity: the preservation and restoration of Republican ideals.

National Journal , April 24, 1827; Albany Argus , June 10, 1828;
National Intelligencer , October 27, 1827; The Proceedings and Addresses
of the New Hampshire State Republican Convention (Concord, 1828); New
Hangshjre Patriot , February 4, Larch 10, Kay 12, June 2, September 29,
1828; Richmond Enquirer (semi-weekly edition), September 23, October 7,
10, 1828; Jolin Quincy Adams, iienoirs (Philadelphia, 1877), VII, pp, 281,
396, 415, 423, 460, 470, 471; D, C, Ker to Andrew Jackson, November 12,
1828, Jackson liSS (microfilmed by the Library of Congress),
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Corruption, venality, and hostility to popular rule were ones again

abroad in the land. The Teriple of Republican Virtue stood profaned.

The most sacred precepts of the Republic had been betrayed by faithless

servants. And once again, the Old Hero, the Victor of New Orleans,

like Cincinnatus, had responded to the sucmons to leave his plow and

save the nation. In this view, Andrew Jackson had come to the presi-

dency pledged to crush the political po'.rer of the "aristocracy" and

assure the final triumph of the rule of the people. To many, the

Jacksoniaii appeal tos most plausible. As they reflected upon the

sordid tale of the "corrupt bargain," Jacksonian partisans nodded in

grim approval vftien told that in Old Hickory's electoral victory "the

people triumphed over ai'istocracy." Colonel TI illiam B. Lewis, intimate

advisor of the Tresident-elect, captured their mood when he icrote to a

political ally some weeks following Jackson* s election of "the triumph

of virtue and republican simplicity over corruption and unprincipled

ai'istocracy." A Western nerrapaper man put it differently. The Inaugu-

ral, wrote Amos Kendall, was "a proud day for the people. General

Jackson is their ovm president,"'*

In the years idiich followed Jackson's elevation to the presi-

dency, other issues came to replace the "corrupt bargain" as the

focal point of Jacksonian political protest. The basic Jacksonian

definition of their historical role as defenders of the Republic from

its enemies however, remained essentially unchanged. To warn of

"aristocratic and dangerous principles" harbored by the opposition and

to speak darkly of a "conspiracy" to subvert republican government

"^ol. I'lilliam B. Lewis to James A. Hamilton, November 12, 1828,

Van Buren KES. (microfilmed by the Library of Congress); Argus of

Western America, harch 18, 1829.
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becaiae •loMt a standard fonaula for Jacksonian publicists • Thus,

staonch Jacksonian editors perceived in proposals to build local roads

at federal expense a plot to "destroy our free institutions by di-

vesting the states of their reserved rights, and by rendering the

central govemaeet imliraited, and eventually, ncmarchial." oppcsiticn

suggestions regarding the tariff were discovered to be somehow con-

nected tc "a gigantic sdieme of injustice and oppression" conceived for

the "total overthrow of the liberties of the American people," Nicholas

Biddle's Bank of the United States, bete noir to the true friend of

Jackson, was freely characterised as a "Hydra of Corruption" intent

upon the "subversion of our heaven protected institutions" and "the re.

ducticn of all citizens of the Reptiblic to lowly vassals of a monied

aristocracy,"

The more axtrene Jacksonian partisans even argued that all ulio

criticized old Hickory's administration were motivated solely by the

desire "to destroy the rights, happiness and liberty of this favored

coMitry, and reduce the American people to the same abject condition as

millions of the oppressed and enslaved of the old continent." To those

who shared this ccmviction, the historical mission of the Jackson

movement was the salvation of the Republic from the conspiracies v'-f its

He deem ANDREW JACKSON Cresolved the Democratic Republi-
cans of Luscme County, Pennsylvania in 1831J the providential
instrumont in the hands of the people to check the destructive
march of corruption, misrule, and anti-l.'epublican tendencies,
the wicked intrigues, onerous plots and hypocritical machi-
nations of the hereditary enwiies of the free principles of the
Ccnstitution end the equal rights of men.

Wherever the Jackstmian faithful congregated, this analysis of the po-

litical battles of the day proved most attractive. /Professed belief in



the erdstence of the "aristocratic conspiracy" is perhaps the most

persistent theme of Jacksonian political literature. Again and again,

Jacksonians called upon their fellow comitrymen "tc preserve the Ke-

publlc against the ambitions of interested partisans -who would sacri-

fice that freedom ^^hich is the rich inheritance of om- forefathers to

gratify a sordid and avaricious desire for poirer.'V^

American political partisans have long been accustomed to

viewing with alarm and pointing with prida. It is difficult to judge

how much of this was mere political boinbast, expressed in the exagger-

ated idiom of the time, believed in full by no one, and how much re-

flected very real convictions and amdeties. It is reasonable to

assume that many took this sort of ritualistic vituperation with a

graiia of salt.

Yet the profound apprehensions " expressed in early Jacksonian

electioneering propaganda cannot be totally dismissed as empty dema-

goguery. Though often stated in extreme hyperbole the Jacksonian

message reflected certain vddely held philosophical assun^jtions. To

many vrtio flocked to the Jacksonian standard, the Jackson movement was a

continuation of the Jeffersonian struggle against the dangers of a

centralized government controlled by a privileged aristocracy. Though

Jacksonian partisans were by no means consistent or unified in their

adherence to the Jeffersonian creed—not a few Jacksonians of 1828 had

formerly been of Federalist persuasion—probably a majority saw in Old

Hickory the heir to the mantle of the Sage of Monticello,

Louisville Advertiser , quoted in The Globe , May 14, 1831; New

York Cvenin.q Post , August 19, 1834, November 1, 1832, October 5, 12,

1832; Boston Statesman , quoted in The Globe , March 29, 1831; National

Intelligencer , July"^, 1330; The Republican Farmer , quoted in The

Globe. April 16, 1831,
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The heritage of the American revolution, with its bitter

memories of the "tyranny" of George III, reinforced by recollections of

the Federalist period, with its Alien and Sedition Acts, had left in

the .iinerican mind a deep-seated fear of governmental authority and

federal power. That human liberty and centralized power were forever

incompatible had attained, for many, the status of an unquestionable

truth.

Events of the administration of John Quincy Adams revived old

animosities and stirred latent suspicions. To strict Jeffersonians,

Adams* loose constructionist view of the Constitution and his ambitious

proposals for the use of federal power to fui'ther internal improvements

and encourage domestic industry appeared profoundly subversive of true

constitutional liberty. Furthermore, Adams' blunt pronouncement in

his Inaugural address that federal officers "must not be palsied by

the vrill of their constituents" seemed to forbode a most oppressive

assertion of the supremacy of authority over the will of the governed.

Solemnly men of the old school agreed that constitutional liberty could

not survive, were such heresies to receive the sanction of law. Ap-

pealing to the past experiences of the nation, as they conceived them,

many Jackson pai^tisans cried with hartin Van Buren in 1828; "A de-

liberate plan has been formed by men in power , , , to change the

government from its true Republican form,"^

In their conception of the role of political parties in

^Ulliam H, Holland, The Life a.-id Political Opinions of Lartin
Van Buren (Hartford, 18G6), pp. 289-290; liartin Van 3uren, An Inquiry

"

Into the Origin and Course of Political Parties in the United States
(Hew York, 1367); James I>, Richardson (ed,), Messages and Papers of the
Presidents (Kashington, D, C,, 1896), III, 311-317,
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American life, the JacksoniaiiS followed Thomas Jefferson in arguing

that parties in AmRrica reflected the cleavage in society between

"aristocracy" and "democracy," One party, according tc this analysis,

reflected the people's true interests and expressed the popular will.

Its great objective was the maximization of liberty, an objective at-

tained by rigorously resisting the encroachments of centralized govern-

ment. The other party, reflecting the selfish vested interests of an

"aristocratic minority," sought to oircupscrib e freedom and exploit the

majority by indiscriminately extending federal power. In the erection

of an "omnipotent centralized govermtient" this faction conspired to the

ultimate destruction of states rights and the extinction of freedom.

To oppose its designs constituted the great historical ndssion of the

party of true republicanism. Even a cursory reading of contemporary

journals discloses the prevalence of this analysis of the party battles

of the era in Jacksonian circles.

'

Drawing upon this theory of politics, Mai-tin Van Qui^en declared

before the Senate on the eve of Jackson's election in 1828: "All human

experience justifies tho deep and settled distrnst of the people and of

the states" of measures which enhance the power and authority of the

federal government. Van !3uren charged the partisans of Adaws and Clay

'^Thomas Jefferson, The llritings of Thomas Jefferson , ed. Paul

Leicester Ford (New York, 1&04), VWl, ii76-277, ii, b'Uti.3U7, XIII, 279-

280, XIV 422, XVI, 73-74} New York Sentinel , March 22, 1830; The Re-

publican' Farmer , quoted in The Globe . July 29, 1331; Louisville

Advertiser,"T;ioted in The Globe , May 14, 1831; New York Evening Post ,

^eptsmbof"5, October 5, 12, 1832; August 19, 1834; "P.ecolation of the

Barnstable County, Massachusetts Democratic Republicans," The Globe
,

March 29, 1831; "P.esolution of the Luzerne County, Pennsylvania Demo-

cratic Republicans," ibid. , April 16, 1831; "Address of the Republican

State Convention Assembled at Ferkimer to the Democracy of New York,"

ibid ., April 2, 1832; American i.anufacturcr , quoted in The Globe ,

Hajri4, 1831; The Globe , August 3, September 12, 1831.
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with "seekins to absorb all poif3r from its legitimate sources" in the

hope of "drawing ever5'i:hing that can be dra\m into the vortex of

federal power," The success of their schemes, he prophesied, would re-

sult in the triu-^h of the "monarchial" principle of government and in

the total destruction of liberty. Van Buren exhorted his listeners to

remain true to the principle of "true democracy." That principle, he

argued, rested

on the assumption that the disposition of nan to abuse
delegated authority is inherent and incorrigible; it therefore
seeks its only secui'ity in the limitation and distribution of
those trusts which the very existence of government require to
be reposed someTriiere, Hence the aversion of its supporterti to
^ant more power than is indisputably necessary for the objects
of society and their desire that it be conferred in as many
hands as is consistent with efficiency.

It was Vein Buren* s conclusion that the "true disciples of the demo-

craticai theory of government," realizing centralization of power

ultimately must subvert true liberty, always regarded with alarm ex-

tensions of federal activity.

Though there were no doubt many in the Jacksonian camp in 1828

who could not fully accept this view of government, belief in the evils

of extensive governmental activity and in the virtues of states rights

soon became a cardinal tenet in the Jacksonian creed. Though local

political considerations not infrequently led to inconsistency of

action on this score, verbal allegiance to these principles soon became

the hallmark of Jacksonian orthodoxy. The masthead of the official

Jackson organ proclaimed boldly, "The world is too much governed," ^fhile

the Democratic Review , a fervidly pro-Jacksonian magazine, taking its

cue from Jefferson, affirmed "that government is best which governs

Holland, pp. 289-290,
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least J"

Portraying theinselvcs as "the providential guardians of consti-

tutional purity," the Jacksonians called for a restoration of strict

construction of the nation's basic document . Old Hickory, seeking to

justify his course to a hostile Senate in 1834, appealed to the

judgment of history, declaring that it was his mission "to heal the

wounds of the Constitution and preserve it from further violation." He

justified his insistence upon strict adherence to the letter of the

Constitution on Jeffersonian grounds, warning Congress that departure

from constitutional orthodoxy could but lead to the "prostitution of

our government to advancement of the few at the expense of the riany."

In justification of their belief iii limited government,

Jacksonian spokesmen frequently argued that extensive governmental

activities could never benefit the majority, but would alvrays be per-

verted to serve the selfish interests of a self-appointed aristocracy.

John L. 'Sullivan, editor of the Democratic Review , explained his

conviction sis follows;

Understood as a central consolidating power, managing and

directing the various general interests of society, all govern-

ment is evil and the parent of evil. ... The best government

is that iJhich governs least. No human depositories can, with

safety, be trusted with the power of legislation upon the general

interests of society so as to operate directly on the industry

and property of the community. Such power must be perpetually

liable to the most pernicious abuse, from the natural imper-

fection, both in the wisdom of judgment and purity of purpose,

of all human legislation, e:q)osed constantly to the pressure

of partial interests—interests which, at the same time they are

essentially selfish and tyrannical, are ever vigilaiat, perse-

vering and subtle in all the arts of deception and corruption.

In fact, the imole history of human society may be appealed to,

in evidence that the abuse of power a thousandfold more than

^Richardson, II, 92; Niles Register , July 14, 1832.
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overbalances its beneficial use. Legislation has been the parent
of nine-tenths of all the evil, moral and physical, by idiich

mankind has been afflicted since the creation of the world, and
by which human nature has been self-degi'aded, fettered and
oppressed,

Jacksonian theory thus postulated a dualism betvreen limited, decentral-

ized govern-Tient, which guaranteed to all the maximum of human liberty,

and centralized federal power, which, in the eternal scheme of things,

vould inevitably be used by the privileged few to oppress the defense-

less majority. The implications of this conception were inescapable,

"The man who chiefly desires to preserve the rights of the states, and

he whose interests are chiefly concentrated in perpetuating the rule of

the many," the Democratic li^eview editorialized, "must, under our

political system use the same means to attain their ends,"-^^

The deliverance of the nation from the dangers of centralized

government and aristocratic despotism became a standard theme for

Jacksonian political jiublicists. One journal rejoiced that, in 182S,

the people -'rising in their strength , , , snatched the government from

the impure hands of i)rofligate rulers 'J'rfio were hurrying us omrard to

the grief of consolidation cind despotism, and brought back the declining

Republic to the lofty and safe position in which it was placed by the

fraraers of our sacred Constitution," A gathering of the faithful in

New York in 1832 rejoiced that Old Hickory had proven "sensible to the

danger which threatened the purity and ultimate existence of our free

institutions in the increased encroachments upon the reseirved rights of

the states ifliich had characterized the preceding administration,"

Senator Silas Tfright of New York, expanding upon this topic, informed

•^^United States Hagazine and Democratic Review , I (October,
1837), 1-15; ^ (August, 1844), 55S,
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the Senate, in 1834, that Andrew Jackson ims "under Providence . , .

destined yet to accortrplish what neither Thomas Jefferson nor his

successor coiild accomplish , , . the restoration of the Constitution

of his country,"-'-^

Charles Jai-ed Ingersoll of Philadelphia, in a Fourth of July

oration in 1835 struck the same theme when he rejoiced in "the radical

work" of Jackson's "reforiEing presidency, v^ich has tal^en away :iiost of

the modifications engrafted upon the system of Jefferson and restored

the Constitution to its primitive standard." After speculating upon the

dire consequences of "consolidation," a campaign biographer of Martin

Van Buren assured his readers that "the commanding intellect of General

Jackson saw the alarming danger, his more than Roman firmness en-

countered it; the Constitution ^ras rescued and the country saved," He

urged the electorate to assure the continued safety of the nation by

12
electing Van Buren Jackson's successor.

The Jacksonians vrere also quick to condemn constitutional

heresies which might place the Republic in renewed peril. To perceive

in opposition proposals plots for the subversion of the Constitution,

the destruction of the rights of the states and the enslavement of the

people became Eilmost an automatic Jacksonian reflex. To those lAio

argued that the obligation of Congress to provide for the general

welfare justified a loose interpretation of the constitutional powers

of the federal government, the Globe , speaking for orthodox Jacksonians,

^^.astern Argus, quoted in The Globe , May 18, 1831; Neir York
Evening Post , October 3, November 5" 1832; R. H. Gillet, The Life and
Times of SiTas tv'right (Auburn, 1874), 1,134-185.

l^he Pennsylvanian , July 29, 1839; Holland, pp. 283-284.
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replied:

Necessity is the plea with vThich the aristocracy would
supersede the Constitution and make the government the creature

of their will. , , , The doctrine of the riglit of Congress to

do \»hatever it may deem 'necessary* for the 'general welfare*
leaves us nothing but the forms of a republican government

,

It is no longer a government of the people controlling their
agents through a vrritten charter. The agents on this princi-
ple supersede the authority under vrhich they act, and become
BiEisters,

13

To sorae Jacksonians, fear of the evils of govern.-nent was re-

stricted to opposition to federal encroachiuents. Though quite willing

to condemn federal activities, these followers of Old Hickory were

most eager to secure the enactment of certain state legislation incorpo-

rating banlcs, building roads or subsidizing industry, particularly v/hen

they stood to profit from such measures. There were others, hovrever,

vrtio made no such fine distinction. To the more doctrinaire Jacksonians,

the tendency cf individueils to look to government, at any level, for

aid and assistance in the solution of their economic problems, was

most deplorable. Petitions for tariff protection, for government

financed internal improvements, and for special charters of incorpo-

rations, were all suspect to these economic individualists,

"[filliam Leggett, New York newspaper editor, expressed the con-

viction of this faction of the Jacksonian party irtien he warned that

deviation from the principles of strict laissez faire would soon "re-

duce men from a dependence upon their ovm exertions to a dependence

upon the caprices of government," Freedom and paternalism, Leggett

declared, were forever incompatible, "A government may at pleasure

elevate one class and depress another; it may one day legislate

exclusively for the farmer, the next for the mechanic, and the third

^^he Globe, June 11, 1831,
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for the manufacturor, who all thus become the mere puppets of legis-

lative cobbling and tinkering, instead of independent citizens relying

on their o^m resources for prosperity." Any government which inter-

vened in the affairs of the marketplace, said Leggett, "may be called a

government of equal rights, but it is in nature and essence a disguised

despotism. It is a capricious dispenser of good and evil, without any

restraint except its own sovereign will. It holds in its hands the

distribution of the goods of the world and is consequently the uncon-

trolled master of the people. "-^^

Appealing to history, Leggett endeavored to refute the notion

that government could be used to protect the interests of the poorer

classes of society, "Experience will show that its power has always

been used under the influence and for the exclusive benefit of wealth."

Leggett concluded that the poor would find that "their only safeguard

against oppression is a system of legislation "vriiich leaves all to the

free exercise of their talents and industry within the limits of general

law and which on no pretense of public good, bestows on any particular

class or industry or body of men rights or privileges not equally

enjoyed by the great aggregate of the body politic." That government

interference in economic matters could lead to any other end he could

not conceive. In that, he spoke for most of the intellectual theorists

within the Jacksonian ranks. 15

Leggett 's laissez faire philosophy, which drew heavily on Adam

l^New York Evening Post , November 21, 1834. For further ex-

amples of Leggett »s argument, see Tfilliam Leggett, The Political

TJritings of William Leggett , ed, Theodore Sedg^^rick, Jr. (2 vols..

New York, 1840).

^%ew York Evening Post . November 21, 1834.
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Smith, David Ricardo and the Manchester economists, was at first dis-

missed as a dangerous nonsense by the powers in control of Jacksonian

politics in his native state of Novr York, Yet Leggett^s viei'Tpoint

came to be Jacksonian orthodoxy before the end of the decade. Though

there were some within the Jackson camp who never embraced this view-

point save in gesture, Jacksonian publicists freely equated Jacksonian

Democracy vdth econoEuc individualism. Indeed, Old Hickory himself had

long maintained that government should "confine itself to equal pro-

tection" and avoid legislative action designed to foster the interests

of any one grotq) at the expense of any others. His successor, Martin

Van Buren, invoked the laissez faire philosophy Trtien, at the height of

the Panic of 1837, he complained that "people expect too much from

government" and declared that individuals must not look to Tfashington

for salvation from the consequences of their economic follies. Toward

the end of the Jackson era, an impassioned young Democratic journalist

named >:alt Ifhitman summarized the Jacksonian philosophy when he ^*rote:

"Men must be masters unto themselves and not look to presidents and

legislative bodies for aid, , , , it is only the novice in political

economy who thinlcs it the duty of the government to mal^e its citizens

happy , , , although government can do little positive good to the

people, it may do an immense deal of harm. And here is trtiere the beauty

of the Democratic principle comes in. Democracy would prevent all this

^^lorkingman's Advocate , April 9, 1831; New York Evening Post .

November 11, 1331; Banner of the Constitution , quoted in The Globe ,

March 19, 1831; Edward L, Shepard, Martin Yan Buren (Boston, lS^9),
p. 232; T^rooklyn Eagle . June 26, 1847, quoted in Joseph Blau (ed,).
Social Theories of Jacksonian Democracy (Nev.- York, 1954), p, 131,
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Believing government centralizatiou the invariable prelude to

the establisktient of a privileged aristocracy bent upon the destruction

of popular rule and the rutliless exploitation of the people, Jackscnian

pu'ilicists sought to identify their cause with that of all defenders

of freedom, claiming an historical kinship with the Patriots of the

devolution and the founders of the Democratic-Republican party. They

sought also to stigmatize their opponents as the heirs of Toryism and

Federalism, Efforts were made to identify opposition leaders with

Hamiltonian distrust of popular rule. Federalist suppression of civil

liberties and even Tory disloyalty to the American revolution,

Jacksonian papers charged that the National Eeptiblican, and later, the

¥hig parties were but renascent Federalism, co:!5)osed exclusively of

discredited "aristocrats" who hypocritically claimed allegiance to the

glorious traditions of revolutionary T'higgery and Jeffersonian Deiiiocracy

vjhile plotting the subversion of the Republic, Invoking the spectre of

the Alien and Sedition Acts, the Hartford Convention and "Blue Light"

Federalism, the Jacksonians decried the dangers of entrusting govern-

ment to such inveterate enemies of Republican Viirtue,

Echoing this theme, an anonymous letter from an obscure Jackson

follower, published in the Globe in the summer of 1831, charged that

the party opposing Old Hickory and the Democracy was motivated by the

same spirit and composed of the same elements eis that "party which

concerted the separation of New England from the Confederacy, in the

last war cleaving to Britain for protection," Their disloyalty to the

nation was further proven by their kinship with those who earlier had

proposed "government with a President for life, a Congress for life,

with hereditary branches of primogeniture, and a judiciary for life, all
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irresponsible to the people," Their aim vras no less thsui the de-

struction of the heroic work of the revolution, for they hoped "to

recolonizs the states as formerly they were, into a consolidated

government," A New England Jacksonian editor wjimed that Tfhigs were

of the same ilk as those t^o, in earlier years, had "ushered into

existence the sedition law, abridged freedom of speech and the press,

and sou^t to bring out a standing srny to overawe the people,"

Silas Tlright, speaking before the Senate in 1334, charged that the op-

ponents of Jackson's banic policy were motivated by the same conten5)t

for the people vjhich the tyrant George III had harbored for the

colonists and which had driven the patriots into just rebellion against

his tyranny, A Democratic canqjaign pamphlet in 1840 found in the ranks

of the opposition men ^vho had given "THREE CHEERS" when told, in 1314,

of the burning of the capitol by the British invaders.

That the followers of Adams and Clay denied these allegations

and would not confess their sins did not for one moment deceive the

true Democrat, A Jacksonian editor, warning of their "hypocritical

treachery," found their behavior quite similar to the contemporatry,

Jesuit doninated ultra party in IVauce, vihich advised its followers to

cloak the nature of their conspiracy against the constitutional

^^The Globe , January 19, June 15, 1831; The Vermont Gazette ,

in The Gloipc , August 31, 1831; Boston Statesman , quoted in New
rening Post , October 5, 1832; "Resolution of the Barnstable

17t

quoted
York Evening"
County, llassachusetts Democratic Republicans," quoted in The Globe ,

March 29, 1831; "Resolution of the Democratic Republican Young Men of
the Ninth Kard," quoted in New York Evenijig Post , October 12, 1832;
"Resolution of the Democratic Republican Young hen of the Eleventh
Kard," quoted in the New York livening Post , October 5, 1832; G, G,
Greene and B, H. Hallett , "The Identity of the Old Hartford Convention
Federalists Uith the Modern T;hig Harrison Party Carefully Illustrated
by Living Specimens," Boston Homing Post , extra of August, 1840;
Gillet, I, 188-189,
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government by freely espousing "Republican ideas," "How closely the

art of the banished despots resembles the contemptible craft of the

federal pai'ty in America, who have stolen the name of Republicanism in

order to make frar in disguise upon its principles," concluded the

editor. "Messrs, Adams and Clay have, perhaps, through fellow feeling

transmitted to Charles X their plan of opposition. At any rate the

resemblance between the tactics of the ex-King and his ex-ilinisters

cannot fail to strike the most careless observer," The Jacksoniems,

in the manner of most American political partisans before and since

thus endeavored to interpret the party battles of their age as the

struggle of good and evil, of the forces of righteousness, comiiiitted to

liberty and the defense of popular rale, irith the powers of darloiess,

secretly devoted to aristocracy, repression and the destruction of

popular rights, -^^

The Jacksonlan crusade for the "reform of government" and the

"restoration of constitutional purity and republican sinqjlicity"

culminated in a series of electoral triumphs which made the Democratic

party of Jackson and Van Buren the majority party throughout the 1330*s

and during most of the 1840* s and lGv50*s. Jxx their administratiun of

government and in their advocacy of specific progranis, the Jacksonlans

again and again stressed that they were but serving as the "obedient

Instruments of the popular will," In developing this thenie, the

Jacksonlans came to enunciate that dualism which is the very touchstone

of the Jackscnian conception of democracy; the virtue and wisdom of

the common people of the nation, as opposed to the selfisJmess and the

•^\'astem Argus , quoted in The Globe , hay 7, 1831; The Globe ,

August 31, 1831, Nnvendber 26, 1831, November 5, 1832; Baltimore
Republican , quoted in The Globe , May 18, 1831.
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depravity of self-appointed elites. The Jacksonians were uncon5)ro-

mising believers in majority rule. To them the "Reign of King Numbers"

held no terror.

In justifying their majoritarian philosophy, the Jacksonians

enqjloyed two somewhat contradictory arguments. On the one hand, they

affirmed that the people, being essentially noble and free of the

corruptions of special privilege and the vices of aristocracy, would

alvrays rule with wisdom and justice, on the other, they appealed to

belief in human corruptibility—to original sin, if you will—to assert

that, man being an essentially selfish animal, only rule by the majority

could protect the great masses of people from oppression and exploi-

tation. The majority alone, it was argued, could have no possible

reason to betray the majority interests. The Washington Globe invoked

both arguments \ihen it declared that orly the "homely intelligence" of

the common people had preserved:

this country from becoming the prey of insidious political
leaders and the minions and partissms who rely upon their
success, fcr the power of cominitting spoilation upon the people,
in the name of government. These selfish politicians and
partisans, with their opportunities tc obtain information, are
least able to judge rightly. They see everything with an eye
to their otm designs and decide upon it, as applicable to their
own interests. Men who live by the labor of their hands—\rtio

do not follcir politics as a profession, to minister tc their
ambition or avarice—these are the men who have an interest
which cannot be separated from the welfare of the country and
>rtiose selfishness cannot be distinguished from patriotism.

But the justification for rule by majority judgment was not based on

the concept of enlightened self-interest alone; the Globe proceeded to

speak of the innate virtue and goodness of the common people of the

land. That the average citizen was often viithout formal education was

deemed of no importance; indeed, it was regarded almost as a source of
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virtue, for "in en^jloying their intellects upon every subject, hip;h and

loir, frankly or boldly, t^ithout the aid of a bookirorm or the discipline

of a pedagogue" the common people, unencumbered by pretense and free

from the "aristocratic snobbery" of the formally educated, could per-

ceive with true clarity "the beauties of Fepublican simplicity" and act

19
with true nobility.

Celebration of the intuitive wisdom of the people became a

favorite pastime for Jacksonian publicists, Trho net infrequently lamented

the "corruptinc influence" of formal education, Martin Van Buren's

ctimpziga biographer in 1835 rejoiced that his candidate had received

little schooling, fearing that "from the eloquent pages of Liv^r, or the

honeyed eulogiums of Horace, he might have been inspired with an admi-

ration for regal pomp and aristocratic dignity uncongenial to the

nature and independence of his mind," Some years earlier, a group of

supporters of Old Hickory in New York had taken pride in the fact that

their hero "lacked the distinction of the academy" for they could

therefore claim for him "those hic:her attributes which an active life

alone can teach, and irhich can never be acquired in the halls of a

university—a knowledge of mankind," These New York Jacksonians con-

cluded by declaring: "VFe claim for Andrew Jackson, above all other

qualities, an integrity never known to yield to interest or ambition,

and a judgment unclouded by the visionary speculations of the acade-

raician."2°

^%he Globe , April 2, June 5, August 15, 1831; United States
Ilagazine and I)erriocratic Review , I (October, 1837), 26; Baltimore Re-
publican , quoted in

"he Globe ,' October 21, 1831; New York SeniineTr"
February 18, 1830,

^'"^lolland, p. 17ff; Jacksonian Republican , October 4, 15, 1828.
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If Thc-nas Jefferson honored the scholar and the philosopher and

rejoiced in the "aristocracy of the intellect," his Jacksonian political

heirs rejected every conceivable form of "aristocracy" and stressed the

"homely virtues" of the untrained, intuitive mind. Stubbornly practical

aiid dogmatically egalitarian, Jackson's followers affirmed their faith

in the innate wisdom and enlightened self-interest of the great ma-

jority. Their rejection of elitism was unqualified, "Any citizen,"

they maintained, "is quite capable of understanding the affairs of cur

21
government,"

One intellectual in their midst endeavored to work out a meta-

physical justification for the Jacksonian faith in niajoritarian demo-

cracy, George Bancroft, employing those premises of transcendentalism

which he had freely imbibed during his student days in Germany, ex-

plained: "There is a spirit in man, not in a privileged few, not in

those of us only who by the favor of Providence have been nursed in the

public schools. It is in man ; it is the attribute of the race. The

spirit, which is the guide to truth, is the gracious gift to every

member of the human family," To be sure, that spirit vias not possessed

in equal measure by everyone—some were closer to the spirit than

others. But nonetheless, all men shared its insights. From this,

Bancroft reasoned that the collective will of the majority must there-

fore reflect the highest truth attainable, for "the people collectively

are wiser than the most gifted individual, for all his wisdom consti-

tutes but a part of theirs," It followed that majoritarian democracy

was therefore divinely sanctioned, for "the decrees of the universal

conscience are the nearest approach to God in the soul of man," Human

New York Evening Journal , quoted in The Globe , April 2, 1831,
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progress and the progressive betterment and ennoblement of the race

woidd therefore result from the sovereignty of the people. If some

Jacksonians pointed to the corrupt il!;ility of human nature as the

primary justification of majority rule, Bancroft's democratic creed

reflected a happier belief in the "divine intuitive quality of every

22
human mind,"

To Bancroft, the ^reat historical mission of the Jacksoniaa

Demccracy ^ras to assure the final triumph of that great wisdom >rfiich

dvelt within the American people. In his celebrated eulogy of Andrew

Jackson, Bancroft spoke of the Old Hero as the providential instrument

through -which that wisdom gained its expression:

Before the nation, before the iforld, before the ages he

stands forth as the representative of his generation of the

American mnd, and the secret of his greatness is this? bv

intuitive conception, he shared and possessed all the creative

ideas of his country and his time 5 he expressed therii with

dauntless intrepidity; he enforced them with an immovable will;

he executed then mth an electric power that attracted and

swayed the American people.

To men of the Jacksonian faith. Old Hickory symbolized the popular will

incarnate and embodied all the wisdom and virtue of the common people

of the land,
2^

llith their belief in the virtual infallibility of the majority

judgment, Jacksonian partisans regarded refusal to follow strictly the

wishes of the people a grave offense against republican virtue and

hastened to condemn those opposition politicians found guilty of such

independence of thought or action. In the Jacksonian conception.

2%eorge Hancroft, Literary and Historical Liscellanies (New

York, 1855), pp, 408-435; Merle Curti, Froblng Our Past (New York,

1955), p. 10.

^^Bancroft, p, 479.
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legislators were chosen, not to deliberate upon the political issues

of the day, but to follow without question to course dictated by "the

people," One upstate New York journal gave rather extreme expression

to this view of the political process when it denounced "those juntos

and con±>inations in every town, city and county within our state"

vhoae members xfickedly sou^t "to think and act for the people," The

editor reported in alarm that such aristocrats persistently endeavored

"to direct public opinion instead of follovdng it," Such perverse dis-

sension from the majority view, in his opinion, had "hitherto left us

at war among ouroelves, against our om interests and the interests of

our country" and should not be tolerated. Had this editor's viewpoint

been accepted literally by most Americans of the 1830*s, there mi^t

have been greater truthfulness in de Tocqueville's remarks concerning

the "tyranny of the majority," Fortunately, most Jacksoniane believed

in the freedom of expression guaranteed by the Constitution with as

much fervor as they accorded their conception of majority rule.^^

But since they regarded it as their mission to assure the final

triumph of the rule of the people, the Jacksonians were, from the very

outset of Old Hickory's administration, preoccupied with political

reforms designed to assure that the -popular voice v;ould never be disre-

garded by governmental agents. To prevent a recurrence of the "corrupt

b.'rgrin" of 1825 which had resulted "in the betrayal of the popular

mandate," Jacksonians frequently advocated the elimination of the

electoral college and the direct election of the President of the United

States by popular vote. Some, hoping to render politicians more

T'roy Register , quoted in The New York Sentinel , April 29,
1830,
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responsive to the wishes of their constituents, demanded annueil or

biennial electionc of all inembers of Congress, senators included.

Others insisted that Congressmen unwilling to heed the wishes of their

constituents on specific issues should consider themselves morally

obligated to resign their seats. One Democratic journal even expressed

concern over the malapportionment of Congress and called for legislation

insuring uniformity in the number of people represented by congressional

districts. On the state level, Jacksonians agitated for the final

elimination of property qualifications for the franchise and the ex-

tension of voting rights to all idiite, male citizens.

There were some within the Jacksonian movement, however, ttHo

never fully accepted that unqualified belief in the infallibility of

the majority conaionly associated with Jacksonian Democracy, Condy

Saguet, a Jacksonian pEirtisan during most, though not eill, of the

period, lamented the tendency in a Democracy to entrust vital govern-

mental decisions to politicians who Imew nothing of "the true principles

of political econorny" and followed popular prejudices rather than sound

judgment in their policy making, Raguet argued that no person not well

versed in the witings of Adam Smith and David Richardo should be

permitted to serve as a legislator, judge or executive,
^^

William O'Sullivan, editor of the Democratic Review , though

generally in sympeithy with the principle of majority rule, recognized

the possibility of majority oppression of minority rights. O'Sullivan

^^he Globe , January 19, llarch 2, 13l;1; The United States Maga-
zine and Democratic Review, I (October, 1337), 26, 84,

^^Joseph Dorfman, The Economic Mind In American Civilization
(New York, 1946), II, 602, ~ "
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declared that Democracy should never be construed to mean "the govern-

ment of a people permitted in the plentitude of their power to do all

they please, regardless alike of the restraint of written law or

individual right," 'Sullivan's defense of the rule of King Numbers was

based largely on the Jeffersonian conviction that there was a greater

danger of minority oppression of the majority than of majority tyranny,^

Orestes Brownson, though still loyal to the Jacksonian standard,

rejected majority Democracy completely in the early 1840*s, Embittered,

perhaps by the failure of the people to sustain the Democratic cause in

1840, Brownson wrote in the Democratic Review that "this virtue and

intelligence of the people is all a humbug," Following John C, CEdhoun,

Brownson argued that absolute Democracy and Liberty were incompatible.

Majority rule, given the credulous ignorance of the masses, could easily

lead to domination of the state by the strongest economic interest

group and to the betrayal of the real interests of the conmion man. Re-

straint of government and strict construction of the Constitution, not

majority rule, constituted, in the judgment of this Jacksonian, the

only truly effective protection against aristocratic despotism. For

rather different reasons, this belief had its greatest currency among

conservative Southern Democrats who feared that one day the majority

will of the nation would threaten their "peculiar institution," Many

Southerners, of both parties, grimly approved of John C, Calhoun's

blunt pronouncement, "The will of a majority is the will of a rabble.

Progressive democracy is incon^jatible with liberty,"

'The United States Iiagazine and Democratic Review , I (October,
1837), 4-6.
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John S, Jenkins , The Life of John Caldvrell Calhoun (Auburn, 1850), p, 453,

^^Ibid., YI (September, 1839), 213; XII (/pril, 1843), 375;
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Even so, radical majoritarianism renaiaed the hallmark of the

Jacksonlan creed. In fact, there were some Trithin the Jacksonian camp

who regarded the judiciary's independence of the popular will with ^

deep apprehensions and, fearing the creation of an aristocracy of

judges and lawyers, called for the elimination of life tenure and the

extension of the elective principle to all judicial offices, "Judges,"

declared the Globe,

must be made to feel responsible to majority opinion. . , ,

as a separate estate, the judges have no common feeling with
the mass of the people. They become naturally hostile to
popular power. Every encroachment they can make upon it, is
felt by the judj;es as an acquisition—as consolidating the
government—and as securing the permanence of their own
interests and importance. Against this spirit, the people
can never be safe, unless the judges, like the functionaries
of otlior departments of government are required periodically
to lay down their power, and be made to rely, idien thus re-
duced to the raiilvs, upon the favorable estimate trhich a
faithful discharge of their public trusts may have produced
anons the people, for subsequent advancement and restoration
to power, '^^

The Supreme Court vras by no means excepted from these demands,

Jacksonian spokesmen often deplored the exalted status of that tribunal

and questioned the wisdom of the judicial review of legislation. The

Democratic Review , commenting upon the "blind veneration which has

heretofore sealed the eyes of a very large proportion of the public"

declared of the high prestige enjoyed by the court: "This abject

mental subjugation to authority and assun^Dtion is unworthy equally of

our country and our age," Martin Van Buren, speaking before the Senate

in 1826, deprecated "that sentiment which claims for judges so great a

share of exenrotion from the feelings that govern the conduct of other

^^he Globe , February 29, 1831; Richmond Enquirer , quoted j

The Globe , April 20, 1831; New York Evening ?os-t: , Ociober 2, 1832,
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men, and for the court the safest repository of political power." Van

Buren declared that the justices vferc "influenced by the sane passions"

as other mortsils. He wairned of the "j;rave dangers" of placing them

beyond the reach of public opinion, A Jacksonian daily charged that

the Supreme Court gave "v;hatever construction to the Constitution as

might suit the political views of the tribunsil," emd accused the

jurists of subservience to vested interests. The court, it vms de-

clared, "can annul any lav? desired by the people by declaring it un-

constitutional, and has done so." Jther Jacksonian vnriters protested

"the anti-Democratic tone of principle" irtiich characterized the de-

cisions of the court. The Dartciouth College Case, v/hich placed

chartered corporations beyond the reach of "the sovereign legislation

of the people" and McCulloch versus Maryland, which placed federally

chartered bodies beyond the reach of the states' power to tax were

deemed especially subversive of popular rule, iiany Jacksonian publi-

cists also demanded that law be rendered more humane in its treatment

of the poor and called for the abolition of i0q)risonment for debt,^^

The necessity of rendering government more responsive to the

will of the governed was also invoked to justify the most controversial

of Jacksonian "innovations": rotation in office, or, as it was termed

by its opponents, the spoils system. The Globe explained that this

reform Involved nothing more nor less than "putting men out of office

^Qpnited States Lagazine and Democratic Review , I (October, 1838),
143-161; The Globe , February 2, 1331; The Danner of t^ie Constitution ,

quoted in the New~Ycrk Evening Post , October 2, 1832; liartin Van Buren,
The Autobiography of Martin Van Buren , ed, John C, Fitzpatrick (Uashing-
ton, D, C, 1920), pp. 212-214; Fitzwilliam Byrdsall, History of the
Locofoco or Equal Rights Party (New York, 1842), pp, 121-122,
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lirho are hostile to the principles upon ^lich the people would have

their government founded euid conducted, and putting others in, whose

opinions coincide with those of a majority of their countrymen," Em-

ploying the ubiquitous conspiracy theme, Jacksonian apologists ex-

plained that there existed among incumbent civil servants a plot to

create an aristocratic federal bureaucracy of arrogant office holders

Tdio deemed themselves "born, booted and spurred to ride the common

people," One Jacksonian paper in New England, warming to this theme,

cried for the punishment of all "traitors" and screamed, "The barnacles
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shall be swept clean from the ship of state,"

Protesting that no government official should ever be allowed

to regard his post as a "sinecure for life," the Jacksonians quoted

freely from Jefferson, \rho earlier had been attracted to Harrington's

belief in "rotation in office," Old Hickory justified the Jacksonian

aversion to a permanent federal bureaucracy on the grounds that the

tasks of government were, after all, so siiiiple that any reasonably in-

telligent citizen could perform them without specialized training or

experience, Jackson, by no means in favor of the ruthless wholesale

proscriptions demanded by some of his more opportunistic followers, en-

deavored to follow a policy of reasonable moderation. His opponents

greatly exaggerated the extent of his removals. But nonetheless,

Jackson remained most^gensitive to the dangers Jbe deemed inherent in

the creation of a bureaucracy beyond the reach of the popular will. The

^-^'he Globe , May 14, 1831; Nevr Orleans Courier , quoted in The
Globe , Iloveinber 24, 1831; The United States Ilagazine and Democratic
Review , I (October, 1837), 82; The New Hampshire Patriot , March 21,
1829,

'^
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Jacksonian cree(1 offered ample justification of the need for "rotation

in offics."^^

It is perhaps ironic that Andrew Jackson, titular leader of a

political movement which preached the Jeffersonian doctrine of limited

governaient, contributed mightily to the strengthening of the presi-

dential office and is remembered as a "strong executive," The

Jacksonians were irell aware of this development and deemed it quite

consistent with their general philosophy of government. Since poli-

ticians and bureaucrats were disposed to plot the subversion of the

liberties of the people, Jacksonians argued, the President, as the

elected representative of all the people, must not hesitate to use the

full powers of his office to guard the republic against their "en-

croachments and pretensions," Jackson, declaring that "the President

is the direct representative of the American people," deemed it his

duty to strike down, tlirough use of the veto power, legislation he

deemed either unconstitutional or unwise and to use his control of the

Executive branch of government to arrest tendencies dangerous to re-

publican government. In expounding this vievrpoint to a highly hostile

Senate, Jackson assured the Senators that, having faithfully employed

the full powers of his office in resistance to the encroachments of

privilege and governmentzil ceutralizaticn, he v;ould "die contented* with

the belief "that he had contributed in some degree to increase the value

33
and prolong the duration of American liberty,"

^%.S,, Congress, Senate, Senate Documents , 21st Cong,, 1st

Sess,, I, No, 1; Andrew Jackson to Joseph Conn Guild, April 24, 1825,^
Jackson liSS (microfilmed by the Library of Congress),

^%,S,, Congress, Senate, Register of Debates , 23d Cong.,

1st Sess,, X, pp, 3317-3336,
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Senator Thonas Hart Benton, faithful Jacksonian legislative

leader, froci iiissouri, defended his chieftain's conception of the

presidency against those \iho charged Jackson with despotic abuse of

executive pover in his "excessive" use of the veto power by likening

the "venerable Hero" to the enlightened lawgivers of antiquity.

Benton contended that Jackson had instructed the people in the "true

meaning" of their "revered Constitution:"

From General Jackson tBenton declaredjthc coiuitry first
learned the true theory- and practice of intent of the Consti-
tution, in giving to the executive a qualified negative on the
legislative power of Congress. Far from being an odious,
dangerous or kingly prerogative this power, as vested in the
President, is nothing but a copy of the famous veto power
vested in the tribunes of the people aracng the Komans.

Jacksonian journalists, tailing up the refrain, prcclaicied Old Hickory

the "providential guardian" of true freedom and rejoiced in the mercies

of heaven in providing the people with such a champion. Popular ap-

proval of the Jacksonian conception of executive power ^ras clearly a

reflection of the deep feeling that Jackson, totally responsive to the

popular will, could be relied upon in all cases to serve their interests.

The General, it \<ras believed, shared the innermost hopes, fears and

aspirations of the common man. As a recent historian has aptly ex-

pressed it, "the American people looked through his eyes and thought

Tdth his brain."

In a sense, Andrew Jackson, the Hero of New Orleans and the

living symbol of republican sinqjlicity and American virtue, syiribolized

also a nationalist fervor that cut across sectionalist animosities and

provincial prejudices. Though the Civil Tfar \:as to arrest this

^'^homas Hart Benton, Thirty Years View (New York, 1854), I,
723-724; Samuel Eliot Morison and Henry S-teele Commager, The Growth of
the American Republic (New York, 1950), I, 472,
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development, by the Jacksonian years Americaus nonetheless were be-

ginning to foel the stirrings of that sense of a common nationality

'Which reachocl its fullest ante-bellun expression in lianifest Destiny,

As early as 1824, Jacl'son's partisans had hailed their here as a truly

national leader ivho stood above the sectional antagonisms of North,

South, East and TIest, Of course, Jackson supporters had not hesitated

to exploit sectional prejudices in these localities where sucxi

practices remained good politics, /vn Alabama electioneering hanaoill

In 1828 proclaimed, "IJuzzah for Jackson and to hell with the Yankee,"

But in general their strategy was to portray Jackson as a national hero

and a national leader devoted to the high destinies of a unified

nation.^^

Thus, from the outsat, strong nationjilist fervor ameliorated

the Jacksoiiians' devotion to the states riglits philosophy, ilhen in

1S33, the Nullification crisis forced a choice between extreme ad-

herence to states rights or the continuation of the federal union, most,

though not all, Jacksonians chose the latter alternative and applauded

their leader's fiery determination to "hang disunionists high as Haman,"

Jacksonian jounials thereafter classified "Centralization and Nullifi-

cation" as "twin conspiracies against the Constitution and the liber-

ties of the people,"^^

Andrew Jackson summarized the Jacksonian political mission in a

sentence: "The federal Constitution must be obeyed, states rights

^^Pai'J. C, Nagel, "The Election of 1824: A Reconsideration Based
on Newspaper Opinion," The Journal of Southern History , XXVI (August,
1960), 315-324.

Vienna Republican , quoted in The Globe , June 11, 1831;
New York Eveninf; Post, August 19, 1834,
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preserved, cur national debt must be paid, direct loans and taxes

avoided and the Federal Union preserved," In explaining their role

in the main stream of American history and in justifying the Jacksonian

program, the followers of Old Hickory invoked various interpretative

themes: that government is best which governs least; those who pro-

pose to extend the scope of federal activity conspire against liberty

and are in the tradition of Tory aristocracy and New England Federalism;

those vrho resist such encroachments alone are the guardians of the

American tradition and the heirs of Jeffersonian Republicanism; govern-

mental activity can by its nature benefit only the powerful and lead to

aristocracy; the people must therefore look to their o-vm efforts for

the solution of their problems and not to government; officers of

government mast be made totally responsible to the people; elected

representatives must reflect popular opinion; all these precepts must

be rigorously obeyed, lest despotism and aristocracy subvert true

37
republican liberty.

Certain images reinforced these themes: the frugal, hard

working republican citizen versus the decadent, effete, scheming aristo-

crat; the honest, intelligent, practical self-taught man versus the j/

snobbish, foolish and iiapractical acadeiiiician; the courageous Old

General, devoted body and soul to the preservation of the republic

versus the hypocritical, self-seeking politician in league with aris-

tocracy, secretly conspiring its downfall.

Jacksonian rhetoric thus provided a facade of unity and an

illusion of common purpose ^vhich fused the party into a cohesive po-

liticEil organization. Yet beneath the fajade lay basically

^"^Morison and Coramager, I, 472.
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contradictory economic objectives -wliich were never successfully recon-

ciled. As we turn to the Jacksonian interpretation of the econonic

issues of the period, these cleavages within the ranks will become

most apparent,

Jacksonian vrriters denounced freely the opposition for its

adherence to prosrams designed to facilitate the exploitation of the

"people" and of "the productive classes of society" by "speculators,"

"monopolists" and "eiristocrats," Jacksonian joitrnEils repeatedly

C2i8tigated the "corrupt eilliance" of vested interests and government

nhich was said to sustain the opposition cause. The special privileges

enjoyed by chartered corporations, the unique prerogatives of the

Second Banlc of the United States, and the aid given to economic inter-

ests through governmental tariff and internal improvement legislation

were assailed, with increasing frequency as the 1830»s progressed, as

part and parcel of a gigantic conspiracy to defraud the honest and

productive citizens of the Republic for the benefit of corrupt and

scheming members of the Eastern mercantile coiiEmnity,

In denunciation of this conspiracy, a gathering of the

Jacksonian faithful in a rural county in Pennsylvania resolved in the

spring of 1831, that

. , , a great and inqjosing "system," conceived in wicked-
ness and supported by iniquity, is taught with untiring assi-
duity, and, if successful, v/ill be productive of unheard and
endless calamity to the laboring people of this country, and
would be as portentous to every well-informed patriot as the
death knell of our civil and religious blessings. In its
train it would bring taxation to everything used by the
laboring: classes even to the very air they breathe, or the
light cf the sun—speculation, corruption and intrigue in the
government—extravagance, profligacy and vice in the money
lender and stock jobber—penury, oppression and misery in the
poorer and humbler classes—in short, the direct tendency of
the "system" so called would be to fleece the people—to rob
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the industrious laborer of his hire, and give it to the rich

and the purse proud . . . every intrigue and deception is

practiced to divide and Liislead the people, thereby to wealten

their power and divert them from their true interests . . ,

there is a greedy and unprincipled band of speculators abroad

in the land, eager to despoil the people by every kind of

false device, 38

Janes K, Polk, in a speech before the House of Representatives,

explained in detail how the "system" (labeled the American System by

its proponents) fostered that exploitation of the "productive classes"

deplored in the foregoing resolution. 3y artificially supporting a

liigh price on the public lands, Polk argued, the Adams-Clay policies

prevented "inducements to inmigration," thereby retaining "a popu-

lation of paupers in the East, tAio way, of necessity, be driven into

manufactories, to labor at low trages for their daily bread," By legis-

lating excessive duties on icqjorts, the proponents of the system would

then enable the oTKiers of the "manufactories" to charge exorbitant

prices for the products thus produced by cheap labor. The tariff

would also serve to create a surplus of revenue in the federal coffers.

That revenue ras then expended on "internal iaqjrovements," the bait

held out to the T!est to gain their acceptance of the "iniquitcus system,'

In reality, 1 oik argued, the system \iould benefit only the vested

interest groups of the East, The farmer of the West, the planter of

the South and the laborer throughout the nation would be driven to

39
destitution by the policies advocated by the Jacksonian opposition.

To the arguiaent advanced by ilhig partisans that the American

System would benefit all classes and all sections, a spokesman for the

^
^epublican Farmer , quoted in The Globe , April 16, 1831,

39u^S., Congress, Register of Debates , 21st Cong., 1st Sess.,

pp. 698-699,
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Southern agrarians, FrEincis Pickens, cried on the floor of the House:

"Let no man deceive himself by the plausible and beautiful theory that

all classes in the body politic have a mutual dependence . , , let no

man suppose that that vhich adds power and profit to a specie of

capitEil necessarily has a corresponding effect upon labor. , , ,"

Others were more specific, A New York Jacksonizm paper accused the

followers of Clay and Adams of oppressing the common people of the land

by infl.icting upon the nation an exorbitant tariff irtiich forced the

price of everyday necessities beyond the reach of the poor man's

budget, A Pennsylvania journal charged that "Henry Clay's American

System" extorted from the "vrorking people $35,000,000 a year, and

lavished a great part of it upon political favorites and the rank

40
aristocracy of the cities,"

There were many within the Jacksonism camp, however, \iho

supported the very "American System" their brethren denounced. At no

time were the Jacksonians united on their tariff, land or internal

improvement policies, T^'hen Jackson in 1830 vetoed an unin5)ortant bill

authorizing the construction of the Haycville road in Kentucky, many

of his staunchest Kestem supporters raised their voices in protest.

Indeed, two years before, Amos Kendall's Argus of Western Ainerica had

assured Westerners concerned with obtaining federal appropriations for

turnpikes and canals that Old Hickory was a firm believer in the

American System and defied thuse who said otherwise to "produce even a

newspaper paragrajdi" advocating Jackson's election on the grounds of

^11,5,, Congress, Congressional Globe , 25th Cong,, 2d Sess,,
Appendix, pp, 429-430; New York Evening Post , October 5, 1835; IJilkes-

barre Farmer , quoted in the Democratic State Journal, Lay 11, iS^
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his opposition to protection or internal iniprovenients. In Pennsylvania,

^•rliore politicians of both parties generally attempted to appear as

friends of tariff protection, Jackson was widely hailed as a staunch

believer in domestic industry and protective legislation, Khen it later

appeared that the General's position was rather equivocal, Jacksonian

journals pleaded that only Jackson could save the protective tariff

from the nullifiers who would wipe out protection altogether.**-*-

The Jacksonian position on those issues %ras left comfortably

vague, so that adjustments could be made to meet the exigencies of the

local political situation. That situation made feasible opposition to

the American System in the East, where Jackson labor supporters blamed

it for inflation and where some mercantile interests felt an increase

in the tariff level might disrupt coratnerce, and in the South, where the

planters tended to blame protection for their increasingly unfavorable

economic situation. It dictated some equivocation on this issue in

ii?dustrial Pennsylvania, where the tariff was believed essential to

prosperity, and in the TTest, yAiere the desire for internal iflqjrovement

legislation vreis widespread.

If Jacksonian spokesmen often cried that the American System

threatened the vrell-being of the honest citizen of the land, the most

heated Jacksonian outbursts were reserved for denunciation of the

machinations of bankers and speculators. A New York journal declared:

Tie shall never be a truly free and happy people while

subject, as we are now, to bank domination. No system could

possibly be devised more certainly fatal to the great

'^
%ational Intelligencer , June 18, 1830; Argus ofJHestern

America , September 10, 1838; American Sentinel , July 18, 1832.

"^^ew York Evening Post , November 5, 1832.
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principle upon which our government rests—the glorious
principle of equal rights—than the banking system. It is
hostile to morals, it is hostile to freedom , , , it fosters
a spirit of speculation, destructive of love of country—

a

spirit vrtiich paralyzes all the ardent and generous impulses
of our nature and creates instead a sordid and rapacious
desire to gain, to minister to the unstable cravings of iThich

becomes the sole aim of existence, , , , Either the bank
system , , , shall be put doim, or the days of democracy are
nuDft)ered,43

A Pennsylvania editor charged that banks served only to:

make the world dishonest and profligate~to increase crime
and licentiousness; to make industry tributary to idleness and
give vice a supremacy over virtue , , , and to increase to a
vast extent the tendency in society to the extremes of wealth
and poverty.

Invariably, Jacksonian publicists called for the "reform" of the nation's

banking system. But never were they in agreement as to the nature of

that reform. The most conflicting of motives lie behind their de-

nunciation of the abuses of banking,'*^

The campaign to prevent the recharter of the second Bank of

the United States afforded the most dramatic and persistent expression

of the Jacksonian hostility to the existing banking system. The Bank

was condemned as a "hydra of corruption," and "engine of aristocracy"

and as "a deadly menace to Republican government," Its charter was

found to be unconstitutional, a dangerous example of the encroachments

of federal power. The special privileges vrtiich the charter conferred

upon the Bank's stockholders were deemed unjust, productive of inequali-

ty and of the "ultimate triumph of aristocracy," Ownership of bank stock

by foreigners was denounced as an ominous threat to continued American

'^^Ibid,, August 6, 26, 1834,

"^Ulkesbarre Republican Farmer , July 5, 1837, quoted in
Charles McCool Snyder, The Jacksonian Heritage; Pennsylvania Politics
1833-1848 (Harrisburg, 1958), p, ^0,
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independence. The Banlt's political activities, vrhich allegedly in-

volved the bribery of editors and politicians to assure re-charter,

were said to threaten free government. And its encourageinent and

facilitation of speculation were held responsible for the "destruction

of public morality," Though some of Jackson's political intimates re-

fused to concur in Old Hickory's veto of the re-charter bill, the

Jacksonian press soon made hostility to the Banlc of the United States

and to its president, Nicholas Biddle, the test of true Jacksonian

loyalty, 4^

To some JacksoniEins, the great sin of the Bank was its emission

of paper currency. Reflecting a deep agrarian distrust of banking

institutions reinforced by bitter experiences with "rag iaoney," these

Jackson partisans were quite opposed to banks of issue of any sort,

national or state. They regzirded bank notes as a fraudulent deception

perpetrated by speculators intent upon fleecing the "producing classes

of society," This faction of the Jacksonian party frequently demanded

the complete suppression of such notes, or at least their restriction

to certificates of high denomination. Their conception of an ideal

monetary system vras one based upon an exclusively metallic currency,

Charles Jared Ingersoll expressed their convictions when he declared:

The effort to coin money out of paper is as absurd as

alchemy. Nothing can make a promise on paper to pay a dollar
equal to em actual dollar , , , all paper money not immedi-
ately convertible into coin is of no va!J.ue and its credit is

merely fictitious. The use of it is like substituting ardent

spirits for solid food as the sustenance of life. It intoxi-
cates £ind ruins.

This opposition to paper money came from two elements within the

Jacksonian coalition: conservative a;:^arians vrbo regarded banks of

,^^he Globe , May 4, 7, 1831.
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issue as questionable and dangerous "innovations" destructive of

republican virtue, and urban "workingnen»s" groups—actually composed

of members of the so-called "productive classes": laborers, mechanics,

merchants and even a few professional people who believed that banks

of issue were responsible for economic fluctuations injurious to their

interests,^

Spealcing for the old line agrarians, liillie Blount, a Tennessee

Jacksonian, expressed the agrarian's deep suspicion of banlcinc in

general Tihen he i/rote to Jackson late in 1831: "Ily notion of all banlcs

is, away with their charters, that causes for corruption and aris-

tocracy may be lessened," This attitude toward banking led to the en-

actment, in several V.'estem states, of legislation outlawing banking

altogether. Regarding land and labor as the sole legitimate sources

of wealth, the die-hard agrarians were essentially pre-capitalist in

their basic economic attitudes.^'''

Kany urban laborers and artisans fully shared the agrarian's

distaste for banlcs and bank notes. The New York l?orkingmen*s Advocate ,

speaking for the wage earners of the city, declared "paper monejr" the

"greatest enemy of the workingman." Mot only did the issuance of

"^^illiam M. Meigs, The Life of Charles Jared Ingersoll
(Philadelphia, 1897), pp. 200-201.

^''ffillie Blount to Andrew Jackson, 1831, Jackson lES (micro-
filmed by the Library of Congress); Benton, II, 60; Bray Hammond,
Banks and Politics in America from the Revolution to the Civil Uar
(Princeton, 1957), pp. 605-630. Hammond's work provides a much needed
corrective to the erroneous notion that T'estern agrarians during the
Jackson era were generally in favor of inflation and paper currency.
Not until after the Civil War did agrarian leaders come to favor a
paper money inflation, and then only because they were assured that the
backing of the federal government would assiu-e a standard paper
currency of guaranteed value.
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"rag money" force the price of necessities beyond the wage earners*

reach, but, as T'illiam Leggett explained, employers frequently paid

their workers in obscure and badly depreciated notes "in order to

avoid paying them as large a proportion as possible of their just

vmges," /ind, to add insult to injury, banks refused to grant credit

to working people in tines of adversity. In urban centers across the

counti-y—Ne^7 York, Boston, Philadelphia~"workingcien*s" parties raised

the cry that banlrs of issue exploited ruthlessly the "productive

classes of the nation,"

Their appeal ^ras by no sieans limited to Diembers of the wage

earner class, Uegarding all who engaged in "productive" activity of

any sort as "xrorkingmen" these urban "labor" loaders solicited and

apparently received support from other urban groups. There were some

merchants and professional people iJho blajned the rapidly rising cost

of living on the inflationary pressiures created by the over-issuaiice

of bank currency. Others blamed the banks for economic fluctuations

destructive to their economic interests, Condy Raguet, editor of the

Free Trade Advocate condeiimed banl^s of issue for victiiuizing "honest

merchants" xiho vrere "obliged to submit to all the evils of a con-

traction consequent to an expansion, which they had no agency in pro-

ducing," Among iniddle class Americans of this vieirpoint, the South Sea

Bubble was frequently cited as the classic demonstration of the

'^^orkingman's Advocate , October 31, 1329, Jidy 19, 1831,

June 3, 1833, March 4, September 5, 1835; Ixan, March 22, August 8,

1834; New York Evening Post , August 6, 26, 1834, August 6, 1840; New
York Courier and Lnqulrer, October 23, 1829; Byrdsall, pp, 27, 73,

it-f^, i02, iii.
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pernicious natui'3 of banking and speculation,^^

Both agrarian and urban advocates of h£ird money were attrzicted

to the Jacksonian crusade against the Bank of the United States. But

in joining the Jacksonian cause they gave expression to their hostility

to banlvs of issue in general, George Henry Eveuis expressed their con-

viction when he declared:

Local banlcs with a U, S. Bank are bad enough; without one,
it may be they would be still worse , , , a blow which reaches
the TJ, S, Bank and not the local ban''? may only be a blow in
favor of the Wall Street brokers.

To Evans and others of this persuasion, all banks were involved in a

conspiracy to defraud the public and exploit the "producing classes"

and were thus all equally guilty. In the word of Theophilus Fisk, Jr,,

banks, banking and paper money were wicked "labor saving devices" by

which "drones are enabled to grow rich without honest industry." ^^

However, there were many within the Jacksonian coalition who

did not share these conceptions, and were motivated by quite different

considerations in joining the crusade against the Bsmk of the United

States, The Workingman's Advocate in 1834 charged, with no little

truthfulness, that the Democratic party in New York was controlled by

"miscreants vrfio merely oppose the present bank that they may profit from

the erection of another," Nor was such opportunism limited to New York

alone. In Massachusetts, David Henshaw, leader of the Jacksonians of

the Bay State, followed a vitrolic attack on the "monied monster" with

^''Free Trade Advocate , July 4, 1829; New York Evening Journal ,

quoted in The Globe , April 2, 1831; New York Daily Sentinel , February
15, 16, 22, ilarch 6, 10, 1830; Byrdsall, pp, vi, 13, 15, 46, 52-53, 88,
104.

^%orkingman*s Advocate , April 7, 1831, January 26, 1833;
Byrdsall, p, ^0,
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proposals for the creation of a new national banlc controlled by-

Jackson's political allies. Henshaw and others of his ilk had no ob-

jections to a national bank as such. Their opposition to the re-

charter of Biddle»s institution was based solely on the fact that they

had no opportunity to profit personally from its continuation.

In supporting their case, Henshaw Eind his followers argued that

it was both unjust and underaocratic to exclude the people of the nation

from the opportunity to coinpete in purchasing stock in the "national

banking monopoly," Jackson, though personally opposed to any national

bank, echoed their point of vieir in his message in defense of the veto

of the re-charter bill when he argued that to extend the privileges of

aiddle's institution would unjustly "exclude the vrtiole American people

from competition in the purchase of this monopoly," ^^

Jacksonian opposition to the re-chartering of the Bank appealed

also to certain state banking interests ^rfio had good reason to oppose

the existence of any federally chartered banlcing institution whatso-

ever. Control of the funds of the federal government had given Biddle

the power to regulate and restrain the indiscriminate issuance of

paper currency by other bankers. As one highly perceptive foreign

observer noted, the Bank of the United States exercised "control over

the local banks," "obliging them to restrain their emissions by calling

upon them for specie, or by refusing to receive their bills when the

issues are excessive," To more speculative operators, such controls

^'orkingman's Advocate , February 1, llarch 29, April 5, 1834;
David Ilenshavr, Remarks upon the Bank of the United States (Boston,
1831); Hammond, pp. 326-368,

^^,5,, Congress, Senate, Journal of the Senate of the United
States, 22d Cong,, 1st Sess., pp, 433-446

.
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were an intolerable restriction on their freedom of enterprise. From

the outsot of the caiq)aign against the Bank, Jacksonian editors sought

to appeal to state banlcing interests by charging that the special

privileges enjoyed by Biddle»s institution--exemption from taxation

and custody of the federal deposits—gave his bank "an advantage over

our local banks prejudicizil alike to these banks and to the interests

of the states," Roger 3, Taney, Jackson's Attorney General and

Secretary of the Treasury, spoke to their interests also v;hen he de-

clared: "There is perhaps no business Tdiich yields a profit so certain

and liberal as the business of beinking and exchange; sind it is proper

that it should be open as far as practicable to the most free cotwpe-

tition and its advantages shared by all classes of society. "^^

To one faction within the Jacksonian alliance, the Bank irar-

ranted destruction as the largest bank of issue and the greatest sinner

against economic morality. To another, its great offense ^ras its re-

straint of the activities of other banlcs of issue. To some Jacksonians,

Nicholas Diddle was an object of loathing as the personification of the

banker and the speculator. Other Jackso'iiaiis loathed Biddle because

of his use of the Banlr's power to curb the banking and speculative

activities of others. Far from desiring the elimination of "rag

money," these Jacksonians hoped to profit from an extension of banlcing

activity unrestrained and unregulated by any nationally incorporated

banking institution. Opposition to "monopoly"—that is, to grants of

special privilege which would exclude all save a happy few from the

scramble for wealth, not hostility to comnerce or speculation, explain

^%:ichel Chevalier, Society, Politics and Ilanners ia the United
States (Boston, 1839), p. 45; The Globe , April 30. Hay 4, June 4. 1831;
Rainmond, p, 338.
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their Jacksonian partisanship.

Despite the involvement of many of their cwn partisans in the

speculative manias of their day, the Jacksonian press commonly en-

deavored to identify their political opposition with the shoddier, more

questionable aspects of a commercial society Ti*iile claiming for them-

selves the virtues of the agrarian republic of Jefferson. A cai;ioaign

publication of 1840 charged that "nine tenths of the non-producers,

those tfho get their living by their T-rits ... by swindling the riore

virtuous and worthy part of the community are Whigs," A New York

Jacksonian paper deplored the depravity of the new commercial

aristocracy:

If affluence were the common reward of honest inductry,
and if talent and perseverance were the sole or even the
chief requisite to give a man a place in the ranks of the
aristocracy , , , then idle and worthless ones only would
complain of their situation. But the case is widely differ-
ent. Hypocrisy is a money making quality. Time serving is

a money malting occupation , Cunning brings in cash. Land
speculators, stock jobbers, lottery managers, usurers and
other men of a similar stripe amass the greatest fortunes . , ,

at the expense of the truly productive classes of society.

Only by getting "rid of all scruples , , , never stopping at using a

mean trick for a good paymaster" while "covering up all, snug and close,

by saintly professions," could one succeed, in the depraved, amoral

commercial society of the times, the editor concluded,

A strong note of nostalgia for the agrarian past coupled with

intense aversion for the commercial present permeated many Jacksonian

writings. Though regarding the small merchant and manufacturer without

much rancour—they were in a sense members of productive classes that

"lived by honest labor"—many partisans of Jackson could neither

^^he Crisis , March : ,, 184^; :Tew York Daily Sentinel, harch 4,
1830,

'^ —
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understand nor accept the need for speculators, promoters and bankers

who lived by the manipulation of money and credit. They were not

"honest workers"; their wealth did not come from "useful service to

society," In the judgment of many supporters of Jackson, they could

be regarded only as undesirable social parasites and as "enemies to

true republicanism,"^^

Old Hickory occasionally enunciated their viewpoint, ^'hen,

following the removal of the federal deposits from the Bank of the

Thaited States, a contraction of credit led to widespread distress in

commercial centers, Jackson rejoiced in the discomfort of the wicked,

remarking to a political associate: "The failures that are now taking

place are among the stock jobbers, brokers and gamblers, and would to

God thej' were all swept from the land,"

If Jacksonian pzirtiseuis \irere quick to condemn their opponents

zis the products of urban, commercial deczidence Eind parasitism, they

were equally diligent in praising their own leaders for their fidelity

to the agrarian way of life, Andrew Jackson was frequently conqjared

to Cinncinatus, the sinqjle, heroic farmer who left his plow to heed

his country's desperate call. The Democratic Review rejoiced that

"the earliest sympathies of Thomas Hart Benton were with the plough

and planter," Even William Leggett, New York leader of a radical urban

Jacksonian faction, vras praised, by his earliest biographer, as one who

"having been nurtured in moderate circumstances, unspoiled and un-

pampered by the seductions of affluence "had remained true to the

New York Daily Sentinel . March 23, 1830; The Globe , June 21,
1831; Andrew Jackson, Correspondence (New York, 1914), II, 118; Samuel
Putnam Kaide, i-et,ioirs of Andrew Jackson (Nev: Haven, 1818), p, 14.

56janes A, Hamilton, Reminiscences (New York, 1869), p. 118..
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republican faith," His early experiences as a "woodsman in the wilds

of the T-'est" were cited as further explanation of Leggett»s hardy-

self-reliance and courage, virtues deemed "so alien to the spoiled

aristocrat,"^'^

Jacksonieua spokesmen, in questioning the moral rectitude of

the man tAio acquired sudden affluence through sharp trading or astute

speculation, invoked a dualism between the "productive" smd "non-

productive" classes of society ijhich betrayed strong overtones of a

class conflict interpretation of history. However, it must be stressed

that the villain, in Jacksonian rhetoric, was not the owner of the

means of production (as the Marxists would have it), but the sinner

against the old agrarian morality of frugality, sin5)licity and hard

work who sought a short cut to wealth.

To be sure, the more radical Jacksonians net infrequently de-

nounced the exploitation of the artisar and the mechanic by the

mercantile and entrepreneurial classes. Orestes Brownson went so far

as to declare the evitployer the natural enemy of the working man, while

Frances bright 's Free Enquirer proclaimed "the present is acknowledgedly

a Trar of class , , , it is the ridden of the earth idio are struggling

to throw from their backs the booted and spurred riders whose legiti-

mate title to starve as well as vrork them to death will no longer pass

current," But the solution was usually found, not in a class conscious

political movement determined to use governmental power to secure social

justice, but in return to the agrarian Republic of Jefferson and in

fidelity to the principles of laissez faire.

57
United States Ilagazine and Democratic Review, I (October.

1837), 86; Leggett, I, v.
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Brownson, viio endorsed the Lockean conception of a natural and

just identity of property interests and governmental power, ascribed

the social injustices of his day to the emergence of a large property-

less class. This he related to the gradual disappearance of the

frontier with its limitless opportunities for the sustenance of an

independent yeomenry, and hinted that social revolution must follovr its

final exhaustion. However, Brownson and other radicals within the

Jacksonian camp went no further in their tziUc of "revolution" than to

toy with a scheme for the abolition of inheritance, a measure designed

to prevent the appearance of oppressive inequalities of vrealth. Even

this meeisure gained very little support and was quicWy dropped.

For the most part, Broimson and other Jacksonian radicals

rested on the assumption that if only special legislation granting

governmental favors to privileged individuals would cease, the "natural

and immutable laws of trside" would again assure that honest labor and

diligent industry received their due. Though their program called for

some meaisure of government restriction upon the activities of bankers

and speculators and for certain humanitarian reforms such as abolition

of imprisonment for debt, they 'id not basically conceive of govern-

mentEil activity as the key to the attainment of social justice. The

fear of strong government was too pervasive. The political economist

Theodore Sedfjirick, Sr,, a Jacksonian partisan, expressed a common

Jacksonian conviction ^vhen he urged workingmen, oppressed by the low

living standards of the unpropertied city masses to avoid dissipation

and frivolity, cultivate frugaility, accumulate capital, and thereby gain

their independence through the purchase of land and the pursuit of
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CO
agriculture, that noblest of all callings.

Despite the prominence of agrarianism as a theme of Jacksonian

political protest, the Jacksonians were by no means unified in re-

garding the protection of the agrarian republic as the great historical

task of the movement. The Democracy of the Jacksonian era recruited

its supporters from highly diverse sectional and oconoiuic interest

groups. Each faction within the alliance had its o\m. conception of the

purpose of the Jacksonian crusade and its o-vm intei-pretation of the

historical mission of the Jacksonian Democracy,

To some, the primary task of the Democracy was the assurance of

the continued supremacy of landed wealth over mercantile and financial

capital. Profoundly apprehensive of the growing power of commerce and

industry, resentful of the pretensions of the nouveau riche this group

was attracted to the Jacksonian movement out of opposition to the Ameri-

can System and the Bank of the United States, measures believed to

threaten their interests. Devoted to states rights and to strict con-

struction of the Constitution, this element often entered into uneasy

alliance tfith the egalitarian radicals of the movement largely out of

conviction that only the sovereign power of the whole people could check

the growing power of capital. James Fenimore Cooper was representative

of this viewpoint, ^^

^^Free Enquirer , November 27, 1830 j Boston Quarterly Review ,

III (July, 1840), 358-395; III (October, 1840), 420-512; IV (January,

1841), 119-127; Theodore Sedgvrick, Sr,, Public and Private Economy

(New York, 1836), II, 96, 106-131,

^^Gf the many excellent studies of Cooper as a social critic,

Marvin Meyers, "The Great Descent: A Version of Fenimore Cooper,"

The Pacific Spectator , X (Autumn, 1956), S67-381 is perhaps the most

provocative.
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The conservative agrarians of the South vore moved by additional

fear for their continued safety of their "peculiar institution," Ex-

tremists on the states rights issue, at times somev/hat fezirful of the

radicalism of the Northern "urban labor" \fing of the party, found the

Jacksonian movement often disquieting. Not infrequently they sought

tenqjorary refuge in the ranks of the opposition, John C, Calhoun and

John Tyler were their representative leaders.

Urban groups in the Ejist—wage earners, mechanics, and some

small businessmen—saw in the growing power of accumulated capital a

grave threat to their dignity and position in society. The anti-

monopoly crusade, agitation for hard money and appeals for judicial re-

form such as the abolition of in^jrisonment for debt and the enactment

of effective labor lien la\rs expressed their demands for reform. Be-

lieving the concentration of capital in the hsinds of chartered banks

and corporations conducive to the exploitation of the "producing"

members of society, they called for governmental action to uproot privi-

lege and restore economic opn^ortunity. Radically egalitarian, this

faction regarded the Jacksonian movement as the culmination of the demo-

cratic promise. Yet, economic justice as veil as political equality was

their objective, l-Iilliam Leggett, George H, Evans and Orestes Broimson

were among their spokesmen.

The JacksoniEin movement included in its ample ranlcs many who

shared neither the agrarian's social ideal nor the radical's rciorm

convictions. Attracted to the Bank crusade out of dislike for the

Bank's restraint of enterprise and speculation, they balked at the de-

sire of their more radical associates to place governmental restrictions

upon corporate activity. Accepting thoroughly the capitalist,
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speculative nilieu of the day, these Jacksonians looked to the freeing

of capitalist activity from mercantilistic restraint, not its re-

striction in the name of the agrarian ideals of the Old Republic or the

visions of social justice of radical reformers, When, during the Van

Buren administration, the Jacksonian party embraced the doctrines of

Locofocoisra with pride, many leaders of the entrepreneurial element were

loud in their dissent, David Henshaw of Massachusetts and Nathan P,

Tallmadge of New York vrere leaders of this Jacksonian faction.

There was no single contemporary interpretation of the meaning

of Jacksonian Democracy to which all Jacksonians could swear their

allegiance. To some, the movement iras cne of restoration of the

Agrarian Republic of Jefferson. To others, its mission iras the attain-

ment of Gconomic and social justice for the victims of the new comr.

mercial society. Still others saw its role as the liberation of enter-

prise from restraint. Some stressed political democracy, others economic

reform, A few were primarily preoccupied with humanitarian uplift, and

crusaded in the name of the Democracy against imprisonment for debt,

judicial injustice and labor exploitation. Some were conservative,

others liberal, a few even radical (by the standards of the times) in

their conceptions of Democracy,

The Jacksonians were united in their acceptance of certain

common themes, used to dramatize the party battles of the era. The

preservation of the Jeffersonian Republic from the aristocratic con-

spiracy, the defense of the Constitution from its would-be-defilers,

the protection of popular rule from incipient despotism, provided a

facade of common unity. But beneath the fagade lie the most discordant

diversity.



CHAPTER II

PARTISAN INTERPRETATIONS OF THE JACKSONIAN

MOTEl-IENT: THE TfflIGS

If the Democratic party of Jackson, Van Btiren and 3onton con-

tained vrithin its ample ranks the most disparate of elements—foriaer

Federalists and lifetime Jeffersonians, agrarisms and nascent entre-

preneurs, hard money advocates and inflationists—the I'hig opposition

represented a misalliance of almost totally incon^jatible elements.

Both ultra-nationalists of the Tlebster school and ex-treme states rights

advocates of the persuasion of Calhoun and Tyler, had by the mid-1830 •s

rallied to the opposition banner. Inveterate enemies of "mob de-

mocracy" and firm advocates of the rule of the people alike claimed

lihig alliance. Friends and foes of Nicholas Biddle and a national

bank both could be found in the TThig ranks. Though claiming unity in

rosistpricc to "Jacksonian despotism" and the "reign of King Andrew,"

the Whig ;)arty ^ras in fact united on none of the major issues of the

period. Only their distaste for Andrew Jackson and his follo\:ers

could cement together these diverse elements into a contradictory but

somevrhat cohesive political alliance. An hostile critic aptly termed

the TTiigs "a discordant combination of the odds and ends of all

parties," As a consequence, there is no consistent T'hig interpretation

of the party battles of the Jackson era. Each faction within the

- 51 -
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party held its ovm. conception of the meaning of the hated Jacksoniati

John Quincy Adams noted in his diary early in 1834 that the

prominent presidential aspirants vrithin his party, Henry Clay, Daniel

Webster and John C. Calhoun, were "scarcely bound together by the

brittle bond of opposition to the absurdities of the present incumbent,"

"Not one of then," in Adams' acrimonious judgment, possessed "a system

of administration which he would care to avovi" to the nation ps a

whole, Adams recognized tacitly that any such avoiral woald splinter or

even shatter the tenuous Whig coalition, Thurlow Weed, writing in the

Albany Evening Journal on the eve of the campaign of 1840, blatantly

recognized that opportunism which the scholarly Adams deplored when he

defined a good Whig as anyone ijho vras convinced that the "Democrats

should be driven from office,"^

The national Republican party, T«hich had preceded the Whigs in

opposition to Jackson and his followers, had endeavored to win mass

support for a program pledged to nationally financed internal im-

provements, tariff protection for American industry and the rechartering

of the Bank of the United States, This nationalistic, essentially

Ilamiltonian appeal had failed to capture the imagination of the elector-

ate. Henry Clay, ifriting to Nicholas Biddle in 1834, expressed the

opinion that the opposition henceforth should place its primary emphasis

upon the exposure of Andrew Jacksor's unconstitutional and despotic

Richmond Enquirer , quoted in Miles Register , November 28j 1840.

%ohn Quincy Adams, Memoirs (Philadelphia, 1877), IX, 160;
Albany Evening Journal , Novenber 25, 1839; E, Malcolm Cartel", The
Origins of the Whig Party (Durham, 1925), pp, 172-173,
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usurpations of power and avoid such divisive and unpopular matters as

the proposed recharter of the Bank, The addition of such diverse

elements as Northern anti-tisisons. Southern nullifiers and a sprinkling

of determined abolitionists to the ranks of the newly organized Vfhig

party made such tactics not only attractive in their vote winning po-

tential, but almost essential to the maintenance of party unity. It was

not without reason that national party conventions scrupulously avoided

public statements of policy, Nicholas Biddle, accepting fully Clay's

strategy, and sensing victory in 1840, warned that the party's standard

bearer should make no statements on controversial issues. General

Harrison should be denied the use of "pen and ink" as if "he were a mad

poet in bedlam,"^

The argument ad hominem , then, became the stock in trade of the

Whig journalist and stun?) speaker. In a sense, this strategy predated

the party itself. Just as the Jacksonians had warned of the dangerous

and unconstitutional conspiracies against republican government harbored

by their opnosition, so the enemies of Old Hickory and his cause had

protested vehemently that the liberties of the nation could not endure

the rule of a military despot. Even before Jackson had clearly emerged

as a presidential candidate, his fiery temper and forceful personality

had been a source of controversy, Henry Clay, alarmed by Jackson's

excesses during the Indian Wars, had denounced the picturesque frontier

General as a dangerous would be military dictator on the floor of the

Senate in 1817 and had demanded his censure by that august body. In

later years, the "Harry of the Kest" was prone to characterize Old

Nicholas Biddle, The Correspondence of Nicholas Biddle dealing
with National Affairs, 180731^44 , ed, Reginald McGrane (Boston, 1^16).
p, 220,
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Hickory of Tennessee as an "ignorant, passionate, hypocritical, des-

potic and tyrannical military chieftain" whose "iron rule" threatened

constitutional government ,

^

The heated presidential campaigP.s of 1824, 1828 and 1832 had

produced a veritable spate of broadsides and pamphlets purporting to be

"true histories" of the controversial career of Andrew Jackson. One

such pamphlet, devoted to a denunciation of Jackson's alleged brutality

and inhumanity as exen^lified in the bloody execution of six irdlitiamen

accused of desertion during the Creek Kar, concluded with the following

appraisal of Jackson's qualifications for high office:

, , , his only delight is in scenes of blood and

carnage. Consider the wretchedness brought to many of your

fellow citizens by the cruel acts of General Jackson. , , .

are you willing and ready to elevate to the presidency

General Jackson, an ignorant man uninstructed as to our do-

mestic and foreign policy, uninformed as to our laws, whose

only a-Uoition has been to gather laurels as a iTiilitary

chieftain, in the prosecution of which humanity, law and the

rights of his fellow citizens have been violated and their

blood profusely shed?

Another, published by the pro-Adams National Intelligencer during the

1828 campaign, analyzed Jackson's brief administration as territorial

Governor of Florida, Its conclusions were that no tyrant had ever

"assumed power so despotic" as the General, that seldom had any ruler

issued ordinances "more odious, rapacious, or repressive" and that

never had an American official created "so hideous a despotism in the

midst of freedom, striking terror into those around him . , , displaying

a continued violation of humanity and law." Warning the people of the

nation of Jackson's 'Violent, arbitrary and rapacious disposition," the

Tiemiel llallory (ed.), The Life and Speeches of Henry Clay
(New York, I860), I, 421-445; II, 94-105, l4^-2o4, 2e4-5V§,
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InteLligencer prophesied the end of the Republic, should Jackson attain

the presidency. The tyrannical General would doubtless "put a price on

the head" of all who dared resist his imperious will, and would in-

evitably decree "the proscription of all who side with freedom," Other

writers had visions of gibbets and guillotines,^

Though the gibbets and guillotines failed to materializG, Uhig

spokesmen nonetheless maintained that the destruction of constitutional

government had in fact occarred under the rule of "King Andrew,"

Calvin Colton, writing in 1846, declared:

The democratic or republican era ended with the retirement
of Mr, Adams , , , an alarming regal power was asserted and
assumed by General Jackson and has maintained the ascendancy
with but little interval, , , ,

The historical mission of the opponents of Jackson, in Colton's analysis,

was the restoration of constitutional government. Of Henry Clay's

political career, he declared: "Mr, Clay's great efforts, since the

rise of these dangerous pretensions, have been directed to limit, re-

strict and restrain them, for the purpose of re-establishing the demo-

cratic power of the Constitution," To Colton, the party battle between

Democrats suid Tlhigs was grounded in a single, overwhelming issue: "the

struggle between the democratic and regal interpretation of the Consti-

tution," The Democrats he deemed unworthy of their party's name. The

Jiaiog,.- .,- „_
in relation i:o the Rights of Militiamen and the Execution of Six
Militiamen shot by Order o^ General Jackson (n. p., 1324); "Henry," An
Examination of the Civil Administration of General Jackson in Florida
(T'ashin^jton, 1828); James L, Armstrong, General Jackson's Juvenile
Indiscretions (Tiashington, D. C,, 1832); "Curtius," Torch Light—An
Examination of the Opposition to the Administration (Tiashington, 1826)

;

C, A, Davis, Life of AndrevT Jackson by llajor Jack po^ming of the Dovming-
ville hilitia (Philadelphia, 1834). The best single source for personal
vituperation against Jackson is Truth's Advccate and Monthly Anti-
Jackson Expositor (Cincinnati, 1828). This monthly magazine, odited by
Adams partisEins in Ohio who carefully collected defamation from all
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Jacksonians verc believers, net in deRiocracy, ^ut in naked despotism.

Only the psrty of Kenry Clay remained faithful to the principles of

Jefferson and Madison. "The question," Colton concluded, "is the old

question, whether ve should have in this country a power—tjrrannical,

absolute, the exercise of which must sooner or later produce an absolute

despotism—or a free, representative government, with the powers clearly

defined and clearly separated." To Colton, Jackson and his followers

stood for the forner, v?hile Clay and the Yhig party defended the latter.

"King Andrew," a malicious irilful despot, had sought the destruction of

American liberty, "Servility was the homage he demanded; acquiesence

was not enough," His political heirs, Colton argued, had continued his

evil, destructive work,^

^vhigs found justification for these charges in Jackson»s con-

duct of the presidential office. Old Hickory's use of the veto poxrer

and his firm determination tc control the e:xecutive branch of govern-

ment were deemed by ¥hig spokesmen subversive of true constitutional

government. The National Intelligencer declared on the occasion of

Jackson's veto of the Maysville r.cad ^ill, that, inasmuch as there was

little doubt of the constitutionality of the act, Jackson's use of the

veto power was most improper. The veto, the Intelligencer warned, was

a most "delicate power,"

over the union, iras devoted exclusively to proving Jackson a barbaric
fanatic "dangerous to the liberties of his country,"

^Calvin Colton, The Life and Times of Henry Clay (New York,
1846), I, 503-504; II, 211
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In the British nHDnarchy, where it is absolute, there has

been nc attempt to exercise it, we believe, for aisuay years. In-
deed, by disuse it may be said to have become obsolete. If
considered as a power which may be ordinarily exercised in this
government, the first question hereafter will be, in reference
to any proposed act of legislation, lihat does the President say ?

'Ihen \:e coine to this (-uid we seem to be approaching it) cur
government will indeed have become , . , an EI£CTIYE DESPOTISM!

Henry Clay, demanding that Congress override the veto of the Bank

Eecharter Bill, declared that:

The veto is hardly reconcilable with the genius of repre-
sentative gcvernnent. It is totally irreconcilable with it if
it is to be frequently employed in respect to the expediency of
measures as well as their constitutionality. It is a feature
borrowed from a prerogative of the British king. And it is re-
markable that in Englemd it has grovm obsolete, not having been
used for upward of a centurj'.

Clay found Jackson's claims that Congress should have consulted him

prior to the passage of the Bank Bill most silarming: "Must all

legislation," he cried, "in its commencement and termination concen-

trate in the President? I^hen we shall have reached that state of

things, the election and annual sessions of Congress will be a useless

charge upon the people, and the whole business of government may be

economically conducted by ukases and decreec," The acceptance of the

Jacksonian view of the executive prerogative, Clay warned, would mean

the destruction of liberty and representative government in America,

'

The Kentucky Senator frequently invoked the spectre of incipi-

ent despotism in warning the nation against the dangers of Jacksonian

rule, When Jackson, in defiance of the expressed vdll of Congress,

ordered the removal of government deposits from the Banlt of the United

States, Clay proclaimed;

17

National Intelligencer, June 24, 1830 j tJ,S., Congress, Register
of Debates , 23rd Cong., 1st Sess,, pp, 59-94; "Junius" CCalvin ColtonJ,
The Life of Henry Cla.y (New York, 1844), p, 6,
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lie are in the midst of a revolution, hitherto bloodless,
but rapidly tending toward a total change of the pure Republican
character of our governaent, and to the concentration of all
political power in the heaads of one sian. The povrers of Congress
are paralyzed, except when exerted in conformity to his vrill,

by the frequent and extraordinary use of the Executive veto, not
anticipated by the foiuders of the Constitution and not practiced
by any of the predecessors of the present chief magistrate, . » .

By the 3rd of Karch, 1837, if the progress of innovation con-
tinues, there will be scarcely a vestige remaining of the
goveruiaent and its policy as they existed prior to the 3rd of
March, 1829, In a terra of eight years, a little more than equal
to that which was required to establish our liberties, the
government vdll have been transformed into an elective monarchy—
the worst of all fori?is of govern.?ient , , , , The time has come to
ifhen we must decide whether the Constitution, the laws and the
checks vfhich they have respectively provided, shall prevail, or
the will of one man shall have uncontrolled sway,^

la their choice of their party name, the Whigs sought to

identify the Jacksonians with tha Tory despotism of the hated tyrant,

George III, and to claim for themselves the mantle of the Ifhig patriots

of the Revolution, In their appeal to history, they sou^t also to

enq>loy the Jacksonian device of identifying the opposition with the

discredited Federalist tradition. Calvin Colton, in one of his

"Junius Tracts," quoted Clay as declaring:

All the former grounds of difference -«hich distinguished
the Federal party, and were the subjects of contention between
them and the Republicans, have ceased, from the lapse of time
and change of circumstances, except one, and that is the
maintenance and increase of executive pot/er . This was the
leading policy of the Federal party, A strong, powerful and
energetic executive was its favorite tenet, I tell the gentle-
man, John C, Calhoun, at this time a reconverted Democrat, that
he Villi find the true old democratic party , vrtio were for re-
sisting the encroachments Ox power and limiting Executive
patronage, on this side of the Senate, and not with his new
allies, who do not hold a solitary principle in common with the
Republican party of 17981 IT IS THE OLD 1<-ED^rAl PARTLY ^itu
viiioi-i' lilt iji NOTj kfim.

^U.S,, Congress, Register of Debates , 23d Cong., 1st Sess.,
pp. 59-94,
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One ^'hig Journal, in its eagerness tc establish the Jeffersonian

purity of the party, fabricated an address, purporting to be signed by

twenty-eight leading Jacksonian Democrats which stated that the signers,

all former Federalists, had captured control of the Democratic party of

Jackson and proposed to use their power tc advance the objectives of

Hamiltonian Federalism, Tfhenever possible, the Khig spokesmen en-

deavored to fasten the scare vrord "Federad.ist" upon their opposition,

•while claiming for themselves the mantle of Jefferson, In Pennsylvania,

a gathering of the party resolved "that we recognize the Democratic

doctrines of 1798 and the Democratic Whig principles of 1834, as the

resusicated Whig doctrines of 1776 having for their object the fixing

of the boundaries of the vzirious departraaits of the government and the

deliverance of the people from the usurpations of Royal and Federal

power," Similar resolutions were adopted by Whig groups throughout

Q
the nation.

In their justification of their historical role, anti-Jacksonian

publicists were also fond of appeals to classical antiquity. Clay, in

his speech on the removal of the deposits, likened Jackson to the

tyrant Julius Caesar, \iho seized the treasury of Rome from the Tribune

lielletus. The anti-Jacksonian Alexandria Gazette editorialized: "Not

the glory of Caesar but the welfare of Rome," Joseph Story mused: "I

seem almost, when I write, to be in a dream, and to be called back to

the last days of the Roman Republic, iriien the people shouted for Caesar,

and liberty itself expired with the dark but prophetic words of Cicero."

%unius"rCalvin Coltonl, Henry Clay , p. 3; North Anericari ,

November 11, 1846; Daily Telocrraph , January 21, 30, February 20, 1-arch

12, July 2, 1340; United States Gazette , Jime 20, 1840; National Gazette ,

January 20, 30, IJuly 4, September 1, 1840; Boston Daily Atlas , January 1,

1833; Pennsylvania Intelligencer , April 24, June 12, 1834.
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Other Tlhigs were rfiore catholic in their histcrical allusions. Senator

Leigh exclaimed to the Senate in ?: denunciation of Jackson: "lie has a

presumption -which no mortal man has ever before been cursed with, which

no monarch since the days of Henry VIII ever claimed before, , , ,"

And there were some ifhigs who preferred to con^jare the Jacksonians to

the Jacobins of revolutionary Frsnce, The National Intelligencer de-

clared their Republicanism to be of the blood-thirsty variety espoused

by "Dantcn, ilarat and Robespierre," Nicholas Biddle, wrote Henry Clay,

upon reading Jackson's Bank Veto message: "It is really a manifesto

of anarchy such as Marat or Robespierre might have issued to the mob of

the Faubourg St, Antoine,"!^

In Whig protest, "Jacksonian despotism" played the same key

role occupied by "aristocracy" in Jacksonian rhetoric, Vlhigs fervently

proclaimed the existence of a dastardly threat to Republican govern-

ment, affirmed their kinship with champions of liberty throughout the

course of history, and damned their opposition as the precursors of

tyranny. They prophesied the end of the Republic should their cause

not be sustained by the people. Thus Clay declared that utii er

Jacksonian rule: "l;e behold the usual incidents of approaching tyranny.

The land is filled with spies and informers, and detraction and de-

nunciation are the orders of the day. People, especially incumbents

in their place, no longer dare to speak in tones of manly freedom, but

in cautious vhispcrs of trembling slaves. The prenonitory synptons of

desijotism are upon usj aiid, if Congress does not apply an instantaneous

10
Alexandria Gazette , quoted in the National Litelligencer ,

April 15, 1831; National Intelligencer , August 5, 1830; Henry Clay,

Private Correspondence (Nev/ York, 185&), d, 341; T! , ^^ , utory. Life and

Letters of Joseph Story (3ostcn, 1851), II, 154,
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and effective remedy the fatal collapse will soon cone on, and >re shall

die, ignobly die! base, meem, and abject slaves—the scorn and con-

tempt of mankind—unpitied, unwept 2ind unmourned." Clay >ms by no

means alone in his verbal professions of deep apprehension, Harriet

Martineau, visiting the United States in 1834, reported; "The first

gentleman wiio greeted me on my arrival in the United States, a few

minutes after I had landed, informed me without delay that I had

anrived at an unhappy crisis, that the institutions of the country

would be in ruins before my return to England; that the leveling spirit

was desolating society; and that the United States was on the verge of

a military despotism, '•^'

Ifhig publicists experienced no little difficulty, however, in

persuading the people to take seriously their charges that Andrew

Jackson was a potential despot v/hose power imperiled the safety of the

Republic, Finding Jackson's motives beyond challenge in the minds of

most of their countrymen, Whig journalists then sought to arouse popu-

lar hatred against Old Hickory's circle of intimate advisers. Hinting

darkly of the sinister activities of the mysterious "Kitchen Cabinet,"

Khig publicists sought to create the inpression that the heroic Old

General was the captive of a group of unscrupulous political adventurers

bent upon the plundering of the nation. The Jacksonian image in Hhig

protest was an ambiguous one; in some versions Jackson appears as the

forceful, conquering military despot whose imperious will overawed a

nation and threatened the Republic; in others, he becomes a benign, well

meaning, credulous Old Hero seduced by crafty, disreputable, fawning

^%.S,, Congress, Register of Debates , 23d Cong,, 1st Scss,,

pp, 59-94; Harriet Martineau^ Society in .America (New York, 1834), I, 8,
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politicos. Of the tvfo images, the latter proved the more effective in

swaying the popular mind. The Naticaal Intelligencer in 1830 reported

that the follox?ing toast was offered by an obscure Virginia gentleman

at the celebration of the Fourth of July at Harper's Ferry; "I am for

Hickory, providing his corrupting worms are removed before they render

him unfit for use." Tfhig politicians, sensing the effectiveness of

this approach, redoubled their assaults on the members of the "Kitchen

Cabinet" as the decade proceeded. Typical of their vituperation was

Virginia Senator Henry A, ¥ise*s characterization of Amos Kendall as

Andrew Jackson's "thinking machine, and his Toriting machine—ay, and his

lying machine," the "diabolical genius" of the Jackson administration,-^^

Jackson's I'etirement from public life afforded the l-Ihig oppo-

sition opportunity to borrow another Jacksonian tactic and turn it

against its inventors. From the outset, opposition spokesmen had

charged the Jacksonians with Federalism, The emergence of Martin Van

Buren as leader of the Democratic party provided the opportunity to

charge them with the taint of "aristocracy" as well. In 1335 Davy

Crockett, Tlhig "Coonskin Congressman" from Tennessee, lent his name to

a scurrilous biography of Van Buren which charged the New York politi-

cal leader with aristocratic contempt for the common man. Van Buren,

it v:as charged, had thorou^ly scorned "all his old friends and com-

panions in the humbler wallis of life" and strutting and swaggering

"like a crow in a gutter," cultivated and dandified and effeminate pre-

tensicns cf a British aristocrat. After lengthy commentary on Van

Buren's decadent mode of life, including his fondness for imported

^%ational Intelligencer , June 26, 1830; U,S,, Congress,
Congi-essicnal Globe, 25th Cong,, 3d Sess,, p, 386,
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English coaches and liveried serveints, Crockett informed the plain

Republican citizons of the land that Jackson's heir-apparent vent

about "laced up in corsets, such as the women of the town wear, and if

possible, tighter than the best of theni."-'-^

The line of political argument begun by Crockett prior to the

campaign of 1836 reached fantastic proportions in the cainpaign of 1840,

Van Buren iras charged with every conceivable forni of aristocratic de-

cadence by T;hig journalists and orators, "Sweet Sandy Whiskers"—as

Tihig journalists dubbed Vsm Burcn—iras said to have spent untold

thousands of the tax payers* money that the "Presidential Palace" might

be furtiished "as splendidly as that of the Caesars, and as richly

adorned as the proudest Asiatic mansion," While the workmen for •j'rtiom

Van Buren hyiDocritically feigned concern "alnost perished for lack of

bread," screamed one Whig Congressman, "Van Buren dined from massive

gold plates and French sterling silver services" and iirqjorted French

cooks to prepare his regal repasts. He furthermore furnished the White

House vdth enormous mirrors, that he might preen himself handsomely

while mounted on a blooded ;diite charger, "What," sneered the Congress-

men, ^TOuld his constituents think, could thoy but behold this "demo-

cratic peacock , in full court costume, strutting by the hour before the

golden framed mirrors, nine feet high and four and one half feet wide,"

As final evidence of Van Buren^s decadence, it vms reported that the

shameless fop had even furnished the White House with a bathtub.

^^David Crockett, The Life of Martin Van Buren (Philadelphia,

1835), p^, 30-81, The Crockett biography was actually written by
Congressman A. S, Clayton of Georgia, See J, D, Wade, "The Authorship
of David Crockett's Autobiography," Georgia Historical Quarterly , VI
(September, 1922), 265-268,
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Meanvhile, others denounced Van Buren "not only as a graceless aristo-

crat Eind a dandy, but a cunning conspirator seeking the overthrov; of

his country's liberties,"

By 1840, the Whigs were laying claim to sole custody of all

the virtues of that republican purity and agrarian simplicity once

associated with Old Hickory. The quip of a Jacksonian journalist vrho

had sneered that General Tfilliam Henry Harrison, the l^hig version of

the Frontier Hero, 'would be quite happy to pass his last days sipping

hard cider in a log cabin at public expense, provided the opposition

with their golden opportunity. In an orgy of cider sipping and log

cabin building, the Tfhigs conducted a roaring campaign designed to es-

tablish their cause as that of the common man versus the decadent

aristocrat. Joyously Tlhigs screamed that Van Buren sipped chan^jagne

out of a silver goblet, vrhile their Hero shared the tipple of the

common man. While Whig journalists cried that Van Buren aspired to

become liAETDJ-THE FIRST, KB3G OF NORTH AiffiRICA, Whig paraders chanted:

Old Tip he wears a homespun coat
He has no ruffled shirt-wirt-wirt

,

But Hat he has the golden plate
And he's a little squirt-wirt-wirt

,

Taking to song, Whigs proceeded to serenade their worried opposition

with ballads proclaiming Tip's Democracy and Van's Aristocracy,

/

-'''^Charles Ogle, The Regal Splendor of the President's Palace
(Boston, 1840); Pretended Democracy of Martin Van Buren (Boston, 1840);
G, W, Julian, Political Recollections 1840-1871 (Chicago, 1834), I, 11.
An excellent study of the caaqjaign of 1840 is provided in Robert Gray
Gunderson, The Log Cabin Canqjaign (Lexington, 1957),
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Let Van from his coolers of silver drink wine,
And lounge on a cushioned setee,

Oiu' man on a buckeye beach caai recline,
Content with hard cider is he,

TJe've tried ycur purse proud lords,
liho love in palaces tc shine.
But we'll have a ploughman
President of the Cincinnatus line,

la the campaign of 1340, the Vhigs discovered a great affinity for the

cocmon man, Ifhig journals vied iTith their Jacksonlan counterparts in

celebrating the Intuitive and infallible wisdom of the people, Kebster

vept that it had not been his good fortune to have been born in a log

cabin, boasted of the log cabin origins of his family, and righteously

tiireatened to thrash anyone who called him an aristocrat. The fastidious

Philip Hone of New York and the aristocratic Hugh Swinton Legare of

South Carolina took to the stump and harangued sweating multitudes

across the nation, ^^

Tlhig enthusiasm for mass democracy was in part the product of

conviction, in part sheer opportunism. There were within the Tlhig ranks

many who felt the deepest misgivings over the rule of King Numbers,

Their private statements would have given full justification to many of

the Jacksonian accusations of Whig hostility to popular rule. Thus,

one Massachusetts ¥hig leader declared to Nathan Applet on: "I think

that our experiment of self-government approaches to a total failure,"

while another Whig partisan told the visiting British phrenologist

George Combe that military despotism would be preferable to majority

rule, "Others, more moderate," Combe added, "inform me that they would

prefer a government like that of the British in Canada in preference to

A, B, Norton, Tippecanoe Songs of the Lop; Cabin Boys and
Girls of 1840 (lit. Vernon, Ohio, 1883); Gunderson, pp, 123-134.
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their cxm democracy," Chancsllor Kent deplored the ascendancy of the

"demccracy of numbers" and declared that the "horrible doctrine and

influence of Jacksonism" could but culminate in the destruction of the

Republic. A correspondent told 'Whig Congressman Willie Magnu-ii that no

good could come of the rule "of the ignorance and blind passions of

the mob." Philip Hone, oppressed by the rule of a "rascally gang of

banditte" -.Tondercd: "Iloir long will it be before this liberty of ours

becoraes so licentious that ua shall be compelled to talce refui^e in the

arms of despotism?" Thurlow Ileed, years later, confided in his auto-

biography that throughout his life he feared "that universal suffrage

would occasion universal political demoralization and ultimately over-

throw our covermient," Many I'higs filled their private correspondence

Trith distaste for the great unwashed masses of the nation and the

political power they wielded. ^°

But sensing the temper of the times, astute >ihig leaders

managed to keep these dissidents quiet as they, in the name of the

party, sang the people's praises and condemned the Jacksonians* con-

ten5)t for the popular will. Thus, Calvin Colton, author of numerous

pamphlets proclaiming the Whigs the true champions of popular rule,

published his true views of the political situation in an anonymous

volume printed in London. In that intriguing study, he argued that the

party battle in America was waged between those who sought to drag the

nation "towards the lower level of democracy" and those who fought for

(^^eorge Combe, Notes on the United States of North Aaierica

(Philadelphia, 1841), I, 194; Philip Hone, The Diary of Philip Hone , ed,

Bayard Tuckerman (New York, 1889), II, 20, 215; Thurlow l^eed. Auto-
biography (Boston, 1883), p, 90; J, H, Hcrton, James Kent; A Study in

Conservatism (New York, 1939), p. 318n; Arthur Schlesingcr, Jr,, I'he

Age of Jackson (Boston, 1945), p, 267,
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"spiritual supremacy." Anticipating later interpreters, Colton ex-

plained the Constitution as a document designed to check and restrict

the groirth of democrswy, framed by men viho knew and feared "the tendency

of the popular mind towards democracj' and who sought to arrest the

downward process," But so far had the nation gone on that downvrard

road, that all parties in America, wliether conservative or radical,

Colton explained, had to pay verbal homage to the democratic principle.

The loaders of the opposition to Jacksonism, Colton assured his readers,

v;ere quite "auare of the apostasy" from sound constitutional conserva-

tism in the actual government of the country. However, he concluded,

"the delicate position of the most elevated statesmen, on >7hom devolves

the greatest responsibility, may suggest caution, and inq)ose silence on

their lips, not allowing them to utter all that they fear,"-'-'^

On occasion, individual Whig partisans were unable to observe

that discreet silence Colton found essential to the success of their

cause. The ultra-conservative Boston Courier , ridiculing the Jacksonian

belief in the political wisdom of the comiTron people of the land, ob-

served in 1834: "A farmer never looks so well as when he has a hand upon

the plough, Tfith his huge paw upon the statutes, vrtiat can he do? It is

as proper for a blacksmith to attempt to repair watches, as a farmer to

legislate," Robert Kalsh's American Quarterly Review went so far as to

question the ^risdom of universal suffrage, arguing that the ignorant,

the vicious and the propertyless contributed nothing wholesome to the

nation's political life. The aged Noah Webster, a former Federalist now

staunchly pro-Whig, published an open letter to Daniel l.'ebster arguing

-''^"An American Gentleman" CCalVin Colton], A Voice from America
to England (London, 1839), p, 220,
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that since the "great mass cf people are and alvrays must be very in-

conqpetent judges" the safety of the nation could be guaranteed only if

the choice of president were taken from their hands and vested in a

propertied elite, Charles King's New York American and Walsh's National

Gazette not only assailed the rule of "Xing Numbers" at home, but were

most critical of democratic movewenta abroad, ^^

However, as even the rabidly Jacksonian Democratic lleview con-

ceded, Whig papers critical of majoritarian deriocracy xirere in the

minority. Usually, Whig editors such as Greeley, Seward and Niles

joined with their democratic counterparts in praise of the principle of

majority rule. Though many members of the TThig party had their private

misgivings, most were reluctant to make their fears public. And a

large percentage of the party's leadership, perhaps even a majority,

was as firmly devoted to the principles of popular rule as the oppo-

sition, A reading of the sources of the period does not leave one with

the impression that the question of the rule of the people was a matter

of burning controversy during the Jacksonian years. Men of both parties

paid it lip service at the very least,-^-^

The presence within the ranks of those xrfio would not make the

necessary avowal of faith was a source of no little discomfort to "^Ihig

strategists, however. The perverse insistence of journalists like

King or Walsh in condemning the rule of King Numbers not only provided

grist for the Jacksonian propaganda mill, it occasioned insomnia for the

l^Boston Courier « June 28, 1334; Noah I'febster, Letter to the
lion. Daniel llebster on the Political Affairs of the United States
(Philadelphia, 1837j; American Quarterly Review , II CNoveniber, 1845),
446-4485 V (July, 1846), 29; V (November, 1846), 442.

-'•United States i^agazine and Lemocratic Review , I (January,
1838), 220,



leaders of the Tihir: "^arty, dependent as they were on the judf^ment of

numbers for sustenance. The identification of many of the prominent

leaders of the party, in the popular mind, with aristocracy and Federal-

ism provided further cause for discomfort. Clay, despite his Jeffer-

Bonian background, was tarred by the "corrupt bargain" allegation,

Webster's former Federalist affiliations could hardly be covered by

recourse to coonskin caps, log cabins and hard cider. The Boston Atlas

expressed these anxieties when, late in 1838, an editorial in its pages

regretted that there e:;cisted in the Hhif^ party a "minority faction" not

in sympathjr with "the democratic principles of our government," Though

piously disavowing any intention of saying anything "in derogation of

the honesty or patriotism of this portion of the Vhig party," the Atlas

did proclaim "the aristocratical minority disqualified to , . , act as

the successful leaders of any national party," The Atlas explained:

"For any party in the United States to be permanently successful, it is

necessary that the leaders of it should not only profess but should

feel , the principles of democracy," The editor recommended that hence-

forth, party leaders should give satisfactory evidence
,

that they sympathize, in their hearts, with the spirit of
popular institutions , , , those who undertake to be leaders,
and are at the same time destitute of that sympathy, or
entertain a secret sympathy of an opposite character, will be
sure to load to nothing but disappointment and defeat. They may
be honest, and they may be able, but they are not the men for
I'rtiom thn crisis calls. They are the inon of yesterday, their
hearts are in the coffin with Caesar's, and what this crisis
calls for, is the m<^n of today, men ^diose hearts beat hif^h in
sympathy for the institutions of their country, and with the
feelings of their countrymen, men not obstinately wedded to the
past.

The Atlas concluded by demanding that new leadership, firmly devoted to

8uch principles, should be called forth to take command of the destinies
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of the party. The powers within the TThig alliance, recognizing the

cold logic of the situation, soon obliged and foimd a new standard

bearer for 1840. ^^

It is thus understandable that Whig political protest is quite

devoid of the sort of considered critique of majoritarian democracy to

be found in Federalist witings. Though privately sometiines skeptical

of the political wisdon of the "great un-crashed," the spokesmen of

Ifhiggery found it e.^pedient to remain publically silent on these matters.

Indeed, the ¥hig strategy was to assail the Jacksonians for their

alleged contempt of the popular will, as evidenced in Andrew Jackson's

veto of the wishes of the people's representatives in Congress and

Uartin Van Buren's "arrogant disdain" for republican sir,tplicity.

l^hig spokesmen were most unwilling, however, to carry their

J
enthusiasm (real or feigned) for democracy to the Jacksonian extreme of

demanding popular control of the judiciary. The Jacksonian doctrine

that the President, as representative of the people, possessed equal

power with the Supreme Court, in the interpretation of the Constitution,

TTas denounced by opposition papers as an arrogant defiance of the

constitutional document. The independence of the judiciary from popu-

lar removal or presidential power was praised by Tlebster as the

"comer stone" of liberty. His judgment ifras repeated with approbation

in the anti-Jacksonian press. Nor did the Jacksonian criticism of the

coDHnon law and their demands for the removal of judicial abuses receive

much support from the opposition. Though a few ¥higs joined the re-

formers, most remained either hostile or indifferent. Thus, the National

^Qposton Atlas, November 21, 1838.
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Intelligencer praised the courts as guardians of the nation ?.gainst the

destructive radicalism of "the momentary whims of a aajority." -^

The spoils system, or—as they termed it, rotation in office-

had been regarded by Jacksonian spokesmen as a necessary guarantee of

majority rule from the incursions of an "aristocratic bureaucracy,"

The opposition, though quite trilling to practice spoils politics when

the opportunity presented itself, loudly condemned this innovation for

"demoralizing" and "debauching" the public service, A Khig pamphleteer

explained that before the ascension of Jackson to the presidency,

"office was considered as a public commission created for the service

of the people, as the state itself iras created for their benefit. The

emoluments of office were not held to be the objects of its creation

, , . change in office vrao deemed a misfortune," But Trith the coming

of Jackson, office ceased to be a public service, and became an object

of political plunder. Rotation in office had "awakened the cupidity of

all the idle Eind ambitious of the land, to turn them from every con-

sideration of patriotism in the formation of party attachments," The

author deplored the "Jacksonian notion" that held "that all men are

qualified for all offices and decries the value of experience, faithful-

ness and skill," lihig journals agreed that the practical effect of

this "pernicious idea" was the lowering of the tone of the public

service. The National Intelligencer declared that since the beginning

of Old hickory's "reign," "uen have jutted up into public station to

which they would no more have aspired in the days of Kashington than

^%ational Intelligencer , January 3, 1831; Niles Register ,

December 31, 1831.
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they would have attempted to subvert the order of nature.'"^"'

The sufferings of those displaced in Jackson's "clean sweep"

were portrayed in lurid detail in the ¥hig press. Alexander Everett,

writing for a Boston journal, told of the brutal dismissal of several

veterans of the Revolutionary TTar, "At the moment when the gratitude

of the nation for the services of the army of the Revolution had led

Congress to the adoption of the extraordinary nieafiure of a pension law,

several of the veteran survivors of the struggle were rudely tlirust by

the Executive out of the offices in TJhich the justice of his prede-

cessors had placed them, and left on the confines of the grave to

struggle V7ith actual poverty." Everett warned Jackson that he had much

to fear from the judgment of history, "Posterity, when they read of

tho passage of the pension law, and the encomiums upon the character

and services of the Revolutionary Patriots that fill the columns of our

paiiQ)hlets and newspapers, will hardly believe that at the same period

the President denounced as a public enemy the venerable survivor of the

Tea Party and distributed his Spoils among his own retainers," Searching

for conqjarable atrocities in the annals of history, Everett could think

only of the guillotinings of the French Revolution and the brutalities

of the Roman emperors: "The lists were made up, and the victims

brought to the sacrifice with an indiscriminate ferocity that made no

inquiries respecting age, character, connexions, or condition, and would

have done honor to the satellites of a Domitian or Nero," Ifith some

further exaggeration, he informed his readers: "The number of victims

is distinctly indicated by the appalling fact, that within one month

^-The Political hirror. A Review of Jacksonianism (New York,
1835), pp, 6-7; National Intelligencer , August 5, 1830, August 23, 1835.
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after the inauguration of Jackson there icere more removals from office

than had taken place since the organization cf the govomment," Other

Whig editors, bored vith statistics, preferred to horrify their readers

with tragic tales, such as that of the young clerk ^Tho, fearing dis-

missal, went home one evening and slit his throat from ear to ear,^''

The Whigs thus endeavored to portray themselves as the friends

of humanity, decency, and fair play, struggling to save the Republic

from the Tricked and C5niical Jacksonians 1*10 sought to debauch the

government for their private profit.

To some extent, 'Jfhig spokesmen found it possible to use the

slave question to strengthen this image. Abolitionist sentiment

within Whig ranlts was strong enough to enable party spokesmen to get

some mileage out of denunciation of the Jacksonian opposition as slave

holders and the tools of the slavocracy. On the other hand, the pzirty

was striving to form an alliance with the plantation owners of the

South, an allismce that could not hold if the party were considered

hostile to the "peculiar institution," In 1840, General Harrison con-

demned slavery North of Mason and Dixon's line, and damned abolitionists

in the South, Eventually, this cleavage would help destroy the party, 24

On basic economic issues, the Whig narty presented not even a

semblance of unity. Though the Harailtonian mercantile elements, both

Northern and Southern, were no doubt in a majority in the high councils

of the party, the presence within Whig ranks of such inveterate foes of

23a. H, Everett, The Conduct of the Administration (Boston,

1831), pp, 21-22; National^Intelligencer , August 5, 1831.

^'^he Tennessee Farmer, or, Farmer Jackson in New York (n.p,,
n.d.); Dooming, pT3. 228-229; Gunderson, pp, 224-^25,
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the Arasrican System as John C, Calhoun and John Tyler made agreement on

such matters as the tariff and internal improvements well nigh im-

possible. If Daniel Webster had rejoiced at Andrew Jackson's suppression

of nullification, there were not a few Southern Tfhigs who shared the

sentiments of John Tyler vho found that the Nullification Proclamation

had "sT7ept away the Carriers of the Constitution and given us in place

of the Federal government tmder irtiich sre had fondly beli-^ved we were

living a military despotism," In the face of such total disagreements

on basic governmental philosophy, the Whig party shrewdly refrained

from issuing a national platform in 1840,2-^

In the absence of basic consensus, the Whig spokesmen en-

deavored to strike a note of essential conservatism I'rtiich could unite

both the slave holding plantation oimer, desiring free trade and

states rights, and the merchant and manufacturer of the East who de-

sired the implementation of Hamiltonian finmicial policies. The theme

which provided that unity was the spectre of a Jacksonian revolution

against property rights. The followers of Old Hickory and Martin Tan

Buren, it was charged, plotted the subversion of society. The attack

on the lank of the United States was but the first step in the imple-

mentation of a sinister plot to incite the poor against the rich and

level economic distinctions in society, Alexander Everett declared in

horror of the Bank veto message, "for the first time, perhaps, in the

history of civilized communities, the Chief Magistrate of a great

nation is foutid appealing to the worst passions of the uninformed part

of the people, and endeavoring to stir up the poor against the rich,"

2^U,S,, Congress, Register of Debates , 22d Cong,, 2d Sess,,
pp. 260-377; Richmond Whig , December 14. 21. 1832,
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The Portland Daily Advertiser , warming to this theme, editorialized;

, , , \re ask the property holders, if they are willing to
lend a hand to some new Agrarian project which shall upset all
the rights of property, and establish an equal division of es-
tates and chattels, A more deranging, radical, law upsetting
document was never promulgated by the vrildost ?w0:aan fanatic,
... Is the President preparing for a crown by cajoling us with
the prospect of a equal division of goods—by offering his aid
to overturn the ri^ts of property, to humble the wealthy, and
to put doim the exalted?

Daniel Tfebster cried that Jackson's message "manifestly seeks to in-

flame the poor against the rich; it v/antcnly attacks whole classes of

people, for the purpose of turning against them the prejudices and re-

sentments of other classes. It is a state paper -v/hich finds no topic

too exciting for its use, no passion too inflammable for its address

and solicitation," Tfebster expressed his fear that "at the very

moment of al;:iost unparalleled general prosperity, there appears an un-

accountable disposition to destroy the most useful and most approved

institutions of our government," He hinted darkly that civilized

society raigjit not survive Jacksonian rule,^^

Horace Greeley in 1840 explained the grave danger.s to society

inlierent in the Jacksonian appeal vrtien he wrote in the Log Cabin ;

Teach the poor man to believe the rich are his natural
oiemies—that they rob him of his just earnings and drive him
from his proper place in society, and you teach him not merely
to be adverse to labor, envious, discontented and malignjint,
but you instigate him also, to reclaiu vrtiat has been unjustly
wrested from him, . , , Teach him that the rich have engrossed
unequal and unjust privileges :md monopolies, which grind him
to the earth, and you bid him, if he has the spirit of a man,
to rise and assert his rights—if need be, by the saber and the
bayonet

,

^^Everett, pp, 74-75; Portland Daily Advertiser , quoted in the
National Intelligencer , August 9, 1832; U,S,, Congress, Register of
Debates , 22d Con^,. 1st Sess,, p, 1240,
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Edtmrd Everett, seeking campaign contributions, laid it on the line,

ifriting to a confidential correspondent; "If our friends in Boston

mean that their houses, their lands, their stocks shall really be

theirs much longer, they must make the effort, they must make it at

once. It is but $1,000 each for one hundred gentlemen." "Whig publi-

cists took up the refrain, Calvin Coltoa accused President Van Buren

of secretly and malignantly harboring "the settled purpose of revo-

lution," Samuel Gridley Howe, dwelling on the horrors of foreign

radicalisms, concluded by declaring "Jacksonism and radicalism amount

, , , to the same thing; it is only in the names, that there is any

difference,"27

In 1849, the American Tlhig Sevieir , seeking to recapture the

Southern support that had left the Whig ranks with John C, Calhoun and

John Tyler, sought to convince Southern conservatives that the Ameri-

can Sjrstem held not half the perils to their "peculiar institution"

harbored by Jacksonian radicalism. Pointing to the growing abolition-

ist sentiment in the ranks of the Northern Der,iocracy in the last years

of the decade, the editor informed the planter-slave holding elements

of the South that their choice was between the "conservative consti-

tutional Whig," vrtio would protect property rights of all kinds, or

"the hot, "fdld, reckless body that is organizing out of loccfoco and

abolition elements in the North and ^iest," Seeking to interpret their

cause as that of the ri^ts of property versus the destructive leveling

^'
^Log Cabin , August 1, 1840; "Junius" ^Calvin ColtorQ, American

Jacobinism (New York, 1840); Samuel Gridley Howe, "Icadicalisai," New
England Magazine , VIII (February, 1835), 143; Schlesinger, p. llTT"
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radicalism of the cohorts of Jackson and Vsm Buren, the Whigs sought to

28
rally all "men of substance" to their banner.

The absence of any fixed Jacksonian plan for the eradication of

private property did not deter the more intrepid Ifhig publicists.

After perceiving ominous overtones in the Jacksonian attack on the

Bank and on special charters of incorporation, they proceeded to hint

darkly of the existence of conspiracies yet unkno'wn to the general

public. The Boston Atlas , after accusing the Jacksonieins of harboring

"remorseless and unappeasiblc hatred of the laercantile classes,"

charged that the party had fallen under the evil spell of disreputable

radicals who harbored "certain metaphysical and mystical dogmas,

borrowed apparently from the Jacobins of the French Revolution, ac-

cording to wliich, if they can get the power, they propose to recon-

struct the existing order of society," A disgruntled office seeker

spelled out their foul schemes further in an intriguing book which re-

ported, among other things, that Amos Kendall, the evil genius of the

Jacksonian movement, had prepared a secret manuscript "the great princi-

ple of which T-jfas, that all the burthen of supporting the governuont

and supporting schools, colleges, roads, internal ingjrovements , city

expenses, generally should be laid upon those, and those caily, \iho had

property above the value of $6,000— Jill above $6,000 v;ould thus, in

time, be razed down to that amount, "^^

Other publicists of V;higgery, using a strikingly modern tactic.

28̂American Whig Review , X (August, 1849), 190-194,

^^Boston Atlas, July 17, October 26, 1839; Robert Mayo, A
Chapter of Sketches on Finance (Baltimore, 1837), pp, 110-111,

"
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preferred name calling. Airiong their favorite terris for describing the

opposition were "Jacobins," "levelers," "Jack Cades," "Agrarians,"

"Atheists," "Fanny Wright men," "Locofocos," "infidels," "demagogues,"

"despots," "Federalists," and "Jesuits," Though their terms of vi-

tuperation were on occasion rather contradictory—Jacobins and Feder-

alists have not too much in conimon—the purpose iras the same, to

convince their generation that the Jacksonians stood for radical and

dangerous change, wliile the T.'hig pai-ty stood by the American Hay. Ifhig

publicists protested incessantly against "innovation in governiiient,"

The Whig appeal, however, was by no means limited to the

affluent, TJhig strategists also sought to win support from the farmers

and laborers of the land. Their plea was based on the argument that

there was no difference of interest dividing the rich and the poor

and that the Jacksonian division of society into "producing" and non-

producing" classes was therefore pernicious demagoguery, Daniel

Tfebster denied emphatically ever remarking: "Let Congress take care

of the rich, and the rich will talte care of the poor." But he did

declare on the floor of Congress of the argument that a natural con-

flict of interest existed beti/een the laborer and the capitalist;

Sir, I admonish the people against the object of outcries
like these. I admonish every industrious laborer in the
country to be on guard against such delusions, I tell him the
attempt to play off passions against his interests, and to
prevail on him, in the najae of liberty, to destroy all the fruits
of liberty, in the name of patriotism, to injure and inflict his
country, and, in the name of his oim independence, to destroy
that very independence and make him a beggar and a slave.

The logic behind Webster's outburst was this: measures \irhich mi^t

injure the rich would prove even more injurious to the poor who de-

pended upon the rich for employment. If you would provide for the poor
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then, llebster— ail inveterate foe of the labor unions of his daj'—

argued, you niust first provide for the prosperity of the wealthy, for

the economic interests of all classes were intimately intertwined. In

his peroration, TIebster thundered to the galleries;

whoever has the wickedness to conceive, and the hsirdihood

to avow, a purpose to break down what has been found, in forty
years experience, essential to the protection of all interests,
by arraying one class against another, and by acting on such a

princix^le as that the poor alirajrs l;ate tho rich, sho^js hiaiself

the reckless enemy of all, am enemy to his whole country, to all
classes and to every -.ism jn it, he deserves to be mzirkod

especially with the poor man»s curse, ^0

Calvin Colton, more bluntly warned, "the blow aimed at the

moneyed capitalist strikes over on the head of the laborer, sind is sure

to hurt the latter more than the former," Modifying this theme some-

what, another Whig pamphleteer exclaimed: "Never has an error more

pernicious than that of supposing any separation could be practicable

between the interests of the rich and the working classes. However

selfish might be the disposition of the wealthy, they cannot benefit

themselves without serving the laborer," The New York Merchants Com-

mittee, reflecting on this truth, added significantly: "In a great

majority of cases the possession of wealth is the proof of merit," To

agitate against the wealthy, then, xras to agitate against the

virtuous, 31

Whigs also argued that in a land of opportunity, the class

antagonisms of Europe had no place. Any man of merit could acquire

3%,S,, Congress, Register of Debates , 23d Cong,, 1st Sess,,

pp. 439-442,

^1"Junius" CCalvin Colton"], Labor and Capital (New York, 1340),
p, 14; Robert Hare, Suggestions respecting the Reformation of the
Banking System (Philadelphia, 1837), pp, 28-29; Plaindealer , Lay 13,
1837,
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x^ealth; vjliy then should the poor resent the success of the worthy?

Daniel Tlebster VTas willing to concede that in the Old 'Vlorld there ex-

isted a "clear and well defined line, between capital and labor," but

he denied categorically that in a country where any man could, through

enterprise and frugality, rise to the top, any such "visible and broad

distinction" could be admitted. The Boston Palladium editorialized;

"The high places, and public consideration, will belong to the enter-

prising—but the trial is open to all, and if those who have them not

are dissatisfied that others have higher seats, let them use the same

industry, patience and zeal, and come to the top," The liThig industri-

alist Abbot Lawrence, in an appearance before the Massachusetts Chari-

table Mechanic Association, toasted "the leveling system—as tau^t

among us—viz., to qualify the v:hole community for the upper level," 32

Uther Tfhig spokesmen maintained that the capitalist was much a

laborer as the mechanic, that all who toiled were united by a common

bond of interest and that the Jacksonian distinctions between bankers

and farmers, speculators and artisans therefore were highly invidious.

Thus, Edward Everett declared before a Boston labor organization:

"The working man's party comprehends all those by whom the work of the

community is really done: all those who by any kind of honest industry

employ the talents which the creator has given them," Calvin Colton,

in embellishing this theme, \rrote: "Every American laborer can stand

up proudly and say, 1 Ali THE AMERICAN CAPITALIST, irtiich is not a

3%.S,, Congress, Congressional Globe , 25th Cong,, 2d Sess.,
appendix, p, G63; Boston Palladium ,

quoted in the New York Sentinel ,

March 6, 1830; National Intelligencer , October 14, 1830,
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metaphor but literal truth. "^^

One partisan of Tfhiggery, Daniel B, Barnard, defended capit£LL-

isa from "the aspersions of radiceilism" by declaring its purpose to be

to "distribute and equJLLize" property, "as far as nay be without

interfering vith individual right, and the due encouragement of indi-

vidual exertion," He declared that there was "no instrumentality more

efficient for both objects, than our private corporations." Tar from

constituting a conspiracy to e:cploit the true producing classes, as

some Jacksonians ifould have it, ¥higs often argued that chartered corpo-

rations were but devices devised to assure a broader distribution of

wealth. By opening up investment opportunities to the man of moderate

circumstances, and protecting his property from total confiscation in

the event of business failure through limited liability, the corpo-

ration made possible the fulfillment of the American dream, Daniel

Webster, in tracing the effect of corporate organization on the distri-

bution of property, found that not only did the corporation make

possible an increase in wealth, but it helped to "equalize it, to

diffuse it, to scatter its advantages among the many, and to give

content, cheerfulness, and animation to all classes of the social

system,"

In the place of the harsh picture of class conflict between the

producing and non-producing classes of society drawn by the more radi-

cal Jacksonian partisans, the spokesmen of TThiggery postulated the

^^ational Intelligencer , December 4, 1830; 'Junius 'XCalvin Colton]
Labor eind Capital , p. 11.

^"^Daniel L. Barnard, Speeches and Reports la the Assembly of New
York at the Annual Session of 1838 (Albany, 1838). pp. 48. 77; Daniel
Webster, Writings and SpeecheslBoston, 1903), XIII, 72-76.
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existence of a harmonious, beneficient economic order characterized by

the helpfu-t interdependence of all classes. Arguins that agitation

against the vrealthy could but lead to the disruption of the economic

order and the victimization of the poor, they cast themselves in the

role of true defendei-s of the working classes against the destructive

schemes of irresponsible demagogues. Asserting that in America any man

could become a capitalist, they decried ?.pr>eals to class prejudice.

Defending the emerging capitalist society of investmenb, corporate ex-

pansion and far flung enterprise, they held that all would share in its

largess. 3^

Inasmuch as the Jacksonian opposition included both ardent pro-

tectionists and free traders, Tlhig spokesmen attempted to follow a

circumspect ccjirse with regard to the tariff. In localities where it

was found politically profitable—the Tfest, New England and Pennsyl-

vania—protectionists* policies were defended as essential to guarantee

economic progress and a high wage level. Tlorkingmen were told that

without the tariff, foreign competition would drive American entrepre-

neurs to slash irages to the subsistence level in order to sui-vive. In

the South, however, strong elements within the Tlhig coalition opoosed

tariff legislation, and, in Jacksonian terms, denounced protectionism

^^Additional examples of the Tlhig belief in the doctrine of the

unity of interests of all classes may be found in the following: D. D,

Barnard, The Social System (Hartford, 1848) | Plea for Social snd Popu-

lar Repose (New York, 1845); "Junius" CCalvin ColtonJ, The Rights of

Labor (New York, 1847); Edward Everett, Lectures on the forking Ixan's

Party (Boston, 1853); T. F. Gordon, The liar on the Bank of the United

g-fca-tes (Philadelphia, 1834); Thomas P. Hunt, The Book of health (New

York, 1839);
Schools and

of Their Parents _^
Objects, Uses and Principles (New York, 1841) ; Facts for the Laboring

Man (Newport, R. I., 1840).
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as an economic conspiracy against their interests, Tom by this

conflict, nationeil Tihig spokesmen either evaded the issue altogether,

or announced their support of a "moderate and judicious tariff,"

The National Republicans had been more outspoken on this

matter, and had defended the entire American System as essential to

the prosperity of the nation. Portraying themselves as the enlightened

advocates of economic progress, of a prosperity bencfijient to all

social classes, they charged the followers of Old Hickory with narrow

prejudices and unwise notions ^rtiich, if implemented, would lead to

financial stagnation and distress for all grotqps in America, A small

town editor in the summer of 1830 had taken to verse to deplore that

lack of faith irtiich served to , , ,

Cause those who look on gold as filth
Who think it mars our lasting wealth
To cry like mighty liens bray
Adown! Adown with Henry Clay!

Cause those who seek a humble lot
A leaky and unfurnished cot
T'fho worship not a golden fay
To be the enemies of Henry Clay,

Cause those vfho vear a tattered rag
Have no vehicle but a bag.
Nor roads but those the beasts survey
To rouse and rout this Henry Clay,

He*d make us roads and make machines
To doubly multiply our means
And turn our labors into play
So base the schemes of Henry Clay, , , ,

The inriter of this bit of political doggerel concluded by despairing of

the nation's future, should Clay's great System go unappreciated, ^°

The Panic of 1837 enabled the Ifhig opposition to charge that the

^"St, Clairsville Historian (Ohio), quoted in the National
Intelligencer, July 26, 1830,



course of events had justified this analysis. Hard times were blamed

on Democratic financial blunderings. New leadership would restore

prosperity. In 1840, the slogan was, "iiatty's policy: Fifty cents a

day and French soup—Our policy: Two dollars a day and roast beef,"^'

The T'lhigs of 1840 v^ere, however, by no means candid as to just

exactly what new measures they would inaugurate for the restoration of

prosperity. Not only did they equivocate on the tariff, but on the

vital question of the chartering of a new national banli, they denied

any intention of talcing such action. Indeed, not only had the unpopu-

larity of Nicholas 3iddle»s institution made this issue highly danger-

ous to the foes of Jackson, but within IJhig ranks there was no

consensus on beisic banlving policies,

Eeurlier, opposition spokesmen had offered reasoned defense of

the need for a nationally chartered banking institution. The ,Bank was

needed, it was argued, in order to provide some measure of control over

the excessive note issue of the state banks. Eliminate the Bank,

Biddle's defenders prophesied, and the nation would be overrun once

again with worthless and inflated rag money issues. Far from promoting

speculation, the Bank had provided positive checks against over-

extension of credit, Albert Gallatin had praised the Bank of the

United States for "securing with certainty" a sound currency. By its

use of the government deposits of the notes of the state banks, the

Bank had been enabled, through pron^tly presenting such notes for re-

demption, to "effectually check excessive issues," Its elimination

would remove this salutary check, lead to banlcing irresponsibility and

37
Gunderson, pp, 11-28,
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to currency instability. The Bank was therefore essential to tho

economic well-being of the nation. All classes would suffer fro.i its

elimination,^^

The opposition to Jackson had also charged that tho Democrats,

by eliminating the Bank of the United States, hoped to pave the :ray for

the creation of a new "nionied monster" controlled by their ovm partisans

and mainipulated for political ends. In this schenie they perceived a

grave danger to American liberties aiid cried of the nefarious Jacksonian

conspiracy to effect an "aUaance betvreoi the purse and the sv/ord,"

Most opposed anj"- goveminentally dominated or controlled bank as both

unsound economically and unsafe politically, Daniel Tfebster had even

been moved to object to the presence on the board of the second Bank of

the United States of directors appointed by the President, Arguing for

a coi»5>lete separation of government and banking, T?ebster declared:

"The credit of banks has generally been in proportion tc their inde-

pendence of govemaent , , , in other countries such connection between

government and banking institutions has produced nothing but evil,"

Thou^ Vebster a:id his followers were in favor of a national bani:

capable of exerting some degree of control over the currency, they were

most decidedly opposed to such control in the hands of a public agency.

The task, they argued, should be left in the trust of a private corpo-

ration. Some, like Nathan Appleton, called for a greater degree of

3%lbert Gallatin, TheJritings of Albert Gallatin , ed, Henry
Adams (Philadelphia, 1879), III, 333-335; "Considerations on the C-orren-

cy and Banlcing System of the United States," American Quarterly lieview ,

VIII (1830), 441-528; Tlilliam 3each Lawrence, "Dank of the United States,"
North American I^evievr , JDSII (1331), 524-5S3; Illinois Gazette , quoted
in the National Intelligencer . April 5, 1831; Pennsylvania Enquirer ,

quoted in the National Intelligencer , March 25, 1831; Nfational Intelli-
gencer , August 31, 1831; U.S., Congress, House Report , 21st Cong,. 1st
Sess,, No, 358; U,S, Congress, Senate Document , 21st Cong,, 1st Sess,,
No, 104,
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public supervision than had been provided by the charter of the second

39
of the United States. Some, like Tlebster, wanted even less,

The efforts of the Van Buren administration to divorce banking

and governmental finance through the creation of the Independent Sub-

Treasury, elicited general condeinnation frora ¥hig spokesmen and from

conservative Democrats. The main objection centered in the charge that

this represented a dangerous alliance of the "purse and the sword," in

that the Ejcecutive would be given full control of the federal finances.

Some added, sigiaificantly, that the power of private banlcs to expand

their credit vras severely restricted by the Sub-Treasury measure, Whig

propagandists seeking to win mass support for their opposition, gener-

ally blamed the economic distress of the late thirties on the "sub-

treasury" scheme and on the specie circular. Calvin Colton, writing in

1844, reiterated their argument that such a measure would lead to the

destruction of liberty:

Rome was free till the system of sub-treasury was intro-
duced. So it vras in Greece, So it has been in every country
that has lost its freedom. The peculiarity of the sub-
treasury system is, to separate government from the people, to
raise it above them, to maJce it independent and the people
dependent—SLAVES J

^0

In summarizing the effects of Jacksonian rule upon the pros-

perity and well-being of the nation, Colton charged the Democracy with

perpetrating a "systematic attack" on "all the commercial habits of

the nation," and with opposition to all "sound financial policies,"

"Maliciously Jackson attacked all the great institutions of the

^%ational Intelligencer , iiarch 12, 1831; Daniel V.'ebster,

T'forks , III, 392; Robert C, Winthrop, "Memoir of the Hon, Nathan Apple-
ton," Proceedings of the Ilassachusetts Historical Society , V (1861), 279,

"^^Colton, Clay , II, 47.
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country, iatemal iti^rovements , first, then the currency, finally the

tariff," History, in Cclton's judgment, had justified Clay's oppo-

sition to Jacksonian despotism:

T!hat patriot, what i/iaii that lived through that fearful
period, to know what it was, by some taste of calamities, can
look bad: upon it vrithout shuddering at the perils tiirough

which the nation was doomed to pass? , , , the Bank of the
United utatos destroyed, the prctcotivc policy crippled, manu-
factures drooped, and establishments were tumbling into ruins,
every specie of property had depreciated to a mere noi.iinal

value, thousands who had supposed themselves rich, found them-
selvoG banlauipt, anci sheriffs suid their deputies vere ali.iost

the only vocation worth pursuing. The spirit of the people
>ras broken, ...

But if Colton, a Hamiltonian and a fervid advocate of the

American Systen, felt that the restoration of the Banlt, the tariff and

internal improvements essential to the elevation of the people's

spirit, there irere many vdthin the l^hig coalition who did not share

this viewpoint,'*^

The ascension of John Tyler to the presidency brought Whig

disunity into dramatic focus. Not only did Tyler, a states rights free

trader synqjathetlc to nullification, hold the protective tariff iu

aversion, he had no intention ^<1iatsoever of consenting to the re-cre-

ation of a "monied monster" to regulate the nation's currency. He

received surprising support from i/ithin Ifhig ranks, even though his

opposition to views ultimately forced his faction out of the party. In

fact, T'hig disavowals of support for Biddlo's demands for the re-

chartering of the Bank of the United States reflected more than mere

opport'miini. There v;ere many in the party Trfio had come to share the

Jacksonians' aversion to an alliance of private banking interests and

^^Ibid ., 29.
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public finance. Even such staunch nationalists as Daniel T^'ebster and

Caleb Gushing sustained Tyler's stand, l.'ebster, Tyler's Secretary of

State, defended the administration position on the ground that the

regulation of the currency could never be safely entrusted to private

banking interests which stood to profit from the extension of the

circulating medium. In a striking reversal of his opinion of several

years earlier, Webster now found that the temptation to use government

deposits for speculative purposes rendered private control most un-

reliable. Gushing declared that no "corporation of mercenary men"

could be relied upon to use the public monies exclusively for the

public good. He called for the ultimate separation of the power to

malce money and the power to lend it. Tyler proposed, and Gushing and

TIebster supported, the creation of a national govemmentally con-

trolled financial institution, divorced from private interests and

denied the right to engage in speculative activities or discount

private notes,

TThig divisions on the question of a national bank reflected

several basic considerations. States rights Southerners had long re-

garded such an institution as a dangerous constitutional innovation,

leading to "consolidation" of federal power. Many Whigs formerly in-

clined to sympathize with Biddle's position were disenchanted by the

maladministration of his institution vftiich followed the revocation of

its national charter. Albert Gallatin exclaimed in protest on the

occasion of the banli's attempts to impede the resumption of specie

payments, in 1341: "In every respect it has been a public nuisance.

^Joseph Dorfman, The Economic Mind In American Civilization
(New York, 1946), II, 617-618;

~" "^
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The oririnJil crrcr consisted in the zimbitious attempt to control and

direct the conmiercG cf the country; in the arrogant assunption nf a

pretended right to decide on the expediency of perfcrminp; that vrhich

vas an absolute duty; and in the manifest and deliberate deviation

from the aclcno^«ledced principles of soimd and legitimate bankinr . . •

this disgraced and dangerous corporation should not be permitted anj'

longer to exist," Nathan Appleton, also once a banJ? advocate, in the

same year declared: "A great central pcvrer, independent of the general

or state governments, is an anomaly in oijr system. Such a power over

the currency is the most tremendous ^rhich can be established, ^fithout

the assurance that it will be managed by men free from the common im-

perfections of human nature, we are safer without it." Others of I'hig

persuasion accepted the Jacksonian arguments that the Bank constituted

an unjust infringement of rights cf free competition, Laissez fairo

convictions led these Tfhigs to oppose the re-creation of a "money

power," Kichard Hildreth rejoiced that in the course of the selfish

struggle bet\reen Jackson and Biddle "for the exclusive privileges of a

bank, these exclusive privileges were abolished," "The country,"

Hildreth predicted, "will be the gainer," Though many irhigs still

believed in the necessity of creating a nev: national banlcing insti-

tution, dissension was widespread in the ranks.

There were thus several ^hig versions of the moaning of the

party battles of the Jackson era. To states rights Southerners of the

Tyler staim, the struggle was vraged against the encroachments of

Federal power as expressed through the despotic proclivities cf King

^^rallatin, Writings , III, 406; Nathan Appleton, Remarks on

Currency and Banking (Boston, 1841), p, 36; Richard Hildreth, Banks,

Bamking and Paper Currencies (Boston, 1840), p, 84,
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Andrew, Jackson^s nationalisa, coaibined with the egalitarian leveling

tone of the Jacksonian appeal, alienated the aore conservative planter

eleraents of the South. To the advocates of the American System, both

Eastern industrialists and Western agrarians, the llhig mission was the

protection of those wise financial measures, advocated by Henry Clay

and John Quincy Adams, which if implemented irould guarantee progress

and prosperity to all classes. Their objection was not to Jackson's

nationalism, but rather to the strict constructionist, limited govern-

ment viewpoint held by the Jacksonian party. To some, the rise of the

Jacksonian movement signalized the corruption of the Republic as

nunijers ruled and the rich, the well-born and the able yieled to King

Mob, Unreconstructed Federalists, these partisans of I'lhiggery were

most decidedly opposed to majoritarian democracy. But there were

others xfithin the Whig ranlcs who were as sincerely democratic as the

partisans of old Hickory, whose opposition to the Jacksonian movement

reflected no disagreement vdth the basic preuiises of popular sover-

eignty. Few political parties in our history have been as heterogene-

ous as the lihig. Abolitionists and slave holders, mercantilists and

free traders, Haniiltonian Nationalists and Jeffersonian states rights

advocates, reformers and reactionaries, all flocked to the Tlhig banner,

attracted by a common opposition to Jacksonian rule.

Yet, despite this diversity, certain unifying themes in T^hig

propaganda are most prominent. Generally, spokesmen for the movement

claimed to be conservatives resisting radical Jacksonian assaults on

the Constitution, the rights of property and the foundations of civi-

lized society. Usually, they countered the radical Jacksonian argument

of the existence of conspiracy against the "producing classes" of
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society by ar-^ing that all classes are bound together by a coramon de-

pendence and by common economic interests, Northern Khi^jS freely

defended capitalism and the corporation from the charges of extreme

Jacksonian peirtisans by pleading that in a free society, any man of

merit could acquire ifealth and prominence. Whig spokesmen also painted

an appealing picture of the happy, prosperous America of the future,

ifhere all vrould be ennobled by the great progress capitalism \rould make

possible, T'hen slave holding plantation oimers of the South, bound

tenuously to the T-hig alliance, questioned their o\m stake in this

capitalist society, they vere told by the defenders of the party that

they had more to fear for their peculiar institution in the radical

levelings of locofocoism than in the sound, constitutional consei*va-

tism of Tfhiggery,



CHAPTER III

JACKSONIAN DEMOCRACY AND NINETEENTH

CENTURY HISTORICAL SCHOLARSHIP

The first comprehen.«?ive historical account of the Jacksonian era

to come from the pen of a professional American historian was conpleted

in 1857, bearly a decade after Jackson's death, by George Tucker, a re-

tired University of Virginia professor of political econon^. That his

task was by no means an easy one, Tucker, a Southern Tfhip; of strong

Unionist synqjathies, was well aware. "General Jackson, of all men x-7ho

have acted the chief parts in the great political theatre," Tucker

wrote, "has excited the most discordant sentiments of his countrymen,

not excluding Mr. Jefferson. Tlhile he has been eulogized by one party

as a second Tlashington, and by even a few as Washington's superior, he

has been denied by most of the other party, any one virtue but courage

and decision and has been pronounced wanting in all the essential re-

quirements of statesmanship and civic duty. It requires then, the

conten^orary historian to be on hi? guard against that natural tendency

of the mind to represent facts according to his rrishes and feelings. "^

Though Tucker's wishes and feelings inclined him to a decided

sympathy for the Khig cause, he endeavored to gain some measure of

iGeorge Tucker, The History of the United States from Their

Colonization to the End of the Twenty-Sixth CongressT'in 1841 (Phila-

delphia, 1856-18^7), rV, 22; Leonard D. Helderman, '^A Social Scientist

of the eld South," Journal of Southern History, II, 148-163.
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objectivity by stating all viewpoints with as high a degree of accuracy

as possible, Dravdng upon state papers, Congressional debates and

partisan political paiiphlets, Tucker filled his volumes v;ith lengthy

paraphrases of their contents. Thus, thou^ the historian himself

harbored decidedly anti-Jacksonian sentiments, his narrative contained

a fair portrayal of both sides of the political debate. Thus, his work

represents the efforts of a scholar intent upon understanding the issues

of the period, rather than those of the p?j.'tisEui intent ;,,',a predse of

his party and condeimiation of the opposition.

Tucker, though critical of the narrowly political history of

his day ("historians," he had written in 1835, "should make us ac-

quainted with the progress of society and the arts of civilization .,,

with everything, indeed, wiiich is connected with the happiness and

dignity of nan"), nonetheless, restricted his o>m nsurrative of the

American past to a chronology of past politics, replete with a blow-by-

blCTf account of by-gone Congressional debates. Characteristic of the

historical la-iting of his age, his work is alniost devoid of insist into

the social or economic background of the political events he reported,^

In his passages of jjiterpretation. Tucker, who regarded the

party system as the true guarantor of "the highest civil freedom,"

echoed the Khig protest that th'^ Jacksonian party was devoid of fixed

principles, its followers united only in their adulation of the old

Hero and their lust for office. Issues, he complained, were subordi-

nated to personalities; the political process lost its former ration-

ality and American political struggles, their meaningfulness, as the cry

George Tucker, "A Discourse on the Progress of Philosophy and
Its Influence on the Intellectual and Moral Character of Lan," Southern
Literary Lessenger , I, 405-421.



"Huzzah for Jackson" echoed across the land. Tucker regarded it as a

symbol of the degradation of modem times that loyalty to Jackson had

come to replace loyalty to principles. Re lamented the prevalence of

the cult of personality.

Never before Che rrrote^had peirties turned on consider-

ations merely personal to an individual, and involving no
political principle ,,,, Support or opposition to the President

continued to be the chief line of party divisions throughout the

whole of General Jackson's administration, and it coi^rehended

individuals of all the parties that had previously existed in the

United States—Federalists and Democrats, States I?.ights men and

latitudinarians, Bank and anti-Bank, tariff and s'uiti-tariff

partisans, the friends and enemies to internal improvements at

the national expense—men who agreed in nothing else but the

«d.sh to keep General Jackson in office, and to keep out his
opponents. Thus prompted, they supported him in every assertion
of power which he thought proper to make,

3

The Jacksonians, in Tucker's analysis, contributed little but confusion

to Americaia political life.

For the leader of the Jacksoniaa party, Tncker, true to his

Whig predilections, had little regard. Though less violent in his

castigations of the General than the typical Tfhig panqjhleteers, Tucker

nonetheless endorsed their judgment of Jackson as a semi-illiterate,

bellicose, military chieftain devoid of political understanding and

unfit for the presidency, Wilfullness and violence marked his tempera-

ment: "a state of war not only suited his taste, but he took pleasure

in proclaiming it to all the world ,,, the most striking feature of his

administration was that its presiding officer was unceasingly engaged

in a series of angry controversies which, "tjhatever their origin, alvzays

assumed more or less of a personal character." Ignorance and lack of

judgnerJ characterized his policies: "however we may be disposed to

admire his firmness and constancy of purpose in carrying out his

^Tucker, History , IV, 56.
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measures , . , vre must regard all his atten^ts to benefit the currency,

the coimierce, or the finances of his country, as singularly unfortunate,"

The "lesson" taught by a study of Jackson's administration vas, to

Tucker, unird.stal:able. The people must never again elevate "to the

presidential chair anyone who is not generally believed to be conversant

with questions of statesmanship," Repeating the customary Tshig in-

dictments of Jackson's \rar against the 3ank, and spealcing of the de-

moralization of the public service v/hich followed the inauguration of

the Jacksonian spoils system, Tucker gave alaost full credence to the

Whig interpretation of the Jacksonian movement,^

In one iir^jortant respect, however. Tucker indicated a partial

syTi5)athy for the Jacksonian cause. Though he had T/ritteu a defense of

the 3anl: of the United States in 1839, and dismissed most of the charges

against that institution as sheer deraagoguery in his History , Tucker's

historical narrative of the Bani: TIar was hardly that of an uncritical

partisan of Nicholas Biddle, Like many ether ^^hig thinkers, Tucker had

come to accept much of the laissez faire philosophy and looked to a

liberal, rather than mercantilistic, capitalism as the best hope of

national eqononiic advcuaccment , Consequently, he was by no means prone

to look with favor upon the centralisation of financial pcv/er in the

hsuids of a single, powerful financial corporation. Giving some credence

to Jacksonian fears. Tucker condemned Biddle's "offensive defiance" of

the government and people of the United States and regarded with no

little apprehension the Haink's tremendous control over the currency and

its capacity tc manipulate public opinion through the bribery of editors

and politicians. To be sure. Tucker considered the unregulated state

^Ibid ., IV, 1S9, 288-293.
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banking system highly inadequate, but he felt the power of a national

bank potentially productive of "far greater evils," Thus, Tucker's

interpretation of the Jacksonian era, though clearly in the Whig tra-

dition, vras also grounded in part in a liberal, laissez faire philoso-

phy soon to dominate the conservative mind in America, As vre shsill see,

its impact upon Jacksonian historiography was to be most pronounced,^

Tucker's History enjoj'ed only a ILmited circulation and exerted

little influence on Araerican thought. If any single work may be said

to have molded the late nineteenth century's image of Andrew Jackson

and his movement, that work would unquestionably be James Parton's

three volume Life Of Andrew Jackson , Published on the eve of the Civil

Tfar, Parton's work was the first con^jrehensive, literary treatment of

Jackson's career and was long considered a masterpiece of successful

biograpAiy, His volumes -were amply praised, quoted and paraphrased.

For over a generation they served as the standard account of Jackson and

his movement and irere thoroughly mined by the historians of the period,

6

Parton, the first scholar to make extensive use of obscure

Jacksonian source materials, hoped to transcend the partisan animosities

and political bias vrtiich, he felt, had rendered earlier biographies

useless. In his private correspondence he spoke of his concern that his

work should be "in all respects complete and reliable," Dismissing

previous partisan accounts of Jackson and his administration as "lies

and trash," Parton traveled throughout the Union, interviewing the

Ibid ,, IV, 187-188, Earlier Tucker had advocated a sort of
federated baiaking system, involving the creation of regional central
banks. See George Tucker, Theory of Money and Banking Investirated
(Boston, 1839),

' —

—

1^

%ilton E, Flower, James Parton. The Father of Modern Bioeraphv
(Durham, 1951),

—

—

' ^ ^ ^
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surviving membors of Jackson's administration and gathering soiurce

materials for his study.

'

Parton's interpretation of the Jacksonian movement, hovever,

iras by no means trithout a pronounced political vie^fpoint. Though Parton

iras quite sjnnpathetic to Old Hickory as a person, there is much truth

to John Spencer Bassett's charge that this biographer generally accepted,

uncritically, riost of the charges of Jackson's political enemies, "then

disposed of them irith a smile. Under his touch. President Jackson be-

comes the great, blundering, well-intentioned doer of most of the

politically bad things of the day,"^

Parton, a cultivated New Yorker \rtio in his youth had supported

Henry Claj' and irtio, at the time of the m-iting of his Life of Jackson ,

adhered to a patchvrork political creed composed of Jeffersonian idealism,

Manchestrian laissez faire , free soil republicanism, and Spencerian

Social Dar^finism essentially echoed the frequent Whig protest that the

Jacksonians were rude barbarians unfit to rule. Their inconqjetence he

found vi\'idly symbolized by their leader:

his ignorance . , , and pjissions combined to render him,
of all conceivable beings, the most unfit for office . . . his
ignorance cf 1 it, history, politics, science, of everything \v1iich

he -vrho governs ought to know, was extreme . . , Andrew Jackson
iras, in fact, a fighting man, and little more than a fighting
man .... His will tyrannized over his friends, over Congress,
over the country. No Dionysus of old was more the autocrat than
he. Unapproachable by an honest opponent he generally could be
wielded by any man who was lavish enough in his praise.

That Jackson meant well, Parton, like Tucker, had no doubts. But had

'

^Ibid ., pp. 50-51,

%ohn Spencer Bassett, The Life of Andrew Jackson (New York,
1935), p. viii.
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not Thomas Buckle, "the greatest man -who ever -wrote history," rightly

observed, "There is no instance of an ignorant man v^lio, having good in-

tentions and the supreme power to enforce them, has not done more evil

than good," This, to Parton, summarized Jackson's presidency. "The

good TJhich he effected has not continued, while the evil he began

remains, has grotm more formdable, has new attained such dimensions,

that the prevailing feeling of the country, with regard to the corruption

and inefficiency of the government, is despair,"^

But, unlike the ¥hig polemicist, Parton's mind was tortured by

doubts, Kis rejection of the Jacksonian influence in American politics

vms by no means an unqualified one. However distasteful Parton may

have found Old Hickory's "ignorant and autocratic" administration of the

government, Parton was too deeply steeped in Jeffersonian idealism to

remain coirgjletely uiomoved by Jackson's devotion to the popular cause.

Like Bancroft, Jeunes Parton believed that Jackson eiiibodied the hopes,

the aspirations and the innate wisdom of the comnwn folk of America:

Autocrat that he was, Andrew Jackson loved the people,
the sons and daughters of toil, as truly as they loved him. He
was in accord with his generation. He had a clear perception
that the toiling millions are not a class in the community but
are the conuTUjaiity, He laiew and felt that govcruKient should
exist only for the benefit of the governed, that the strong are

strong only for the sake of the wealc , , , he did not comprehend
these truths as they are demonstrated by Jefferson and Spencer,
but he had an intuitive and instinctive sense of them. And in
his most autocratic moments he really thought he was fighting
the battle ox the people and doing their will while baffling
the purpose of their representatives.

Unlike Bancroft, however, he did not find this transcendental kinship

with the common man enough to redeem Jackson and his administration. He

could not share the Jacksonians' radical egalitarianism. Despite his

^James Parton, The Life of Andrevr Jackson (New York, 1860),
III, 85, 694-700,
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Jeffersonian faith—or, one might even say, because of it--P2irton firmly

believed in rule by an "aristocracy of intellect" pledged to the well-

being of the people and of the nation. 3y no means could he accept the

notion, commonly associated with the Jacksonians, that any aian is as fit

as any other to hold public office and that all citizens have the right

to try for a place at the public trough. Because of the long ascendency

of that "pernicious attitude," Psirton tJrote, "the affairs of the United

States have been conducted with a stupidity that has excited the vronder

of mankind , , , public questions must not be left to the vrranglings of

demagogues, drunl:ards, savages and mad men," Nor did Parton*s Jeffer-

sonian belief in the wisdom of representative government extend to an

unqualified acceptance of the political con^etence of the uneducated and

the ignorant. Applauding Ian Buren's opposition to unrestricted uni-

versEil suffrage in the Ne\/ York constitutional convention of 1321,

Parton exclaimed, "He had the courage and the vrisdom to insist that true

democracy does not require that manifest absurdity, which is called

• universal suffrage , » '•
^^

Though accepting the mass franchise—an acconqjlished fact in his

day—even advocatiii,^ its extension to women and affirming, though rather

uneasily, that the general enlightenment of the public now made popular

sovereignty workable, he nonetheless expressed his strong aversions to

those voters \rtio "could feel, but not think, listen to stump orations,

but not read, ^o could be wheedled and flattered, and dulled by any

man who was quite devoid of public spirit, principle and shame, but vrfio

could be influenced by no man of honor," To Parton, the Jacksonian era

^"ibid .. Ill, 85, 400, 694,
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symbolized, in large measure, the triuittph cf that vicious class, '•'•

Believing in the existence of a Golden Age and in a subsequent

fall from grace, Parton en occasion lapsed into moments of nostalgia for

the pre-Jacksonian past, for the decorous era of Jefferson and liadison,

Trfien the wise and cultured ruled the nation and the ignorant were ex-

cluded from public life, Coinmenting upon the deuiise of the old caucus

system of nomination, Parton mused:

The brealciiig doi-ni of the caucus system, was not the

unmixed blessing which it was hoped it would be , , , the change

vras perfect in theory, but aost iiv^erfect in practice. It en-

larged the sphere of intrigue, While King Caucus reigned . . ,

the game was snugger and cleaner than aften'Tards, when every

political center in the union became a little Tfashington and

every drinking house a nest of president makers. Under the old

system a man of talent, force, originality, sincerity had a

chance of becoming President; und9r the new, all have a chaiicc

save such.

The Jacksonians* introduction of the spoils system into national

politics provided for Parton the focal point of his protest against the

degradation of modem times. This innovation, he lamented, "debauched"

the government and corrupted the life of the Republic, As treacherous,

obscene politicians crowded to the public trough, the "cultured man of

sterling worth" could no longer survive in the quest for place and

position, "The government, formerly served by the elite of the nation,"

wrote Parton, "is now served by its refuse . , , the spoils system

renders pure, decent, orderly and democratic government iinpossible,"-'-^

But though Parton deplored many aspects of the mass upsurge

which brought Jackson to power, he nonetheless retained his faith in

majority rule. Castigating Henry Clay for his failure to support Andrew

ll^jid., Ill, 119, 129, 701; Michael ICraus, The Writing of
American History (Norman, Oklahoma, 1953), p, 316.

12parton, III, 30, 214-221,
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Jackson's claims to the presidency in 1325, Peirton, echoing Jacksonian

publicists, accused the Kentucky politician of harboring a federalist's

contempt for the popular will: "The candidate that had corae closest to

an election by the people vras the one for whom a truly democratic men±»er

of Congress would have given his support. All questions respecting the

comparative fitness of the candidates were icipertinent." ^Ihatevsr his

misgivings about the Jacksoniem aiovement, Parton could not accept any

political creed wliich denied the ultimate sovereignty of the people.

Scolding the refined and educated classes in America for their slavish

imitation of European v;ays, their lack of coa^irehension of "the great

sentiment which breathed life into this great republic," their dismal

conservatism, Parton, again echoing Jacksonian spokesmen, proclaimed

that the Jacksonian movement represented the overthrow of decadent

"silver forked aristocracy" unworthy of politiceil prominence. He lauded

the intuitive genius of the people in a passage that well might have

come from the pen of Jackson, Benton or Bancroft:

The truly helpful men and women of this republic have
oftenest sprung from the cabin and Isamef^ +0 read by the light
of pine Icnots, and worked their way up tc tiicir riglitful places
as leaders of the people by the strength of their own arm, brain
and resolution.

Obsessed by the evils of the spoils system and the dreadful vulgarity

of Jacksonian rule, Parton never really decided whether Jackson's

triumph truly represented these creative, self-made leaders, or not.

The burden of his argument led to a negative answer. He could not be-

lieve in the wisdom or the virtue of the cohorts of Old Hickory, but even

less coitld he embrace a thoroughgoing elitist, anti-democratic philoso-

phy of govemripnt. This glaring inconsistency in his view of democracy

Parton never resolved. ^^

l^Ibid., Ill, 59, 150.
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In large measure, Farton's interpretation of the Jacksonian era

reflected a distaste for politics and politicians common to educated

gentlemen of his day, 3ut his enthusiastic acceptance of Kanchestrian

economics and Spencerian Social Dandnisin, then becoaiing quite fashion-

able among the well-read, also colored his view of Jackson and his ad-

r.iinistration, as did his Ngtj York origin and his Republican political

preference, Tlhatever his aversion to Gld Hickory's autocratic predi-

lections EUid vulgar political methods, Parton found it difficult to

syn5)athize with Jackson's political opposition. A Unionist and a free

soiler frriting in 1860, he found the vieirpoint expressed by the Tyler

Tlhigs, Calhoun, and the South Carolina nuHifiers the ranlcest sort of

political heresy, Jackson's nullification message, he declared,

"glowed with the fire of genuine patriotism," the position of those who

did not accept his nationalism saacked of treason. And as a disciple

of Adam Smith, Thoiuas Jefferson, and Herbert Spencer, he found the

"paternalistic view of government" espoused by the National Republicans

and the Clay I'higs equally inadmissible. In lines quite reminiscent of

Van Buren's Senate Speech of 1823, Parton denounced the policies of the

administration of the second Adams as inconqjatible with "true liberty,"

He declared that those who believed that "government should undertalce

great national works, such as bridges, canals, and roads, should found

great national institutions, such as colleges, banks, libraries, museums,

and laboratories, monopolize certain branches of industry, such as

carrying letters and teaching children in the common schools," were, at

heart, "lovers of despotism." "These American lovers of the paternal

government theory stop short of state churches and titles. But in the

essence of the matter, there is little difference I can see between the
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opinions of the Enperor of Prussia, Louis Napoleon, Thomsis Carlylc, the

old Federalists, Horace Greely and the Tribune," True liberty, Parton

asserted, could be found only in adherence to the Jeffersonian nia:d..jn,

"he governs best trtio governs least," Jaclcson and Van Buren he found far

more syn5)athetic to that noble truth than Clay or TTebster, Hence, he

could find little wisdom in the Whig position on most of the partisan

issues of the day: "want of wisdon,'* he declared of that party, "i-,iarked

their conduct from the begiioning to the end of Jackson's adi!iiuistration,"^^

Peirton's essential interpretation of the party battles of the

Jackson era is best exemplified in his treatment of the bank controversy.

The Jacksonians' assault on the Bank of the United States he regarded

with grave suspicion, Jackson, he felt, acted not out of the rational

conviction that the Bank endangered liberty, but rather from personal

hostilitj'- to Nicholas Biddle, His conduct reflected the violence of his

temperament. His supporters, furthermore, v/ere moved, not by sincere

opposition to monopoly, but by hope of selfish gain: "The real object

of the politicians vrho surrounded Jackson was not to rid the country of

a monstrous monopoly, but to add to the sum, already prodigious, and

alarming, of government patronage," The tenor of the campaign against

the recharter proposal he deemed "arrogant, ferocious, and mean,"

Coii5>ounded of low demagoguery and personal spite. He concluded that the

charges leveled against the Beaik by its political opponents wei'e mostly

false. Yet, opposing on doctrinaire grounds all grants of special govern-

mental privilege, he could not support Riddle's cause aid ended his

account of the Banic war by praising Jackson's veto message as a great

Ibid,, III, 83, 409, 590. Parton erroneously declared Jackson
to be the author of the Nullification ilessage, which in reality vfas

composed by Livingston,
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state paper ernbodying noble and sound principles of govenruent.-'-^

Parton's interpretation of the Jacksonian movement was thus one

of tortured ambivalence. Convinced that the triumph of Jackson repre-

sented, or at least reflected, the .:oatruction of a decadent old order

unfit to SLirvive, certain that the movement's basic economic and social

principles vere vdse and sound, he nonetheless could not accept fully

its political iiiqilications. The rough turbulence of Jacksonian politics

he found highly distasteful} the spoils system and the notion of rule by

majority prejudice had, in his judgment, degraded the Republic, yet the

arrogance, selfishness, and "paternalism" of Jackson's political

opponents appeared even more unacceptable, Parton concluded his Life of

Jackson vrith an appeal for the emergence of a new cultured elite devoted

to democratic idesils, capable of redeeming the nation from Jacksonian

vulgarity but not inclined to "paternalistic despotism," an elite veil-

grounded in "the truths of Jefferson and Spencer." The calajsiity of the

United States," Parton wrote, "has been that the educated class has not

been able to accept the truths of the democratic creed. "-'^

If Parton 's Jeffersonian idealism made it difficult for that

scholar to reject the Jacksonian niovezaent out of hand, no such qualms

disturbed j)r. Hermann von Hoist, a German-born historiaii idiose early

lectures on the Jackson era had moved Henry Adams to rejoice that

"America has had a career i*ich is studied viith the same thoroughness

l^Ibid., Ill, 397, 517, 590. Unfortunately, Parton did virtu-
ally no research on the Bank question; his account is not particularly
reliable. He expressed his belief in the possibility that in its later
yeai'S the Banl; followed policies vriiich were most "unv;isG, if not
criminal," (III, 494). But all in all, his account is non-committal,

l^Ibid., Ill, 699-700.
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that German scholars devote to Grverj' branch of knorledge," Yon Hoist,

student of Haesser and friend and associate of the eminent German

historians von Sybil and Treitschke, spent the latter years of his life

in the United States, publishing in 1881 the second volume of his

Constitutional and Political History of the United States , •ifhich dealt

with the Jacksonian years. The Constitutional History won almost

unanintous praise from American scholars, then cauf^t up in almost

worshipful adulation of all things German, Herbert Bsixter Adams wrote

von Hoist, that his work tms "very generally recognized among American

scholsirs as the most critical and, at the ssime time, as the most im-

partial and thoroughly scientific treatment to which the constitutional

and political history of the United States has hitherto been subjected, "^"^

That von Hoist's treatment of the American past should have

elicited so sympathetic a response from the scholars of the Gilded Age

is by no means surprising. Von Hoist, despite his German background,

shared their point of view, habits of thought and unconscious biases to

so striking a degree that a recent student has quite aptly termed hLm

"the plumed laiight of American Historiographj'," Relentlessly crusading

against those TTliom genteel conservatives of a genteel era considered

evil doers, von Hoist, in common vrith most of his professional colleagues

I'J'Charles R, Kilson, "Hermann Eduard von Hoist," The Marcus Vi,

Jernsgan Essays in American Historiography , ed, T'lilliaci T, Hutchinson
(Chicago, 1937), pp. 60-83j Eric Goldman, "Hermann Eduard von Hoist:
Plumed Kni^t of American Historiography," Mississippi Valley Historical
Review , XXIII (March, 1937), 511-532; Kraus, pp. 191-198; Lucie Hariuiiond,

"Hermann von Hoist, the Historian," American ilonthly Review of Reviews ,

XXIX, 321-322; J. Pranlclin Jameson, "Professor von Hoist as a Historian,"
University Record of the University of Chicar;o , VIII, 156-lSO; Lauglilin

J, Lawrence, "Life and Character of Hermann E, von Hoist," ibid,, 161-

168; Henry Adams, Review of Die Administrations Andrew Jacksons by
Hermann Eduard von Hoist, North American Ecviow , CCXLV (January, 1875),
180,
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in the United States, allied himself vdth the Republican party, sharing

both its strong moral fervor—the crusade against slavery he made the

grand theme of his History and the struggle against corruption in

government the object of his cT-m occasional political activity— as vreH

as its essential economic conservatism. Hs strongly advocated laissez

faire, labeled the "middle classes" the "backbone of every civilized

community" and praised "the arts of gain" as "the most powerful agencies

of civilization." He defended the nationalist tradition in American

history, regarded Alexander Hamilton as "America's greatest political

genius," looked upon Jefferson with suspicion, and considered Andrew

Jackson a dangerous demagogue. He placed strong emphasis upon that

"conservative sense vriiich a democratic republic needs more than any

other form of state" and denounced the influence in politics of the

propertyless urban proletariat,^"

Von Hoist's treatment of the Jacksonian era reflected both his

biases and his temperament. Prone to moralize, sharing with the

Prussian school which trained him the conviction that the past has a

lesson to teach the present, von Hoist turned his narrative of the

1830* s into a tract against "the Jacksonian degradation of democracy,"

In many ways a typical German bourgeois liberal, von Hoist perceived in

Jackson's emergence as leader of the nation, the triumph of a political

force he regarded with great apprehension, "the masses," The German

writer was familiar with Bancroft's characterization of Jackson as the

incarnation of the virtues of the common people. But uhereas Bancroft

had perceived in Jackson the mystic spirit of the nation, von Hoist saw

^%oldman, 531; Hermann Eduard von Hoist, The Constitutional

and Political History of the United States (Chicago, 1879), I, x, 158-

160; IV. 74-75; Life of John C, Calhoun (Boston, 1893), p, 2.
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only the sytrt>ol of a deplorable aediocrity triumphant in politics.

Quite without Bancroft's transcendental faith in the intuitive visdoa

of the majority, vtm Hoist deplored Jackson's kinship with the coiBoa

VashinftonChe wrote]] was the ealjodijnent of the best
traits of the American national character, but Jackson endbcdied

all its typical traits. He was unquestionably, a man of great

parts, but he was at the same time incapable of rising, in any
respoct, to the height of a great nian ... in spite of his
frightful influence, in the real sense of the expression, which
he cxfrcised during the eight yeeurs cf his presidency, he neither
pointed nor opened new ways to his people by the superiority of
his mind, but only dragged them more rapidly cmrard on the road
they had been traveling, by the demoniacal powers of his will.
The supports of his policy were the instincts of the masses,
the sum and substance of it, the satisfaction of those instincts.

That Jackson embodied the popular will von Hoist did not for a moment

doubt; it was precisely for that reason that he found the Jacksonian

influence in American life highly distasteful. "Popular sovereignty,"

von Hoist wrote, "would be a dreadful condition of things." The

popular rule of the Jacksonian era, by reducing politics to the level

of the lowest common denominator and eliminating the role of truly in-

spired, creative leadership, he wrote, led to "the stagnation of the

public spirit" and paved the way for "the shallowing, materialising and

demoralising of American democracy, "^^

Despite this antagonism towards direct democracy, von Hoist was

by no means hostile to the American experiment. In his Constitutional

History he lauded the American belief that "the sole source of all power

is the people" and regarded the "moral convictions of the people" as a

l^on Heist, Constitutional and Political History , II, 24, 29-31.
Von Hoist, reflecting the influence of German Romanticism, had so little
syaqjathy for revolutionary thought that he was led to reject most of the
thinking behind the Declaration of Independence as the product of
Enlightenment decadencf>, French in origin and, as such, not really a part
of the Anglo-Saxon legal tradition (I, 32).
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"decisive force" in human progress. In neiny xfays typical of the Euro-

pean liberalism of the nineteenth century, von Ilolst placed heavy

emphasis on the antithesis between reT>resentative government and "mob

democracy" and stressed the need for institutional restraints on the

momentary t'Jhims and prejudices of th?; people. The Jacksonians, he

charged, "raised the caprice of a majority to the dignity of the sole

la^: of the land." This ''was not a postulate of democracy, but the over-

throir of the constitutional state. In a democratic constitutional state

the legal and binding rule is not the will of the majority of the people

expressed in any way that suits their whim, but the will of the majority

20
expressed in the way provided by the constitution, and in no other,"

The bulk of von Hoist's indictment of the Jackson administration

rests on this point. In essence, von Hoist's interpretation represents

a restatement, in some^^hat refined form, of the charges of "unconsti-

tutional usurpation" and "executive despotism" first raised by T'hig

Congressional spokesmen. Von Hoist candidly admitted his reliance upon

these partisans, "There is no reason even today," he vnrote, "yfhy the

vrarning which Clay and T'ebster addressed to the people should be

scoffed at," To the German born scholar, the true significance of the

party battles of the Jackson era lay in the fJ^hig attempts to defend the

Constitution! the great menace to liberty, in Jackson's assertion "in

conflict Yrith the constitution and with the idea of republicanism, to a

position beti/een Congress and the people as a patriarchal ruler of the

republic." "Jackson's personal guilt in this most essential result of

his administration," he explained, "was not occasioned so much by indi-

vidual determinate action as by his conception of the position of the

^^Ibid ., II, 8, 78.
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president to other factors of government and to the people,"^-^

Von Hoist, conditioned perhaps by his European experience,

feared above all else a strong executive, capable of playing the role

of the autocrat or the demagogue to subvert the rule of law, "The

history of all time and all nations," he wrote, "teaches to what dangers

liberty is exposed when too much power is placed in the hands of one

man," His study of the Jacksonian years reinforced this conviction;

"Since Louis XIV, the ma>:ini, L*etat, c*est moi , has scarcely found a

second time, so ingenious and complete an expression, as in Andrei;

Jackson, The only difference is that it was translated from the language

of monarchy into the language of republicanism," In Jackson^s claim to

be "the direct representative of the American people, elected by the

people and responsible only to them," von Hoist claimed to perceive the

beginnings of "chaos and despotism," arguing that such an interpretation

of the role of the president vrould undermine the Constitution;

The Constitution knows only a president as a bearer of
executive power, of a "direct representative of the American
people" it laiovrs nothing. Hence, it also Imows nothing of an
election of the president by "the people," It is the intention
of the Constitution that the electors should not be mere ciphers,
but the only real choosers of the president . , ,, Finally, the
Constitution entirely ignored the president's responsibility to
"the people" , , , the only forum before which it cites the
president to account for his political acts is the Senate, vrhen

the representatives had preferred an impeachment charge against
him. Indeed, the Constitution doe6 not loiow "the people" at all,

in the sense in which Jackson uses the term. It creates legal
relations, but it does not overthrow the law by elevating every
majority of those possessed of the right to vote, no matter how
constituted, above the law, by making their v:ill the law. In the
United States, indeed, the "people" are the one original source
of law, but it is the "people" in their entirely definite,
aggregate, political, that is, constitutional organization, that
is meant here. Any other "pooplG" as an independent source of
law, as a legal political forum, is not only unknown to the Con-
stitution, but if ad'nitted by it, would be its destruction, for

^^Ibid ,, II, 67-70,
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it is the purpose of that instrument to create eui unarbitrary

state, \Jhile such a "people" is the negation of an unarbitrary

state. It was to the "people" in this anti-state sense of the

word that Jackson appealed in all his controversies about his

rights, in other words: the holder of the executive power

made the subordination of the state to society the determining

principle of the republic, which, in the highest sense, should

have be^ an unarbitrary, law respecting state.

Few aspects of Jackson's administration escaped von Hoist's censure.

Preoccupied with the dangers of "arbitrary power," the German historian

generally based his condemnation on legal or constitutional grounds and

displayed little interest in economic or social considerations. Though

von Hoist, almost alone among the historians of his generation, wrote an

unqualified defense of Nicholas Biddle and the second Bank of the United

States, even on that key issue, the burden of his argument rested on

legalistic, constitutional issues. Though blaming Jackson's "autocratic

actions" for "the frightful disturbances Tjhich the economic life of the

country experienced" in the last years of his "rule," von Hoist sheds

little light upon actual economic conditions, Jackson's stand on the

recharter issue and his removal of the deposits was found reprehensible

largely because of alleged violations of the constitutional limitations

of executive power and of the rights of contract. Jackson's excessive

use of the veto, including his refusal to sanction the recharter of the

Bank, for example, von Hoist labeled "counter to the spirit of the

Constitution." Old Hickory's suggestion that he be consulted by Congress

on the framing of a new Bank charter v:as deemed a dangerous departure

from constitutional precedent. Even his submission of a written paper

to his cabinet was found to be indicative of Jackson's contempt for

constitutionality. The removal of the deposits von Hoist condemned on

three counts; first, he chzirged that Jackson did not have the power to

take such action without the consent of Congress; secondly, he deemed
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the removal a irilful violation cf the Bank's contractual rights; and

thirdly, he denied that the President possessed the constitutional power

to coerce his cabinet into acquiescence to his policies, charging, as

had Clay, that the President was not, under the Constitution, invested

with total executive power but shared those powers with other executive

officers. L'f the latter point, von Hoist added ominously that if

Jackson's interpretation of his constitutional responsibilities was

accepted, "then the Republic was turned over, bound hand and foot, to

Von Hoist's interpretation of the Jacksonian era thus emphasized

the dangers alleged to be inherent in direct democracy, unchecked by the

most scrupulous legality and constitutional restraint. Fear of mob rule

jmd of a strong executive are the twin themes irtiich permeate alaiost

every page of his narrative. In a rare impressionistic passage, von

Hoist, in characterizing the tone of liashington society in the months

following Old Hickory's inauguration, provided a dramatic summary of his

loathing of the Jacksonian spirit in politics: "The capital of the

Union presented a revolting picture. Flattery, servility, espionage,

tale bearing and intrigue thrived as they scarcely ever had in the most

infamous European courts of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries,

only the court varnish was wanting. Jackson himself, when not in a

towering rage, possessed an unstudied dignity v;hich impressed the masses,

but through the general political atmosphere of Kashingtcn there ran a

streali of genuine brutality." The Jacksonians had degraded and de-

bauched the Old Republic. ^^

Though to the modem reader, von Hoist's constitutional arguments

22Ibid .. II, 44-46, 49, 75. 23it,id ., n, 44.
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seem strained and pedantic, it b^' no means folloxfl's that they were the

product of the German scholar's inability to coinprehend American insti-

tutions. It is true that his preoccupation with, the form and structure

of constitutional organization and his lack of insight into the social

and econoiuic realities underlying the formal structure of government re-

flected his training in the German universities. Like most of his

European teachers and colleagues, von Hoist's conception of governmental

structure vms a highly static one; lacking an adequate conception of

social change, his inritings tended to blindly oppose most constitutional

innovations, (Interestingly enough, von Hoist, for all his professed

sensitivity to constitutional orthodoxy, and all his fears of a central-

ized executive, was quite indifferent to the fears of the states rights

school and may be considered a most pronounced nationalist. Thus, one

might argue, von Hoist, sworn enemy of constitutional heresy, gave his

support to the vast pervasive constitutional "innovation" of all: the

nationalizing and centralizing of the federal conqjact.) But von Hoist's

conception of the American constitution would have been quite compre-

hensible to Joseph Story or James I'entj his indictiaent of the Jacksonian

"revolution" (the term is von Hoist's) basically derived, not from

German conservatism, but from the American Federalist and ¥hig tra-

ditions. Time and time again, von Hoist took his interpretation of the

Jacksonian era directly from the pages of Daniel Tfebster and Henry Clay.

He was quite unabashed in admitting his Tfhig partisanship. TJhig

spokesmen in his judgment were quite correct in seeing in the Jacksonian

movement the first stages of a democratic despotism \*iich, if unchecked,

might overthrow the constitution and plunge the nation into autocracy

and chaos. But it is important also to note that unlike most Khig
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statesmnn, vcn Hoist made no concession to the democratic spirit of the

day and never reconsidered his profound fear of the rule of King Numbers,

The log cabin and hard cider held no charm to this aloof bourgeois

intellectual. In reality, he may more aptly be termed a neo-Federalist

than a Tfhlg; his aversion to the "^ulgar masses vas quite as profound as

his admiration for Alexander Hamilton,

Von Ilolst was by no means alone in his deep distaste for the

vulgarity of the Jacksonian version of de:iocracy. To Henry Adaas,

brilliant scion of a noble family ill at ease iii an ignoble age, the

triunqjh of the Jacksonians symbolized the utter degradation of the Re-

public, Disposed both by heritage and temperament to look with disdain

upon the pretensions of mass democracy, Adsims once wrote to his brother

Charles, '.rith regard to an article he hoped to publish exposing the

political corruption of his day, "I am going to malte it monumental,

, , , a blow at democracy." An inveterate aristocrat, Adams longed for

the orxJerly and decorous world of his presidential forbejirs. An elitist,

he deplored the necessity in democracy "of uniting with much of the

purest and best in human nature the mass of ignorance and brutality

lying at the bottom of all societies," In his earlier years, as pro-

fessor of history at Harvard and author of the magnificent multi-vclumed

History of the United States During the Administrations of Jefferson

and I-adison , Henry Adaris cherished the hope that somehow, despite the

evil cmons of the Grant era, the "purest £ind best" would eventually

triumph and the American democratic experiment succeed. In his later

years, as one of the few Americans to grapple with the problem of the

ultimate meaning in history, he lest all faith and ^nrote bittorlj'- that
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by the iiid-twentieth century "present society must break its damn

neck. "24

Adains, to this day the foremost historian of the Jeffersonian

decade, irrote little of the Jacksonian era. But in his random comments

on the unhappy years following the political repudiation of the Adaais

dynasty (to be found in his biography of Albert Gallatin), one finds

the seeds of his later final rejection, not only of the American his-

torical e:cpcrience, but of the concept of progress as well.

In his Life of Albert Geillatia (in many respects Adams* most

disappointing work), the Mow England scholar noted America's loss of

"creative energy" in the years following the electoral defeat of the

second Adams. "Political life," he observed, "no longer represented a

great political conception" but descended to the vulgarity of market

place and counting house, Tlith "the irruption of President Jackson and

his political following," Adams lamented, "the last relics of the early

statesmanship of the Republic" CJohn Quincy Adams, his grandfather,

and Albert Gallatin the subject of his someidiat despairing studyl "were

thrown out of political life," The nation thereupon settled into a

period of sordid, disorderly political mediocrity; neither party could

find the way to political regeneration, for both reflected the diseased

spirit of the times, "The politics of the United States now offered as

melancholy a spectacle as ever held up to derision. Of all the parties

in the United States the famous Whig party was the most feeble in ideas

and the most blundering in management; the Jacksonian democracy was

corrupt in its methods, and both as well as society itself were deeply

^^enry Adams, The Letters of Henry Adans , ed, TJorthington G,

Ford (Boston, 1930), p, 186,
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cankered with two desperate sores, the enormous increase of easily ac-

quired wealth, and the terribly rapid growth of slavery and slave

power," Unable to sumnon creative pcliticeil energy to resolve these

deep dileuinas, the nation "suffering a vast derangement of the national

health," drifted into the "moral convulsion" of the Civil Uar. It

emerged from that ordeal with its health only "part restored." The time

of statesmanship, of devoted adherence to a "great political conception"

had passed, and Henry Adams mused darkly on its passing, "The United

States of 1830," he wrote sorrowfully, "was no longer the seime country

as the United States of 1789, "^^

Some years after his reflections on the degradation of the

Jacksonian era, Adams attenqjted to frame a philosopliy of history ex-

plaining the tragedy and futility of human endeavor. Applying (or as

most modern critics would have it, misapplying) Kelvin's second law of

thermodynamics, the dissipation of energy, to history, Adams, once a

Comptean optimist, saw in the future nought but continuing entropy, pro-

gressive loss of vital power and spiritual force, and ultimate final

stagnation. From the unity of a grand conception, synfcolized by the

Virgin of Chartresto the multiplicity and purposelessness of the present,

syntoolized in the dynamo, Adams traced in the brilliant prose of the

Mont Saint Uj.chel and the Education a pattern of almost total despair.

That this loss of faith was no sudden happening is evident to the careful

reader of the writings of his earlier years who finds it at the root of

Adams* interpretation of the Jacksonian movement, ^^

^^enry Adams, The Life of Albert Gallatin (Philadelphia, 1874),
pp, 496-497, 635-637.

"~"

26perhaps the best analysis of Henry Adams' historical thinking
may be found in Gillian II. Jordy, Henry Adanis; Scientific Historian (New
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If the passing of the era of statesmanship, of the "great

political conception," said to laark the ascension of Jackson, filled

Henry Adams with regret, it inspired in his less moderate brother.

Brooks, thunderous Tfrath, "Democracy," Brooks Adams vnrote, "has failed

to justify itself," Andrew Jackson, its typiceil spokesman, represented

only the triumph of "the principle of public plunder," 3y 1828, such

a "level of degradation" had been reached, such a "fall in the intelli-

gence and intellectual energy of the democratic community" had occurred,

that the man "of perception and understanding," according to this son of

the house of Adams had no choice but to repudiate the "democratic dogma"

in disgust,
^''^

Tlhile Henry Adams endeavored to devise a philosopliy of history

based upon the application of the insights of the physical sciences to

the problems of humsn civilization, the .majority of his intellectual

contemporaries vrere more intrigued by the potentialities of making such

an application of the biological sciences. The efforts of Herbert

Spencer to apply the Darwinian theory of evolution to human society won

from scholarly Americans of the Gilded Age the most unqualified praise.

Social Danrinis;,! soon became the vogue of the day. It was not without

its relevance to the problems of historical interpretation.

The high priest of the Social Danrinist cult in America was,

without question. Professor TJilliam Graham Sumner of Yale University,

Haven, 1952); EH^eth Stevens, Henry Adams (New York, 1955) and Ernest
Samuels, Henry Adams, The kiddle Years ("Icston, 1958) are also of value.

'^''^Brooks Adams, introduction to Henry Adams, Degradation of the
Democratic Dogma (New York, 1920), pp. vi, 77-85, For an analysis of
3rooks Adaiis* historical thinking, see Thornton Anderson, Brooks Adams;
Constructive Conservative (Ithaca, 1951),
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Sumner, lone celebrated for his pioneering work in sociology and anthro-

pology and customarily identified with the conservative tradition in

American economic thought, was also a highly con^jetent historian, in

many ways one of the most insightful of his tine, his rather intense

prejudices not'tdthstanding, Sumner brought to the study of history the

assumptions and predilections of a highly dogmatic, intrepidly conserva-

tive Social Darwinist, committed to absolute laissez faire . !Iis inriting

of history reflected this deep commitment,

Sumner's chosen field of investigation was the Jacksonian era,

"No period," the Yale professor declared in an address before the Kent

Club in 1880, "equals in interest the administration of Andrew Jackson,"

In 1882, Sumner published his account of the happenings of the Jackson

years, Andrew Jackson As a Public Man .

There were few American scholars less disposed to syiiipathize with

Jacksonion deraocracy, or to find in Cld Hickory a statesman of greatness,

than Tlilliam Graham Sumner, Sumner shared little of James Parton's

sentimental democratic idealism. The egalitarian notions generally as-

sociated with Paurtcn's hero, Thomas Jefferson, Sumner dismissed bls a

"fantastic, preposterous dogma," The Sage of liontecello he labeled "a

womanish purveyor of popular platitudes. "^^

liiore acute than Parton, Sumner perceived a fundamental contra-

diction between the doctrines of Jefferson and "the truths of Spencer,"

^^villiam Graham Sumner, "The Administration of Andrew Jackson,"
The Forgotten ^.an and Other Lssays (Nevr Haven, 1918), p, 338,

'^%illiam Graham Sumner, Andrew Jackson (Boston, 1899), pp, 31-

32, 255, 434-435, 349, Sumner held Jefferson responsible for "that
political Jacobinism, nullification," He did, however, praise
Jefferson for his "non-interference theory of government."
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i*ich the New York iTriter had regarded as* almost complementary,' An

ardent believer in the virtues of the "survival of the fittest and the

elimination of the unfit," Sumner found the Jeffersonian creed a

potential obstacle to human progress and betterment:

Let it be understood CSuamer ixroteT that we cannot go

outside of this alternative: liberty, inequality, survival of

the fittest; non-liberty, inequality, survival of the un-

fittest. The former carries society forward and benefits all

its meiBbers, the latter carries society dotmwards and favors

only its worst members.

In an essay published a year after Andrew Jackson As A Public Man ,

Sumner declared the greatest danger in a democratic society to be the

perversion of the state into a "system of favoring a new privileged

class of the many and the poor," In Jeffersonian egalitarianism Sumner

found the intellectual roots of this dreaded perversion. In Jacksonian

majoritarian democracy he perceived the beginnings of its implementation,

The coming to power of the masses, associated vfith Jackson's

electoral triumph in 1828, in Sumner's judgment, increased immeasurably

the ever present danger that the "unfit" might band together to use

their political power to interfere with the "natural order" and promote

their o>m selfish, indefensible desire to survive. Such an occurrence,

Sumner declared, reasoning from the premises of Social Darwinism, would

gravely imperil continued human progress. The Jacksonian era provided

a few illustrations of this threat. Writing of the fondness for in-

flationary financial measures cherished by many of Jackson's supt-iorters,

Sumner, a hard money democrat frightened by the agrarian radicalism of

his day, assailed their use of government to "advance the interests of

30

^%illicuii Graham Suiimer, TJhat the Social Classes ovre to Lach

Other (New York, 1883), p. 37j Richard Hofstadter, Social DartfinisitTin

American Thought (Philadelphia, 1945), p, 37.
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the classes irhich have the least money and the most votes." Speaking of

the propensity, in the T'est, of Jackson's supporters to agitate for

debtor relief legislation, he laiaented the fact that "democratic re-

publican government" made it possible for a "corrupt majority of debtors"

to "rob the minority of creditors," Analyzing the Jacksonian agitation

against the T3anl^ of the United States, Sumner found their opposition to

rechartor grounded in "ignorance of the realities of money and credit"

conqjounded irith political opportunism and mob hatred of the wealthy euid

prosperous. The "wanton hostility" of the "democratic element" in

American life toward their social superiors Sumner deemed truly ominous.

The Jacksonian doctrine that "if a man is only sufficiently ignorant,

his TJhims and notions constitute plain common sense" he regarded as the

precursor of economic disaster, "There are no questions," Sumner lirote,

"on which this dogma acts more perniciously than on questions of banlcing

and currency,"

It \Ta.s Sumner's belief that both social stability and human

progress required restraint of the will of the majority. Though more

optimistic about democracy in his earlier years, the Yale professor came

to deny, tovrard the last of his career, that liberty and democracy could

be successfully and harmoniously reconciled. The Jacksonian belief in

the wisdom and virtue of the great masses he could never accept. If

"true liberty under law" were to be maintained and democracy kept from

self destruction, Sumner wrote in his biography of Jackson, "the swaying

wishes of the hour must be bound under broad and sacred constitutional

provisions," Sumner was among the first to perceive that the Founding

Fathers feared democracy and wished to fix stringent limitations upon the

^'•Sumner, Andrew Jackson , pp. 265-268, 277-270, 302-310, 345-349.
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"rule of the people" in the federal structure. Unlike J, Allen Smith

and Charles A, Beard, who developed this therie at length three decades

later, Sumner shared the Founders' fears cf uni-estrained popular rule

and argued that only through strict constitutionalism and adherence to

the ideal of limited government could liberty and individual freedom be

maintained, ^^

The Jacksonians, of course, were by no means in disagreement

vrith SuBiner»s laissez faire philosophy or his devotion to the ideal of

strict constitutionality. It was Sumier's conviction, however, that

Jacksonian raiajoritarian democracy and these ideals could not be recon-

ciled. In this, he echoed the private fears of the most conservative of

the TJhigs,

In his treatment of the constitutional issues of the Jacksonian

period, Sumner gave full credence to Uhig cries of Jacksonian despotism.

Unlike the TJhigs, however, he placed the blame squarely upon the people

themselves and challenged the assuniptions of majoritarian democracy

accepted, publlcally at least, by Whig and Jacksonian alike, Benton's

insistence that legislators in a deiiiocracy are morally bound to express

ffilliam Graham Sumner, "Advancing Organization in America,"
ii^ Essays of I'illiam Grahai« Suinner (Ilev Haven, 1934), II, 340-360. For
some reason this essay was not published during Sumner's lifetime. At
the time of the inriting of his studies of the Jacksonian era, Sumner
retained faith that, with the proper restraints, American democracy
could guarantee that maximum degree of individual freedom necessary to
insure human progress. Deeply shaken by the events of the late nine-
teenth and early tv/entieth centuries—in particular by the emergence of
an American imperialism—Sumner lost that' faith and came to doubt
irhethor the ideal of the free individual could survive in the face of
onrushing socialism, militarism and imperialism. His Folk^rays is per-
vaded with this spirit of pessimism and disenchantment. For an excel-
lent brief analysis of the evolution of Sumner's thought, see Chapter 16
of lialph Gabriel, The Course of American Democratic Thought (New York,
1956), Also of value are Harris E. Starr, Tljlliam Graham Sumner (New
York, 1925) and Albert G, Keller, Reminiscences of TUlliam Graham Sunmer
(New Haven, 1933),

"
'
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the Diajority will of their constituents, Sumner labeled "an assault on

the Constitution," adding, "such a doctrine is the most pernicious of

political heresies, A constitution is to a nation vhat self-control

under established rules of conduct is to a man ... the demos krateo

principle, to use Benton's jargon, belongs to the same category as

Louis XI7»s saying, L*etat, c*est moi . The one is as far removed fr-om

constitutional liberty as the other," The question of majority rule or

constitutional government he deemed the most "portentous , , , issue

that can ever arise in American political life," Sumner left no doubt

that, in his opinion, if the rule of King Nunibers should ever triun?)h

completely, both liberty and progress in America v:ould come to a halt.

He deplored the fact that "the Jacksonian doctrine has permeated our

whole comraunity far too deeply," He felt that the major political evils

of his day emanated from that "unfortunate" development,^^

Andrew Jackson's election to the presidency symbolized, for

Sumner, the triunph of the unrestrained democracy: in Andrew Jackson,

the vulgar masses, in^jatient of all restraint and jealous of all talent

juid wealth, found a champion who typified their own prejudices,

C-ne can nasily discern in Jackson's popularity CSumner
wrote 3 an element of instinct and personal recognition by the
masses of the people. They felt "he is one of us" . , , he
thinks as we do," The anecdotes about him which had the
greatest currency were those which showed him trampling on some
conventionality of polite society, or shocking the tastes and
prejudices of people from abroad , , , his adiiorents had a most
deli^tful sense of their oim power in supporting him in de-
fiance of sober, cultivated people \iho disliked him for his
violence, ignorance and lack of cultivation,

Sumner, foreshadowing Frederick Jackson Turner, regarded Jackson

as a product of the West, But whereas Turner saw the West as the

^%unnor, Andrew Jackson , pp, 126-128; The Forgotten Man and
Other Essays, p, 3^3^
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birthplace of these American institutions vhich made this nation truly

superior to Europe, Suinner regarded the frontier as the spasming ground

of most of the distasteful aspects of American life. He disliked its

agrarian radicalism. He was horrified by the "barbarism" of western

life. After pausing to reflect on the widespread acceptance by white

settlers of tbs Indian custom of scalping one's enemies, Sumner charac-

terized the T'esterners as men who "derogated from the status of their

race" and Judged them "incapable of the steady labor of civilized indus-

try . . , idlers and thrifters almost always too fond of stiong drink,"

Sumner did not doubt for one moment that Jackson was indeed the product

and champion of the TIest, but he found little cause to rejoice that the

Tiestern influence had triumphed in national politics. The election of

Andrew Jackson, he complained, "meant that an uneducated liidian fighter

had been charged with the power of the presidency,"^^

Yet, despite his extreme distaste for the Jacksonian version of

democracy, Sumner nonetheless found in the movement a strong under-

current of laissez faire liberalism, Jacksonian economic policies won

his approbation. Hence, his condemnation of the Jacksonian influence

in American political life was by no means unqualified. He found himself

in essential agreement v;ith the Jacksonians on most of the specific

issues of the period.

Though, as a spokesman for hard money and financial stability

Sumner disliked the inflationist policies which certain elements within

the Jacksonian party endorsed, and deplored the "malice" and "ignorance"

of Jackson's assault on the Bank, he aporoved of the termination of

that institution's national charter. As a doctrinaire disciple of the

^"^Sumner, Andrew Jackson , pp. 7-9, 100.
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classical economists, Sumner rejected completely 3iddle*s belief in the

regulation and control of the currency by a nationally chartered banking

institution, and looked with disfavor upon private note issues. 3iddle,

he wrote, adhered to an "unsound, obsolete theory of government finsmce,"

Sumner actually accepted fully the Jacksonian charge that the concen-

tration of economic power in the hands of the Banic rendered that insti-

tution a potentially dangerous force in American life, Rejecting the

theory expounded by Biddle, that it was the right and obligation of the

Bank to regulate and stabilize the currency of the nation, Suaner, in

his History of Banking in the United States , argued against the vesting

of such powers in private hands. The bankers of the Jacksonian period,

Biddle included, he found hi^ly irresponsible and quite prone to defy

the hi^er authority of law and the state. "The Jjanks," he wrote dis-

approvingly, " , . , disregarded lavr so habitually that it became a

commonplace that law could not bind them." He argued for the necessity

of establishing "the authority of the state over banks," In his in-

sistence on the necessity that the currency must not be totally

subjected to the whims of private speculation and the self-interest of

private bankers, Sumner occupied a common ground with Jackson, Van Duren

and Benton, There is little in Sumner's position on currency matters

that a radical Jacksonian of the hard money persuasion would have found

objectionable.''^

Jackson's opposition to monopoly and special privilege, his veto

of unnecessary internal improvements, and his objections to the ex-

tension of the powers of the federal government all impressed Sumner as

^^Ibid ., p. 401; Killiam Graham Sumner, The History of Banking
In the United States (New York, 1896), pp. 351-352.
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wise and sound, With some reluctance, he conceded that "it cane in

Andrew Jackson's way to do some good, to check some bad tendencies and

to strengthen some good ones,"*'"

Ironically enough, Sumner, staunch Gilded Age conservative, vra.s

most attracted to that faction of the Jaclrsonian party ^*iich conserva-

tives of the 1830's and 1840*s regarded with horror as a dangerously

radical menace to organized society. Though Sumner deplored the

"egalitarian theorizings" of the Locofocos, he found them free of the

corruption and spoils system politics which he felt characterized the

Jacksonian movement as a vrhole and applauded their strict insistence on

fidelity to the principles cf laissez faire . This splinter group , he

Trrote, "contributed the most to the welfare of the country. The demo-

cratic party was for a generation by tradition the party of hard money,

free trade, and the non-interference theory of government. If that

theory is traced back to its source, it will lead, net to the Jacksonian

party of 1829, but to the Locofocos of 1835,"^'''

Ttalike many cf his contemporaries, Sumner did not rest content

merely to nass judgment on Jacksonian Democracy, A thorough scholar, he

endeavored to find an explanation for the amazing grovrth and vitality of

the Jacksonian movement. He found the main causes of the "new upheaval

in democracy," symbolized by Jackson's election, to be economic. The

Jacksonian demands for the extension of the franchise and for the un-

qualified acceptance of majority rule, SunnGr declared, were rocted in

the unprecedented prosperity of the nation. He explained that:

Sumner, Andrew Jackson , p, 279,

37lbid ,, pp, 433-438.
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A great body of persons here who had been used to
straightened circumstances , . , now found themselves prosper-
(us, -'Very yo3r ii.prijviui; their ounditicn. , , . This class
expanded under the sun of prosperity both its virtues and its
vices. It became self-reliant ?Jid independent. It f':!:\red no
mishap. It laughed at prudence. It had overcome so many
difficulties that it took no fcrefut)U';ht for any yet to coiiie.

It loved dash and bravado and high spirit. It admired energy
and enterprise as ariong the higliest human virtues. It scorned
especially theory or philosophy, and professed exaggerated
faith in the practical man,

Andrew Jackson, in Suamer's analysis, sy^Tibolized and articulated the

jispirations of this vast mass of commoners made bold by unprecedented

prosperity.

The antagonisms of economic interest groups, in Sumner's view,

2ilso s;ave strength to the Jacksonian cause. Economic cleavages in the

Jacksonian era he found largely sectional in nature. The Jacksonian

niovement gave expression to the economic demands of Southern agricultm^al

interests desiring free trade and Kestera frontiersmen desiring free

land. The Tlhigs, on the other hand, represented the vested interests

of Eastern mercantile and industrial capitalism. Of their land policies

Sumner Trrote:

The old states Gavr clearly , , ,' that everything vrfiich

enhanced the attractiveness of the larid^ and made it easier to
get at, iras just so 'nuch force 'Jra'.riug the man irtio had no Izuad

and no capitzil out of the wages class. Every improvement in
transportation, every abolition of ta::as and restrictions like the
com laws, irtiich kept American agricultural products out of Lngland,
every reduction in the price of land, increased the chances of the
man who had nothing to become by industry an independent landowner.
Old states were forced to offset the attractiveness of the land by
raising wages, , . , Eastern interests also favored taxes on
clothing, furniture and tools \rtiich v;culd reduce the net return
of the land. Lower wages would then suffice to hold the laborers
in the city,

Khile the land policies of the Eastern interests alienated thd Nest,

their supnort of • a protective tariff enraged the South, Sumner syir^ja-

thized with the Southern viewpoint, though condemning their espousal of
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nullification. "The Southern jrrisvance" he declared "undeniable," He

likewise approved the ^;est*s demands for access to the land. He found

in the ri^teous grievances of these sectional interests the econoraic

basis of Jacksonian Democracy, ^^

In germinal form, many of the Major themes later to play a

dominant role in twentieth centm-y historical interpretations of

Jacksonian Democracy may be found in Sumner's \7ritings. The influence

of the frontier, the sectional conflict, the role of economic Self-

interest in determining political behavior, all are mentioned briefly

and somewhat incompletely in Andretf Jackson As a Public Man .

Unfortunately, Sumner's often acnte historical insights vrere

dulled and blurred by his sense of mission. Possessed of an unfortunate

propensity to excessive raoralization, Sumner often obscured his in-

terpretations of Jackson and his movement irith a regrettable subjectivity.

Hence, his portrayal of the economic and social forces producing

Jacksonian Democracy is much less clear and explicit than might be de-

sired, liichard Hofstadter has remarked aptly, Sumner's temper vras

"that of a proselyter, a moralizer, an espouser of causes with little

interest in distinguishing between error and iniquity in his opponents,"

Nonetheless, despite its obvious bias and occasional errors, Sumner's

Andreir Jackson remains for its day an exceptional historical work,

Sumner, long recognized as a pioneer American sociologist and anthro-

pologist, may perhaps also be termed the first cou^jetent historican of

the Jacksonian era, 39

^^Ibid ,, pp. 178-182, 231-232, 385-400.

39Hofstadter, p. 29.
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In most respects, Suinn'3r's treatment of the Jacksonian era was

much superior to that of his conteinporary Jaaies Schouler, Jrtio devoted

the fourth volume of his massive History of the United States Under the

Constitution , published three years after Suamer's biography, to the

Jacksonian years, Thou^ Schouler niade more extensive use of the

sources of the period than Sumner—he spent uncounted hours poring over

the Jackson and Van Buren papers held by the Library of Congress and

utilized many documents hitherto ignored by scholars—his interpretation

of the Jacksonian movement reflected a narrow Whig partisanship.

Schouler, the Republican son of a Tr'^hip journalist, filled the pages of

his History with an anti-Jacksoniaua polemic most rejainiscent of the

partisem bombast of the Jacksonian years. His account sheds little

light upon the more sophisticated problems of historical causation raised

in SaimGr's study. Didactic denunciation of the Jacksonians and all

their works provided the basic theue of Schouler 's account of the age

of Jackson.^

Schouler, in effect, arraigned the Jacksonians before the bar

of history and charged them with responsibility for that corruption and

debauchery of the American Republic which reached its height in the

scandals of the Grant era. "There vras a vigorous vulgarity about

Jackson's administration at every point," he contended, "The painted

Jezebel of party patronage seized upon the public trusts for her

favorites , , , Andrew Jackson was the first president from irtiat v.'e call

^^Lewis Ethan Lllis, "James Schouler," The Marcus \i , Jemegan
Essays In American Historiography , ed, V'illiam T, Hutchinson (Chicago,

1937), p. 90; 1 ichael ivraus. The Writing of American History (Norman,
Oklahoma, 1953), pp. 198-202; James Schouler, Historical Briefs
(New York, 1903).
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the masses, the first vrhose following vulgarized, so to speali, the

national adininistration and the social life of the capi.tjil. ...

Jackson's iron rale ploughed long farrows into the back of the republic

nhose scars are still visible,"

Schouler gave almost total credence to the customary vfhig

charges of Jacksonian despotism. Though he ameliorated his harsh por-

trayal of Jackson and his followers soaiewhat by granting that "Old

Hickory ... was honest and upright in the general endeavor to give his

countryraen a high and noble adjsiinistration," on most points he deemed

the Jacksonian rule a national catastrophe. He found the Old Hero

basically a rude though honest demagogue, motivated in part by honor

but more by "jealousy and the desire for revenge," In true Tfhig fashion,

he found Jackson in his conduct of the presidential office "the veriest

autocrat" viho ever ruled in America, He iirrote that under Jackson's

guidance, the Democratic party "became an array of occupation under a

commander-in-chief, entrenched in office , , , with all the resources

of national influence at command to resist, if need be, majorities and

public opinion." Schouler found Jackson's conception of the powers of

the presidential office subversive of the Constitution. He declared

Jackson's introduction of the spoils system into national politics re-

sponsible for debasement of the public service. He charged that Jackson's

appointments vulgarized the national government. " Certainly no list so

lengthy and with so many mean and even infamous characters had ever

before been presented by an American executive," He repeated the Ifhig

stories of the sinister activities of the mysterious Kitchen Cabinet,

'^^Jaraes Schouler, History of the United States under the
Constitution (New York, 1885), IV, 267-268, 273.
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reporting that on many Issues Jackson's mind had been "poisoned by evil

councillors," He solemnly quoted Daniel Uebster on Andrew Jaclcson's

irresponsible incitement of "the poor against the rich," There were

few T'Thig accusations Schouler failed to reproduce and endorse in his

narrative of the Jacks onian years, ^'^

To the impressive list of Jacksonian sins culled from standzird

Whig sources Schouler added one of his own discovery: Old Hickory, a

tool of the slave interest, was partially responsible for the dis-

ruption of the Union in 1361, "Host pernicious of all , , , Jackson

initiated the treacherous policy of iiexican dismemberment and annexation

for the sake of slavery," Assailing Jackson's "pseudo-patriotic motives"

in thus serving the slavocracy, Schouler charged -^Id Hickory vrith an

indirect responsibility "for the worst that followed after he set the

ball in motion,"'*^

Yet, despite the hostile tone of his evaluation of the

Jacksonian administration, Schouler differed vdth the Jacksonians on

few matters of basic philosophy. Endorsing their espousal of free trade

and laissez faire , he conceded that in the party debates of the day, the

"Jacksonians had the better principles/' Though he condemned the

Jacksonian attack on the Bank of the United States as unpi inciplod

demagogucry and regarded its demise as a financial catastrophe, he agreed

with the Jacksonians in principle, declaring that no such institution

could be tolerated in a free society. His portrayal of Nicholas Biddle

was no less harsh than his treatment of Old Hickory. Nor did he share

^^Ibid ,, III, 44-47, 455ff; IV, 195-196.

43ibid., IV, 272.
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Suamer's aversions to the principles of iizajority rule, ilis account of

the struggle of the masses to gain the franchise vras in fact quite

synqjathetic, Schouler, like Parton, regarded hiaself as a Jeffersonian

Deaiocrat,'^'^

In part, the contradiction between Schouler's acceptance of

much of Jacksonian theory and his almost total rejection of Jacksonian

practice may be explained by his essential conservatis.Ti and aversion to

change. The Jacksoniaji incitement of the "rich against the poor" filled

this scholarly Kepublican lawyer with genuine alarm. He lamented the

"general spirit of lawlessness" which, in his judgment, permeated the

Jacksonian movement. In a passage most indicative of his deepest preju-

dices, Schouler deplored that the coming of Jackson was attended by

manifestations of "political folly" such as "the increasing tendency to

popular legislation, such as the abolition of the death penalty, the

treatment of crime as a sort of disease to arouse one's pity, the relax-

ation of all punishment, all restraint," There was little of the re-

former in Schouler's temperament. He perceived altogether too much of

the reformist spirit in the Jacksonian crusade, and altogether too little

respect for the rights of property and the sanctity of the old verities. ^^

In larger measure, hov;ever, Schouler's distaste lor the

Jacksonian movement reflected his preoccupation id.th the single reform

cause which commanded his syi^jathies. Civil Service, It is most re-

vealing that a disproportionate part of Schouler's narrative is devoted

to the manifold horrors of the spoils system. The lengthy passages

'^Ibid., IV, 196, 257-258,

^^Ibid ., IV, 201-202, 260-271,
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portraying the "reign of terror" in I'ashington rriiich allegedly follovfed

Old Hickory's elevation to the presidency, attained an angry eloquence

quite out of keeping with the norually pedestrian and labored style of

Schouler's prose. Indeed, the other aspects of the Jacksonian years

were largely eclipsed by Schouler's preoccupation with this topic. It

may be that his concern irith the political problems of his own day, his

tendency to castigate the Jacksonians for the sins of the stalwarts, _^

provides the basic key to Schouler's intense ant i-Jacksonian animus.

In Ceirl Schurz's two volume Life of Henry Clay , one encounters

again the ssune paradox posed by James Parton's analysis of the

Jacksonian politiceil heritage, Schurz approved wholeheartedly of

virtually every policy chan5)ioned by Andrew Jackson: opposition to the

re-charter of the Banlc of the United States, suppression of nullification,

issuance of the specie circular, veto of the iiaysville Road Bill and of

Clay's Land Uill, as well as the Jacksonian tariff policies and conduct

of foreign relations, all are applauded in Schurz's study. Nonetheless,

the "Mug-Kunq)" Senator from llissouri regarded Jackson's influence in

American political life highly malevolent and concluded that Old

Hickory's "lawless exanqjle debauched public standards of decency," In

one of the most vociferous condemnations of an American president to

come from the pen of an historian, Schurz declared that;

Andrev7 Jackson violently interrupted good constitutionauL
traditions, and infused into the body politic a spirit of law-
lessness ^rfiich lived after hiin, and of which the deraorplizing
influence is felt to this day , , , the present generation has
still tc struggle with the barbarous habits he introduced on the
field of national affairs, irtien his followers, taking possession
of the government as a "spoil" presented the spectacle of a
victorious soldiery, looting a conquered to^m. There can be
nothing of a more lawless tendency than the "spoils system" in
politics, for it makes the coarsest instincts of selfishness the
ruling motives of conduct, and brutalizes public life, Jackson
brought forth a crop of corruption which startled the country.
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In essence, this is the devil theory of history, Schurz's distaste for

Jacksonian Democracy is, of course, understandable. The greater portion

of the Hissouri Senatcr^s career was consumed in an often futile

Struggle against the spoils system and corruption in government. In his

viev of the Jacksonian past, all else was largely eclipsed, Schurz's

Clay may perhaps be termed "Mug-Wunq)" history,

Jackson as "devil" is invoked by two other noted scholarly

statesmen of the Gilded Age, Theodore P.oosevelt and Henry Cabot Lodge,

Both :?ien shared to some extent Schurz's preoccupation with Civil

Service reform, and were thus hardly disposed to deal affectionately

with the alleged author of the spoils system. Both shared Schiu-z's

sensitivity to "lawlessness" and "demagoguery," Fearing the rising

tides of agrarian radicalis.ni and urban discontent which terrified the

"better people" of their day, neither could regard with favor politicians

accused, as were the Jacksonians, of fomenting class hatred. However,

unlike the anti-inperialist Schurz, both Lodge and Roosevelt vrere caught

up in a new movement sweeping America in the closing years of the

nineteenth century, bellicose, imperialistic nationalism. This too, as

xfe shall see, colored their view of Andrew Jackson, inclining one to

sympathetic appreciation, the other to blind rejection of Jackson's

leadership.

"I guess the gentle mugimmps vrill feel their hair curl vrtien they

look at some of the sentences in my Henton ," Roosevelt vrrote Lodge soon

after the comi?lction of his biography of the great Jacksonian con-

gressional leader, Roosevelt's work bears the stamp of his bellicosity.

^^^'Carl Schurz, The Life of Henry Clay (Boston, 1887), II,
107-111.

"
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In its pages he celebrated the spirit of the frontier, praised the vfar-

like, aanly 'Westerner as the "true A;iierica:i" and sneered at the effete,

pacifistic Easterner, In the "laasterful and overbearing spirit of the

West " Roosevelt found the source of the nation's greatness, T.estorners,

he Afrote, "vrere zmd are the finest members of our race , , , every inch

men • , • Americans through to the very hezurt's core," These, he sang,

were the men i/ho "inrought out the destinies of a nation and a contiiient," '

In Andrew Jackson, rioosovalt perceived the perfect embodiment of

all the strength, vigor and manliness of this Hestem super-race,

"Jackson early loomed up as the greatest representative of his people

and his section," One might then anticipate that Roosevelt would

welcome the infusion or such vigor in national affairs, Hot so,

Thou^i he rejoiced in Jackson's staunch nationalism and patriotic

heroisji, he nonetheless declared that "Jackson's election is a proof

that the majority is not always right," The fault lay in the very

region that gave Jackson his greatness. The T»est, breeding place of

heroes though it might be, waf also the spawning ground of all manner of

unwise public policies, Roosevelt, a foe of the free silver and green-

back schemes of his oim generation, found Jacksonian finauacicil policies

deplorable. He roundly castigated his beloved l.est for its fondness for

"dishonest money," wildcat banking and debtor relief legislation. He

found that Jacksonian banlting and fiscal policies reflected Western

financial irrespcnr.ibility, "No possible financial policy could have

introduced such vridespread ruin and distress as did the system introduced

by Jackson," Roosevelt expressed the usual Gilded Age horror of the

Elting Korisou, (ed,), The Letters of Theodore Roosevelt
(Canbridge, 1951), I, 169; Theodore Roosevelt, Thomas Hart Benton (Boston,

1886), pp. 19-22, 34-38.
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Jacksonian "degradation of gcvernment , " "The public service," he iTrote,

"then took its first and greatest step in that do-wnward career of pro-

gressive debasement that has only been checked in our day," This de-

velopment he clearly found the fault of Andrew Jackson, now character-

ized as an ignorant frontiersman cf "narrow mind and bitter prejudices,"

Roosevelt's final judgment of the Jacksonian influence in American life

was highly unfavorable, Writing some years before his emergence as a

Square Dealer and a Progressive, he borrowed a phrase from Tfilliajji Wirt

(without acknowledgment) and contemptuously characterized the Jacksonian

era of popular rule as "the raillenium of the minnoxirs."'*^

Roosevelt's Thomas Hart Benton is, as iiai-vin lieyers remarked,

"a fascinatingly ambivalent treatment of the llestern influence' in

American politics," Its contribution to the understanding of the

Jacksonian era is slight; it is perhaps of more value in what it lends

to an understanding of the complex, often confusing l^lr, Roosevelt, "^^

Henry Cabot Lodge was hardly prone to share Roosevelt's ro-

manticizing of the bellicose frontiersman as the true American, However,

his biography of Daniel TJebster contained strong undertones of the

nationalistic fervor which colored the thoughts and political deeds of

both men. Interestingly enough, Lodge found Andrew Jackson insufficient-

ly patriotic. Resurrecting a forgotten ¥hig condemnation of Jackson's

foreign policy. Lodge charged Old Hickory with subservience and

covmrdice in his dealings with England. The basis of the charge was

"^^oosevelt, Benton , pp, 33, 73-74, 83, 86, 137-139; John
Pendleton Kennedy, Ilemoirs of the Life of William T-firt (Philadelphia,
1850), II, 228,

'^^larvin lieyers. The Jacksonian Persuasion (Stanford, I960),
p. lln.
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found in Jackson's abandonment of his predecessors' insistence that

negotiations on the Ifest Indies fishery dispute be handled on the basis

of "righf'rather than "privilege." Lodge declared: "This was, of

course, at variance with all traditions, ^^as i*holly improper, and was

mean and contemptible in dealing with a foreifpa nation," In other

respects also, Lodge reiterated uncritically standard >Jhig interpre-

tations of Jacksonian Democracy, Cn only one important issue did he

deviate from >'hig orthodoxy; he favored a strong executive and dismissed

Tfhig fears of presidential despotism. Unlike most other historians of

his period, Lodge defended Thig support of the tariff and internal im-

provement legislation and denounced Jackson's veto of the bank recharter

bill. On all issues he found Jackson's policies governed by "crass

ignorance,""

Though Lodge's T'ebster was Gxtreme even for its day in its

conservatisn and its intense anti-Jacksonian bias, few contemporary

writers of biography were disposed to disagree with the scholarly llassa-

chusetts Senator's rejection of Andrew Jackson and all his works. The

Jacksonian image in the popular biogi-aphy of the Gilded Age vras one

decidedly unsyiipathetic to the cause of Old Hickory and his follovrers.

Biographers, both of Jackson and of his conterrqjoraries, drevr a harsh

portrEiit, both of the leader of the movement and his followers, which,

if not so extreme as the partisan caricatm^es of Jackson's day, en^ha-

sizcd the same basic themes, T'hile individual aspects of the Jacksonian

program might win approbation—opposition to nullification and advocacy

of laissez faire ,?;enerally—the consensus of GilcJd Age biographers

^%enry Cabot Lodge, T)aniel Kebster (Boston, 1883), pp, 116, 123,
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deemed the Jacksonian influence in Anerican political life highly per-

nicious. John T. Horse, editor of the highly popular Ataerican utatesinan

series, expressed their vieifpoint when he reinarked to Henry Cataot Lodge,

"Let the Jeffersonian and Jacksonian bev/are, I will poison the popular

Blind !»"^^

The biographer of Lewis Cass, Andrew C, LcLauglilin of the Uni-

versity of Lichigan, struck the dominant note when he charged Jackson

vdth being "the conduit pipe through which flowed into the field of

national adtidnistratiou a tide of political proscription, intrigue, and

legerdemain," "Under the fostering wings of Jackson's administration,"

McLaughlin cried, "a whole brood of evil political fledglings matured."

The iiichigan professor found Jackson responsible for most of the

political corruption of the nineteenth century, John T. Lorse labeled

General Jackson "the representative hero of the ignorant masses,"

sharing their ignorance, violent proclivities aiad lack of understanding

of the affairs of state. It was to their unxiholesome political influ-

ence that Jackson owed his elevation to the presidency, in iiorse's

judgment, liorse was one of the fev; v:ritors to charge Jackson \jith lack

of firiimess in his handling of the nullification crisis, complaining

that Jackson "was satisfied to have the instzint emergency pass over in

a manner superficially creditable to himself by an outburst of tenqjer,

under the cover of irfiich he sacrificed the substantial matter of princi-

ple without a qualm." Had John Quincy Adams still been president, he

declared, South Carolina would have been more properly and firmly re-

proached and the jjrinciple, i.e., the American bystem would have been

•'-'•i^errill Teterson, The Jefferson Image in the American Ilind

(New York, 1960), p. 225,
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saved, Thornton K, Lothrop, in his Life of TJillja:,! Henry SeirarJ , re-

peated the customary char.rjes of Jacksonian despotisai, vrriting that

Jackson "made irar, ifithout regard to constitutional or legal principles or

limitations, upon any policy or institution he disbelieved in, or irhich

was supported by men who withstood his iJ75)erious will, "^2

Among the very few biographers of the Gilded Age to praise the

Jacksonism version of democracy, Edward M, Shepard, author of a life of

hartin Van 3uren, was the most capable, Shepard, a Nevr York lairyer and

amateur politiciaui vrhose loyalties to the consen-'ative, hai'd money i^ing

of the Democracy led him to follow Grover Cleveland out of the party in

1896, paid homaf^e to the dynamism and vitality of the Jeffersonian-

Jacksonian heritage. In castigating the vrriters of his day for their

lack of syrmpathy for the "political creed of Jefferson, Van Buren and

Tilden," Shepard observed, "if one vrere to judge the political teiriper of

the American people from many of our oim writers, he would believe that

temper to be sordid, mean, noisy, boastful and cruel." His work,

Shepard resolved, would do more justice to the "true vitalitj'*' of the

democratic experiment. Thus, it is not surprising that his treatment of

the Jacksonian administration was far more syn^iathetic than that of most

of his contemporaries,^^

The conception of Jacksonizm Democracy cherished by Shepard,

^^Andrew C, McLaughlin, Lewis Cass (Boston, 1891), pp, 2, 137,
145; John T. Horse, John (:uincy Adams (Boston, 1GG2), pp, 163-218, 225-

252; Thornton K. Lothrop, Life of TJilliam Henry Seward (Boston, 1896),
p, 20; Hermann von Hoist, Calhoun,

CO
Donald A, Roberts, "Ldi/ard Morse Shepard," The Dictionary of

American Biography , ed, Allen Johnson and Dumas i-.alone, XXVll (ly ii s!> ;

,

72-73; Edward H, Shepard, Martin Van Buren (Boston, 1899), pp, v, 3, 6,

9-12.
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however, bore little resemblance to that liberal, agrarian cgalitari-

anisrn x^hich in later years, championed by such dissidents as Frederick

Jackson Turner, Charles A, Beard and Vernon Louis Parrington, was to win

widespread acceptance in American historical circles. Overlooking the

more radical elements in the Jacksoniein party, irtiose "leveling" and

"lawless" proclivities had profoijndly disturbed other conservative

writers, Shepard proclaimed the followers of Van Buren and JacI son the

true conservatives of their day. He portrayed them not as the vanguards

of a new upsurge in democracy—no hint that 1828 marked a new departure

in American history may be found in Shepard 's study—but rather as the

custodians of the Jeffersonian faith, a creed grounded in such "solid

virtues" as limited government, respect for individualism, laissez faire

and frugality in business and government. The introduction of the

spoils system, in Shepard 's judgment, did mark a regrettable deviation

from the precedents of the past, but on the truly vital issues of the

day, the advocates of dangerous innovations in government were not to be

found in the Jacksonian canjp. Rather, they were enlisted under the

banner of Jolin Quincy Adaais, Henry Clay and Daniel 1-ebster, Their

program, not the Jacksonian, threatened the continuity of republican

government. In Shepard's pages, one reads again the Jacksonizin denunci-

ations of those who would subvert constitutional principles.

Republican government, Shepard argued, could be safely preserved

only if the constitutional liniitations on the powers of the federal

government were strictly observed. In supporting internal improvements,

a high tariff and a nationally chartered bank, the opponents of Jackson

S^Shepard, Van Buren , pp, 98, 102-103, 119-123, 153-156, 178-
179, 282-349.
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and Van '^uren, in Shepard's opinion, undermined the very cornerstone of

constitutional liberty, states rights. Here their policies to be

followed, "our system of govemnient would be enormously and radically

changed" and freedom endangered. To oppose this deadly "heresy" (the

term is Shepard's, though the tone is reininiscent of a Jacksonian

polemic). Van Buren forged a victorious political alliance which placed

Jackson in the Tfhite House in 1823 and secur€>d his re-election in 1332,

To Shepard, the Jacksonian ;aove.Tient was a conservative crusade to

protect the status quo—limited government, states rights, and respect

for the Constitution—from those heirs of New England FedereuLism vrtio

hoped to erect a centralist regime on the ruins of the Jeffersonian

Democracy,

However, the I'hig insistence on more federal activity, to

Shepard was but one symptom of a more basic error, the increasing de-

mand that government "do something" for the people, lihile Jacksonians

adhered to the tried and tested republican virtues of thrift, frugality

and strict individualism, their opponents, often unscrupulous decia-

gogues closely allied with speculators and opportunists who "hoped to

get rich quick, vrithout honest labor," urged individuals to look to

>rashington for aid in the economic struggle. The tariff, the distri-

bution of surplus revenues tc the states, the alliance of government and

banking, and finally, the demand in 1837, that the federal government

take action tc end the panic of that year, all impressed Shepard as

dangerous deviations from the "true republican creed," Van Buren's

rebuke of those who petitioned for government aid to relieve the com-

mercial distress of the late thirties, he labeled both "moral courage
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and political Tdsdon."^^

Much the same interpretation of Jacksonian Democracy as that

advanced by Shepard may be found in Charles H. Peck^s The Jacksonian

Epoch , published in the last year of the nineteenth century. Peck de-

clared that the Jacksonians rode to power on the tide of a "popular re-

volt" designed to restore the true principle of republican government,

"non-interference with private rights," Their political opponents, out

of touch with the thinking of the common folk of the land, had come to

espouse doctrines of government designed to benefit a few privileged

groups at the expense of the people. Peck, deeply influenced by Social

Darwinism, deplored the American System as a departure from "the law of

natural selection" and labeled Clay's land policies a conspiracy of

Eastera manufacturing interests against the farmer and laborer. He ac-

cepted in large measure the Jacksonian theory that the Bank of the

United States constituted a grave menace against the liberties of the

people, declaring, such "a partnership of public with private interests"

highly dangerous.

Peck was one of the few writers of his generation to defend the

Jacksonian spoils system. Reiterating the arguments of Jacksonian

partisans, ho declared that;

The genius of our institutions is the equality of oppor-
tunity to all the people. So long as the routine business of
government can be performed with reasonable efficiency without
special training or prolonged experience, the greater the number
of those who gain, if only a brief acquaintance with official
duties, the better; for it is in a sense a meems of education in
popular government, which in the largest degree possible should
be of the people, for the people, and by the people.

^^Ibid ., 95-106, 119-123, 153-156, 162, 282-349,

^^^Charles H, Peck, The Jacksonian Epoch (New York, 1899),
pp. 125-137, 180-235.
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In true Jacksonian terms, Peck deplored the creation "under our insti-

tutions of a great class practically secure for life of official

position and depending on the government, '

Peck explained Jackson's rise to political prominence as the

culmination of the popular quest for democracy. The people by 1324, in

his interpretation, had come to demand the total realization of their

right to self-government. Determined to overthrow the dominance of the

old school of caucus politicians, hopelessly out of touch with their

feelings and sentiments, they seized upon the Old General as the symbol

and standard bearer of their aspirations. That this -opular uprising

boded well for the Republic, Peck, unlike many of his contemporaries,

had no doubts. No criticism of the principle of majority rule may be

found in his work, °

Yet, as Peck delineated "the true theory" of democratic govern-

ment as he conceived it, a rescnblancc to the conservative orthodoxy of

the Gilded Age was at once evident, Laissez faire , no governmental aid

to special interests, free trade; these were principles no good Social

Darwinist could question, though Republican protectionists mi^t feel

some discoinfort. In basic vievrpoint. Peck like Shepard, differed from

William Graham Sumner only in the confidence that popular sovereignty

would assure the ultimate triumph of these sound conservative principles.

Peck and Shepard were among the few historians to emphsisize the

basically conservative aspects of the Jacksonian movement, almost to the

exclusion of all others, T.'hen, in later decades, less conservative

' Ibid ,, p, 144, However, Peck gave his unqualified endorsement
to the Civil Service reform movement of his own day,

^^Ibid,. pp. 138-140.
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scholars discovered anew the more liberal aspects of the Jacksonian

political heritage, this interpretation would, in its turn, fade from

viev.

Strangely out of keeping with the dominant intellectual mood of

the Gilded Age was the interpretation of Jacksonian Democracy expressed

by the eminent American economist, Richard T, Ely in 1386, Ely pro-

claimed the followers of Jackson neither corrupters of the Republic, as

a majority of the historians of his day would have it, nor guardians of

states rights and laissez faire conservatism, as Peck and Shepard be-

lieved, but the true friends of the "common man," The Jacksonians, in

Ely's analysis, were the first to enunciate the demands of the working

people of the nation for social justice, "The Democratic party from

1829 to 1841," Ely iTTote, "v7as more truly a workingman's party than has

been the case with any other great party in our country," In the farmer-

labor alliance of the Jacksonian era, Ely found a true quest for eco-

nomic justice later betrayed by both major parties, Ely's identification

of the Jacksonian movement with the economic aspirations of the common

people of the land, and his treatment of the opposition as the spokesman

of economic privilege, was essentially a restateiacnt of the analysis of

party divisions offered years earlier by certain Jacksonian spokesmen,

Ely took literailly the Jacksonian condemnation of the T.'higs as spokesmen

for an economic aristocracy.

Though Ely's interpretation was, in a sense, prophetic, destined

to gain great currency in later years, it was ignored completely for the

better part of two decades, T.'riters like Sumer, Roosevelt and Schurz

S^Richard T, Ely, The Labor Movement in America (New York,
1886), pp. 42-43,
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shared little of Ely's sympathy for organized labor and found his

socialistic vie-srs anathema. If the Jacksonian movement was an ex-

pression of the class animosities and tensions of the period—and they

tacitly recognized the point in their condemnation of the Jacksonian

incitement of the poor against the rich—that afforded Gilded Age con-

servatives no cause for praise of Jackson, Their view of the Jacksonian

era, not Ely's or Shepard's, dominated the historical thought of the

Gilded Age,

John Bach McMaster's treatment of the Jacksonian years in his

multi-volumed History of the People of the United States , symbolized the

transition from the T'Jhig oriented historiography of the nineteenth

century to the Democratic historical writing to come in the tv?entieth.

None of that conten^t for the principles of majority rule found in the

pages of Sumner and von Hoist colored ^Iclxaster's interpretations of the

American past, s.n the contrai-y, as his biographer remarks, "^'o American

historian, not even Bancroft, has ever glorified the people more,"

McMaster, professor of American History at the University of Pennsyl-

vania, celebrated Jackson's election as a "triunq)h of democracy," He

termed the Old General "a man of the people" devoted to "their interests

and knowing their v;ants," The quest of the people for control of govern-

ment, culminating in the Jacksonian movement, iicllaster, echoing the

Jacksonians themselves, labeled "a struggle betvreen the rights of man

and the rights of property, "^^

That his emotional synipathies were on the side of the rights of

^John Bach McMaster, History of the People of the United States
(New York, 1883-1913), V, 55-58, 383-385, 488; Lric Goldman, John 8ach
HcMaster (Philadelphia, 1943), p, 142,
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man, KcMaster left little rooin for doubt. The spoils system, so grave

a sin against the Republic in the eyes of most contemporary historians,

to lucllaster was a necessary weapon in the battle for popular rule. In

Jacksonian terms, he justified this innovation as essential to shatter

the rule of the old aristocracy "which had used the Federal patronage to

carry elections and the Federal Treasury to revrard its followers," Far

from condemning Jackson's prescriptive policies, lidiaster found them

quite justifiable: "As we look back on those days, the wonder is, not

that so many were turned out of office, but that so many were suffered

to remain,"

It does not follow, however, as sorie commentators have errone-

ously concluded, that Ilcllaster was a thoroughly uncritical partisan of

the Jacksonian mverient. Indeed, he actually accepted quite imcriti-

cally many aspects of the TJhig interpretation of the reign of Old

Hickory. Despite his firm belief in the rule of the people, licllaster's

volumes are often highly critical of the policies on banlcing and public

finance which the popular will apparently dictated. The Jacksonian

attack on the Banlc of the United States, hcllaster judged in large

measure the product of sheer ignorance and demagoguery, "Hundreds of

thousands of voters had never seen one of its branches nor one of its

notes," he remarked somewhat derisively. The argument that the Bank's

power threatened the Republic he dismissed as an ignorant fantasy. The

withdrawal of the governmental deposits from the Bank, justified in

Jacksonian orthodoxy as imperative if the nation were to be protected

from political subversion by the monied monster, Md^aster deplored:

"The whole system of exchange was suddenly and unexpectedly thrown into

^McMaster, V, 518-522.
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confusion," The Jacksonians, iii his vien, vere responsible for the

economic distress of the late 1830 's. He agreed vrith those Whigs nho

charged that the misinformed financial bungling of Old Hickory and his

cohorts created inestimable suffering for the common people of the land,

whose interests they professed to defend, McIIaster further condemned

the inflationary monetary schemes espoused by many Jacksonians as both

CO
"vicious" and absurd,

HdlEister also belittled Andrew Jackson's statesmanship. Old

Hickory's handling of the nullification crisis he found weak and am-

biguous. His knowledge of "the principles of government" he deemed most

inadequate, Ildlaster's choice of personal heroes is perhaps indicative

of his basic conservatism. In the ei^t volumes of his History only

George TJashington, Alexander Hamilton and Daniel V.'ebster merited

Mcl'iaster's praise; strange heroes indeed for an historian of the

"people," In fact, iidiaster often accepted quite uncritically partisan

propaganda hostile to popular political movements. The leading au-

thority on Jeffersonian historiography has remarked of his treatment of

the Sage of Konticello: "Behind the imposing facade of the eight

volumes of the History the historian announced opinions that had little

foundation other than Federalist prejudice," Tith some justice, the

same charge could be made of his evaluation of Old Hickory and his

movement. Though McMaster frequently invoked "Democracy" and "the Rule

of the People" a distui-bing ambiguity surrounded his use of those ternss,

McKaster, it would appear, succumbed to the word-worship so typical of

Americaiis of his day, "Democracy" and "the people," in his volumes.

^
^Ibid ,, VI, 55, 186, 192.
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become cabalistic phrases, ritualistically invoked at frequent inter-

vals, but indicative of little, ^^

McMaster's Ilistcry , remarked Eric Goldman, "voted for McKinley."

There is much truth in that judgment. Despite his pronounced syn^athy

for Democracy as a political movement, IIcMaster^s views on almost all

contemporary issues, free silver. Populism, economic reform, tended to

conservatism. Hostile to most of the social reform movements of his

day, McMaster expressed the hope that his History would prove to be

"full of instruction" to the radical reformers of the 1890 's, that

through an appreciation of the past they might come to abandon their

reformist schemes Eind accept the great social gains which the gradual

evolution of popular rule in America had made possible, McLaster's

enthusiasm for "Democracy" is iiidicative, not of militant liberalism,

but rather of the conseinrative respectability idiich the principle of

popular rule finally attained even among those of ¥higgish proclivities.

In one important respect, however, Hcllaster made a major contri-

bution to the historiography of the Jacksonian era. He was one of the

first scholars to fully appreciate the importance of the labor movement

of the Jacksonian era and to gather extensive data on that aspect of

the period. His rather favorable treatment of labor^s quest for social

justice led one scholar to perceive in ildiaster "reformist sympathies"

never clearly revealed in his general treatment of American history,

McMaster*s general hist ^rical philosophy, grounded in fervent belief in

the destiny of Democracy, might possibly be termed liberal rather than

conservative. But he never harmonized this viewpoint with his

^^Peterson, p, 279,
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interpretations of specific partisan issues of the Anerican past. His

vision of "Deniocracy" was a far cry from the glorification of the

Jeffersonian-Jacksonian heritage to come hi the historical Trritinpj of

the tiientieth century.

The partisan argunents of Clay and 'Webster in denunciation of

Jacksonian despotism, not the fervid pangyrics of Bancroft and Benton

in praise of the rule of the people, set the tone for nineteenth

century historical r:coounts of the Jacksonian era. From the appearance

of the first congjrehensive, professional history of the period, in the

late 1850* s, doim to the close of the century, Ai.ierican historiography

remained decidedly ant i-Jacksonian. Far from rejoicing in the triuntph

of the popular will in 1328, American historians tended to regard the

eraerj^ence of laass democracy with no little doubt and apprehension.

Only a small rttLiority of scholars lifted their voices in defense of Old

Hickory and the political revolution he synibolized,

(me of Jackson 's fev scholarly defenders declared of the

Jacksonian historiography of his generation, "perhaps for no other

period in our history has irresponsible and unverified campaisn liter-

ature of the time so largely become authority to serious •writers, , . ."

Though this tras, no doubt, a bit of an overstatement, several decades

were to pass before the historical profession generally abandoned the

Whig interpretation of the Jacksonian era, 65

^^cMaster, History , II, 616-617; John Bach McMaster, The
Acquisition of Folitical, Social and Industrial Rights of lian in
America (Cleveland, 1903); Charles Greer tellers, "Andrev Jackson
versus the Ilistorians," Ilississippi Valley Historical RevieK , XLIV
(March, 1958), 628.

"^^Shepard, p, 178,
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Its long dominance may be explained in part by the politicsil

atmosphere of post Civil TIar America, in part by the background and

social biases of the nation's historians. Preoccupied with the often

ugly manifestation of spoils system democracy and alarmed by the rising

agjrarian radicalism of the Greenback and Free Silver movements, American

historians, generally raen of leisure, of essentially conservative

political faith, found it difficult to share the Jacksonisn belief in

the wisdom and virtue of the rule of "King Numbers," To patrician

scholars oppressed by the more unlovely manifestations of the demo-

cratic order—Grantism, Tweedism, corruption in government and degra-.

dation of the public service—the Jacksonian era, v/hich seemed tc mark

the advent of mass democracy in all its vulgarity, held little appeal.

To blame Andrew Jackson for the misadventures of Ulysses S. Grant

seemed all too logical; the temptation to use the Age of Jackson as a

springboard for didactic sermonizings on the horrors of the spoils

system and the evils of unrestrained democracy was well nigh irre-

sistible. Eagerly, and in large measure uncritically, the nation's

scholars echoed those Uhig partisans who stressed the unmitigated in-

iquity of those politicians who allegedly baldly affirmed, "to the

victors belong the spoils,"

A strong note of nostalgia may be detected in the histori-

ography of the Gilded Age, Polite patrician reformers, these histori-

ans were singularly ill at ease in their ovm times. They could not

reconcile themselves to the disorder of democratic politics. The spoils

system, the city machines, the demagogic appeals to mass prejudices

profoundly offended the fastidious sensitivities of these later day

Brahmins, As the Age of Grant sank to new levels of the grotesque, as
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robber barons and politic £il spoilsmen, agrarian demagogues and Wall

Street desperadoes (as they savr them, brawling uncultured barbarians

one and all) strutted across the public stage, scholarly conservatives

zmd bookish niug^miaps dsunned Andrew Jackson for opening Pandora's 3ox,

Profoundly'' disenchanted with the turbulent, somewhat sordid America

of their day, they mused on an earlier America, a genteel Utopia lost

in the past. Some longed for Hamilton and Adams, Others pined for

Jefferson and liadison. But virtually all looked to the pre-Jacksonian

republic, to times when the "capable" ruled and grateful multitudes

happily accepted intelligent and enlightened leadership.

Yet, Anerican historisms v;ere also acutely sensitive to con-

ten^jorary currents of thought. As Social Darwinism became the vogue,

as unrestrained individualism assumed the status of a national cult and

laissez faire that of a national creed, identification vith the eco-

nomic position of Andrew Jackson's Ifhig opponents seemed increasingly

untenable. After all, Clay's American System and Kebster's insistence

that the government must do for the people what they cannot do for

themselves, smacked of the kind of paternalisra that Spencer warned

against and Sunmer denounced. As American economic thought shifted

from a ciercantilo capitalist to a laissez faire orientation, champions

of rugged individualism and opponents of all governmental economic

activity found much to praise in Old Hickory, To be sure, his

"agrarianisra" and his popularity with the radicals and levelers of his

day was most distressing. But had he not championed that Jeffersonian

ideal, "that government which governs best, governs least 'if Upon re-

flection, his views seemed remarkably close to the orthodoxy of the

Gilded Age, and those of hie opponents, increasingly heretical. It was
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deeply gratifying to discover that the erstwhile darling of American

agrarian radicalism was, in fact, a Social DajTrfinist,

Thus, a certciin ainbivalence characterized the late nineteenth

century historians' conception of Jackson and his administration.

Generally condemned as the "degrader of the republic" for his intro-

duction of spoils system politics into American life, Old Hickory was

granted grudging praise for the "essential wisdom" of his economic

policies.

But this qualified approbation mitigated only slightly their

intense distaste for the Jacksonian influence in American politics. To

most historians, Jackson synfcolized the ugliness and corruption of mass

democracy, and little else, Few critics, however, actually come to

grips with the theoretical aspects of this problem. Some, Hermann von

Hoist and William Graham Sumner notably, repudiated popular sover-

eignty and argued that the doctrine of majority rule was, in reality,

a perversion of the American tradition. They held representative

government, with its many checks and balances on the whims of the

majority, rather than numerical democracy, to be the true genius of the

Aiiierican system and saw in a strict constitutionalism the sole safe-

guard against the degradation of mass rule. These scholars rejected

totally the Jeffersonian and Transcendentalist faith in the intuitive

wisdom of the people j they often aporoached outright elitism in their

distaste for popular sovereignty, Host however, simply castigated

the Jacksonians personally for their sins, and left the deeper questions

of the nature and \<reaknesses of democracy unasked and unanswered. Like

the Khigs of the 1840's, they were too deeply steeped in the dominant

democratic faith to challenge directly the premise that the people
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Should rule, however distasteful they mif^t find certain consequences

of their sovereirjity. Often they solved this dilemna by denying, as

had the Khigs, that Jackson and his movement embodied the popular will

at all; rather, they charged the Jacksonians with betrayal of the

popular trust, "Jacksonian despotism" was their favorite phrase. But

this use of terminologj' only partially concealed their deeper misgivings.



CHAPTER IV

JACKSONIAN HISTORIOGRAPHY, 1890-1945

In 1919 Dr. T'illiam E, Dodd, prominent Chicago historian and

political leader, charj^ed the American historical profession with in-

fidelity to the nation's democratic tradition. In a letter to Chief

Justice Halter Clark, Dodd concluded that American historians had been

unable to view the a^meric^ln past xfith any sjrmpathetic understanding of

the denocratic aspirations and struggles of the common people, 'Hfhy,"

he asked, "cannct historians see things from the people's point of

view?" To many scholars of the twentieth century, Dodd included, the

hostile portrayal of Jacksonian Democracy to be found in the works of

the historians of earlier decades was a prime case in point. Indeed,

Dodd's lament was reminiscent of the protest of a lesser knoim his-

torian of Jackson, Charles H, Peck, VTho in 1899 had complained that

the historiography of the nineteenth century had been dominated by men

"who were under the svmy of the VJhiggish culture of the country,"

The passage of time has not diminished the validity of this judgment;

in 1958, a prominent historian of the Jacksonian era declared of

nineteenth century scholarship: "These iTriters, in effect, stamped the

fulminations of Jackson's political enemies with the cachet of scholarly

authority," As the foregoing chapter of this study indicates, a de-

tailed analysis of the Jacksonian historiography of the Gilded Age only

serves to reinforce this conclusion. In general, nineteenth century
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scholars wore alriost totally out of sjinpathy with both the spirit and

the tone of tho Jacksonian Democracy,

^

But if the scholars of the nineteenth century tended to accept

uncritically the l^hig version of the party battles of the era, beilking

only at acceptance of the Tfhig rejection cf laisscz faire , their

counterparts of the first half of the twentieth century were often

equally uncritical in their acceptance of the Jacksonian clain to stand

for the principle of popular rule. The Jacksonian definition of their

historical role as the defenders of the people ag?inst those idio irould

deprive then of their political and economic rights, though never

accorded the uncritical acceptance given the 'Whig interpretation by

historians of the Gilded Age, nonetheless enjoyed great currency among

the nation's scholars,

Tlie first stiiTings of revisionism occurred during the last

decade of the nineteenth century. Politically, the 1890 's witnessed a

ne\T upsurge of the democratic spirit in American political life.

Driven by economic distress, millions of voters abandoned the conserva-

tive leaders of the »70*s and 'SO's and cried for a new political

movement syr^athetic to their plight. The Populist party, avowedly

egalitarian, fiLled respectable politicians of both major political

parties v:ith fear and trembling by its radical demands for economic

justice and for sweeping extensions of the principle of popular rule.

The great depression of 1893 sounded the death knell for conservative

leadership irithin the Democratic party. The convention of 1896

%lerle Curti, Probing Our Past (New York, 1955), p, 10; Charles
H, Peck, The Jacksonian Epoch (New "jork, 1899), p. 328; Charles Greer
Sellers, "Andrew Jackscn versus the Historians," Mississippi Valley
Historical Review, XLIV (Karch, 1958), 616,
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repudiated the hard money policies of Grover Clevelsind and named

TJilliasi Jennings Bryan, a young Nebraska agrarian, a standard bearer

in a thunderous csimpaign against privilege and monopoly strikingly

reminiscent of Old Hickory's crusade against the Monster Bank and

Money Monopoly,

The social ferment T*iich, on the political level, produced

Populism and the Free Silver Caiipaign, was by no means without reper-

cussions in the scholarly -irorld, Richard T, Ely, Simon Patten and

Henry George continued to assail the conservative economic tradition,

as they had in earlier decades, and their heresies now gained a more

appreciative hearing, Lester Hard challenged the Social Danfinism of

Spencer and Sumner, Thorstein Veblen's Theory of the Leisure Class ,

published at the close of the century, contested the right of the

vrealthy to pose as the creators and supporters of civilization and ex-

posed their alleged contempt for productive labor, their conspicuous

consunqjtion and their social and economic parasitism. The novels of

Hamlin Garland flaunted the Genteel Tradition in literature and por-

trayed vividly the sufferings of the agrarian poor, Edward Bellamy's

Looking Backrrard painted an appealing portrait of a Utopian society

freed of poverty, misery, suffering and capitalism, tut of the eco-

nomic sufferings of the »90*s came new intellectual stirrings, not the

least of which >ras a rebirth of faith in the democratic tradition,^

To some extent, this renewed belief in democracy was

strengthened by the renewed nationalistic sentiment which also swept

late nineteenth century America, By the time of the imperialist

thorstein Veblen, The Theory of the Leisure Class (New York,
1899)} Edward Bellamy, Looking Baclnrard (Boston, 1888).
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venture of 189S, "Detnccracy" as an object of word worship had attained

virtually the status of a national cult. Evon scholars, rather immune

to its appeal during the Gilded Age, were cau^t up in the nev spirit.

In a decade of democratic ferment, when Republican and Demo-

cratic politicians alike chanted with renewed vigor to old slogans and

vied in paying homage to "democracy," the genteel, aloof, patrician

historical writing of a Schouler or a Schurz seemed strangely incongru-

ous. More in keeping Trith the spirit and mood of the times was a paper

read at the convention of the American Historical Association in the

depression year of 1893, by an obscure young professor from the Uni-

versitjr of TTisconsin, Frederick Jackson Turner, Turner's paper, "The

Significance of the Frontier in American History," which attracted

little attention in the year of its presentation, is now regarded as

one of the great landmarks in American historical thought. Probably no

other essay has ever exerted so profound an influence on the profession.

Turner's explanation of American development soon came to overshadow

all other interpretations of the American past and has been subjected

to thoroughgoing criticism and revision only within the last three

decades.

While conservative historians, such as Turner's former teacher,

Herbert Baxter Adams, thought that American institutions originated in

^Julius W. Pratt, The Expansionists of 1898 (New York, 1936);
Walter Millis, The :iarti?il Spirit (Mer York, 1931); Karcus IT, TJilkerson,
Public Opinion and the Spanish American 't'^ar (New York, 1932); Richard
Ilofstadter, The .\gG of -^rfm.i (New York, 1955), pp, 81-93,

^Frederick Jackson Turner, "The Significance of the Frontier in

American History," The Turner Thesis concerning the Role of the Frontier
in American History , ed, George Rogers Taylor (Boston, 1956), pp, 1-18;
Oene H, Gresslcy, "The Turner Thesis—A Problem In Historiography,"
Agricultural. History , XXXII (October, 1953), 227,
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Europe and evolved slowly through the course of centuries, Turner ad-

vanced a thesis which emphasized the unique and distinctive nature of

American democracy, Adams* findings had been most conq)atible with the

Social Danfinist theory of social evolution. In his view, American

institutions originated in the tribal customs of the Teutonic tribes,

were transplanted to England by the Anglo-Sa:cons, and, evolving slowly,

finally cajr.e to maturity on the Atlantic seaboard of the United States,

Adams asserted that the "seeds" of democracy passed through logical,

preordained stages of development that could not be altered or ac-

celerated by human intervention without incurring the most disastrous

of consequences. His determinism offered no encouragement to social

reformers and radicals -wlio would shape society anew in the image of

their innermost ideals. It reassured those who believed in stability,

permanence, and law, just as it implicitly condemned those who would

set class against class.

Though Turner, a Pon of the TTiscons in frontier and an heir of

the Jacksonian tradition, accepted many of Adams' premises of social

evolution, he found certain aspects of his explanation of American

evolution most unsatisfactory. As a Westerner and a democrat, the

young lUsconsia professor felt that Adams and others of the "Teutonic

Origins" school had ignored the role played by the frontier in the

forging of the nation's uniquely democratic institutions. In his

frontier essajr, Turner declared:

John H. Randall, Jr. and George Haines IV, "Controlling As-
sumptions ii the Practice of American Historians," Theory and Practice

T^^
;•—-» ---^"^^'•JJ-^'^'.er aaams, •b-ermanic Crigins of New England Towns,"The Johns Hopkins TTniversity Studies in Historical and Political

Science (Baltimore. 1883 >^ T^ B-q«,
" —
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Up to our ovm day American history has been in large degree

the history of the colonization of the Great West, The ex-
istence of an area of free land, its continuous recession, and

the advance of American settlement Westward, explain American
development.

Behind institutions, behind institutional forms and

modifications, lie the vital forces that call these orf-nns into

life and shape them to meet changing conditions. The peculi-
arity of American institutions is the fact that they have been
compelled to adapt themselves to the changes of an expzinding

people—to tlie changes involved in cross inn ^ continent, in

winning a wilderness, and in developing in each area of this
frontier profress out of the prl'-n.tive econoi^iic and political
conditions of the frontier into the complexities of city life

, , , the true point cf vier in t'ne liistcry f.f this nation is

not the Atlantic coast; it is the great West , , , too ex-
clusive attention has been paid by institutional stiidents to
the Germanic origins, too little to American i actors.

To Turner, American Democracy did not have its origins in the wilder-

ness of liedieval Germany; rather it emerged "stark, strong and full

of life from the American forest,"

In the Western frontier the Wisconsin professor found the

birthplace both of American nationalism and of America's uniquely

democratic institutions. Of the latter, Turner wrote:

, • , frontier individualism has from the beginning
prortpted deraocracy. The frontier states that ca:;ie into the
union in the first quarter of a century of its existence
came in with democratic suffrage provisions, and had re-
active effects of the highest importance upon the older states
liicSG people irere boin^ attracted there , , , it was ^restern

New York that forced an extension of suffrage in the consti-
tutiunal conventions cf that stat<^ in 18?^1, and it was vrostern

Virginia that compelled the tidewater region to put a more
liberal suffrage provision in the constitution framed in 1830.

Turner vras by no means uncritical of the Western democracy; he deplored

what he termed the "evil element" of frontier life, Frontier con-

ditions he wrote bred "lax business honor, inflated paper currency, and

Constance Skinner (ed,), "Turner's Autobiographic Letter,"
Wisconsin I-agazino of History , XIX, 101-102; Taylor, The Turner Thesis ,

pp. 1-2; Frederick Jackson T-i'-ner, The Frontier In American History
(New York, 1920), p, 216.
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wild cat banliing," Thinlciiig perhaps of the Populist Biovement of his

o\m day, Tdiich he largely rejected, Turner declared that frontier indi-

vidualism at tiaes could exert a pernicious influence in American life.

Like the other historians of his day, he deplored that "laxity in

regard to government affairs which has rendered possible the spoils

system and all the manifest evils that follow from the lack of a highly

n
developed civic spirit,"

But these aspects of Western political life appeared to Turner

mere liiinor blesiishes when weighed against the VJest's great contribution

to the nation and to the world, Democracy and Opportunity, "Western

democracy," he wrote in an essay published in 1903, "has been from the

very time of its birth idealistic. The very fact of the wilderness

appealed to men as a fair blanlc page on which to write a new chapter in

the story of man's struggle for a higher type society , , . to the

peasant and artisan of the old world, bound by the chains of social

class, as old as custom and as inevitable as fate, the Kest offered an

exit into a free life and a greater well-being among the bounties of

nature, into the midst of resources that deaianded manly exertion, and

that gave in return the chance for indefinite ascent in the scale of

social advance, Agaixi Turner affirmed, "American democracy is funda-

mentally the outcome of the experiences of the American people in

dealing with the Tlest."^

Though the full implications of the Turner thesis to Jacksonian

historiography irere not really made fully evident until a few years

'^Taylor, The Turner Thesis , pp. 14-15.

burner. The Frontier In American History , p, 29,
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after the close of the nineteenth century, this provocative ncir in-

terpretation of the American past clearly contadned the seeds of a po-

tential revolution in the traditional interpretation of the Jacksonian

movement. If the TIest was indeed the birthplace of all that was

uniquely American in our heritage, then Andrew Jackson, the greatest

of the frontiersnen, and those who followed his leadership, could no

longer be regarded as the corrupters of the Republic,

The first to utilize the frontier essay in the explanation of

Jacksoniain Democracy was Turner himself. The Frontier essay of 1893

mentioned Jackson briefly as the herald of "democracy as an effective

force" and of "the triumph of the frontier," In the 1903 essay. Turner

elaborated upon this theme:

Of this frontier deraocracy which now took possession of the
nation Andrew Jackson was the very personification , , , At
last the frontier in the person of its typical r;ian had found a

place in government. This six-foot backwoodsman, with blue
eyss that co'old blaze on occasion, this choleric, iaipetuous

self-willed Scotch-Irish leader of men, this expert duelist and
ready fighter, this embodiment of the tenacious, vehement,
personal Kest was in politics to stay. The frontier democracy
of that time had the instincts of the clansman in the days of
Scotch border warfare. Vehement and tenacious as the democracy
iras, strenuously as each man contended with his neighbor for
the spoils of the new country that opened up before them, they
all had rospect for the man ifiio best represented their aspi-
rations and their ideals, , , , He had the essential traits of
the JCsntucky and Tennessee frontior. It iras a frontier free
from the influence of European ideas and institutions. The
•ion of the '''GStem w^rld turned their backs «oon the Atlantic
ocean, and with a grim energy and self-reliance began to
build up a society free from the dominance of ancient forms.

All aspects of Jackson's administration, the attack upon the

Bank, the President's cavalier disregard for the niceties of Consti-

tutional law, opposition to nullification, the emergence of the spoils

system, appeared to Tiumer but a logical reflection of the rugged

^Taylor, The Turner Thesis , p, 15.
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democracy of the frontier, with its intense dislike for the bondage of

"ancient forms":

In his assault upon the Bank as an engine of aristocracy,
and in his denunciation of nullification, Jackson went

directly to his object with the ruthless energy of a fronticrs-

man. For formal law and the subtlties of state sovereignty he
had the contempt of a backwoodSiuan, Nor is it without sig-

nificance that this typical man of the new democracy will
always b.3 associated with the triumph of the spoils system in
national politics. To the new democracy of the West, office
was an opportunity to exercise natural rights as an equal

citizen of the community. Rotation in office served not simply
to allow the successful man to punish his enemies and to rexrard

his friends but it also furnished the training in the actual
conduct of politiceil affairs i/nich every American claimed as

his birthright.

Turner did not share that aversion to the innovations of Jacksonian

Democracy expressed by earlier historians. Indeed, he regarded the

movement as a dynamic, invigorating, nationalizing force in American

political life. In the Jacksonian movement, democracy in America

came to fruition. Even though Turner rejected the spoils system of

his own day, he hastened to add:

In a primitive democracy of the type of the United States
in 1830 such a system could exist without the ruin of the
State, National government in that period vms no complex and
nicely adjusted machine, and the evils of the system were
long in making themselves fully apparent,-'-*^

Turner made little effort to disguise his affection and admi-

ration for Andrew Jackson, "that fierce Tennessee spirit vrho broke

dovm the traditions of conservative rule, swept away the privacies

and privileges of officialdom, and, like a Gothic leader, opened the

temple of the nation to the populace," In the pages of this scholarly

grandson of a Jacksonian frontiersman, Old Hickory found a new

defender, '-'-

l^Ibid,, p. 25. l^Ibid,, p, 25,
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Turner's interpretation of the Jacksonian inovonent placed

primary einphasis upon the role of the frontier democracy in giving

impetus and direction to the crusade of popular rule. Turner ^ravS,

however, also aware of the influence of Eastern labor, declaring in

an essay published in 1905, that during Jackson's administration "the

labor population of the cities began to assert its power and its

determination to share in government," He did net, however, develop

this theme, •Jitiich remained largely ignored for several decades,

A strong note of nostalgia for the psist may be discerned in

Turner's writings. Turner's democratic idealism recoiled at the

undercurrent of class antagonism present in his ov?n generation. He

wrote longingly of a frontier democracy of the past in >rhich "classes

and inequalities of fortune played little part," Never really at home

in the industrial world of the tvrentieth century, Turner in his

writings betrayed a profound longing for that distant time \«hen an

abiaidance of free land made it impossible "for the successful , , ,

to harden their triumphs into a privileged class," Just as Orestes

Brownson and Jolin Coraonfort some decades earlier had expressed their

fears concerning the implications to the future of democracy of the

gradual disappearance of the frontier, so Turner, vrriting at a time

ythen the frontier had seemingly disappeared, ended his frontier essay

with a veiled expression of anxiety. If the frontier had made de-

mocracy possible by providing a "safety valve" for the oppressed and

the discontented of the industrial East, the sustenance of the demo-

cratic ideal in a society no longer blessed by this salutory influence

"Turner, The Frontier in American History , p. 24,
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would prove no easy task. Turner sought em answer to the problems

posed by the frontier's disappearance through involvement in the

Progressive movement. However, he never really resolved fully the

dilemma which his thesis posed. Though Turner may have been unaware

of their forebodings, this anxiety had first been posed by the more

radical of the Jacksonian thinkers decades earlier. In their thought,

13
it had also remained unresolved.

In his later Trritings, Turner gave primary ei!5)hasis to the

role of sectional conflict in shaping the course of American history.

In his interpretation, the Western states, bastions of Jacksonian

Democracy, characterized by the exuberant optimistic egalitarianism of

the frontier, were a democratizing force in the nation's political life,

The manufacturing East and the slave holding South Atlantic, on the

other hand, acted as conservative brealcs on the omfard march of de-

mocracy. In Turner's posthumous The United States, 1830-1850; The

Nation and Its Sections , this interpretation of the Jacksonian movement

was given its" fullest expression. The election of Jackson, Turner de-

clared, "neant that an agricultural society, strongest in the regions

of rural isolation rather than in the areas of greater density of

population and of greater wealth, had triumphed over the conservative,

industrial, commercial and manufacturing society of the New England

type. It meant that a new, aggressive, expansive democracy, empha-

sizing human rights and individualism, as against the old established

order which emphasized vested rights and corporate action, had come

into control." Despite its temporary alliance with the planter

"^Ibid., pp. 302-303.
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interests of the Deep South in 1328, Turner argued that the Jachsonian

mDvement essentially had as little in common with the deep-seated

conservatisin of the spokesmen of the slavocracy as idth the emerrent

Eeistern industrieil interests. The egalitarian ideals of the TIest as

synbolized in Andre\r Jackson, "the personification of TIestem wishes

and TTestem idJLL," were in resility in conflict with those of the sea-

board Southern states who out of expediency supported the party of

Jackson, The great democratizing mission of the Jacksonians, to Turner,

had its origins almost exclusively in the hearty democracy of the

Tfestern frontier,^

TThatever the outcome of the current controversy concerning the

validity of Turner's concept of the T'est as the birthplace of democracy,

his place as the guiding spirit of the twentieth century renascence of

the democratic interpretation of the American past is secure. Through

his inspiration a irtiole generation of American historians directed

themselves to the writing of a more sympathetic account of the popular

struggle for democracy than that provided by the conservative, Eastern

oriented historiography of Sumner, Schurz and Schouler,

One of the first works to reflect Tumor's celebration of the

frontier Democracy of Jackson was Ifoodrovr L'ilson*s Division and Reunion

published in 1893, the year of Turner's memorable address to the

American Historical Association, Turner had expounded his frontier

thesis to the young TTilson some years earlier, while both were graduate

stuients at the Jolins Hopkins University, That Wilson fo'md Turner's

conception most attractive is at once evident from a cursory reading of

-'•'^Frederick Jackson Turner, The United States, 1830-1850 (New
York, 1935), p:), 36, 381, 383-384, 386,
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Division and '^eunion .

TJilson, like Turner, explained the Jacksonian movement as a

liberal, egalitarian upsurge rooted in the rough and vigorous democracy

of the West, A romantic nationalist of Southern antecedents, he placed

special engjhasis upon Jacksonian Democracy as a nationalising force in

the nation's political life. Old Hickory, to Wilson as to Turner,

symbolized the vigor and dynamism of the frontier democracy: "A man

. . . cast in the mould of the men of daring, sagacity, and resource

wlio were winning the western wilderness for civilization, but who were

themselves impatient of the very forces of order and authority in whose

interest they were hewing roads and making clearings. He impersonated

the agencies which were to nationalize the government. These agencies

may be suDEnarily indicated in two words: The TTest. They were the

agencies of ardor and muscle, without sensibility or caution. Timid

people might well look on them askance. They undoubtedly racked the

nicely adjusted framework of the government almost to the point of

brealcing. No wonder that conservative people were alienated who had

never before seen things done so strenuously or passionately. But they

were forces of health, hasty because young, possessing the sound but

insensitive conscience which belongs to those vrtio are always confident

in action." In the Jacksonian movement, Ifilson perceived a healthy,

dynamically nationalistic democracy vrtiich transcended the narrow

barriers of sectional prejudice and fused the nation into a united

whole. It accorded well with his oim splendid vision of an American

nationalism grounded in the highest democratic idealism. ^^

OR M-
^^^ood^ov ^-ilscn, Division and Reunion (New York, 1929), pp. 24-

26; Michael Kraus, The Writing oi^ American rfistor^ (NormSn, 1953)/?. 458,
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But though >rilson celebrated Jacksonian Democracy as a vague,

liberal nationalistic force in Atierican political life, on many of the

specific issues of the Jacksonian period he adhered rather closely to

the auti-Jacksonian interpretations advanced by Whig partisans and by

conteiiiporary conservative historians. Thus, he vrote of Andrew

Jackson's "intense narrowness" and condenned the Jacksonian "Kitchen

Cabinet" for effecting "that combination between national policy and

party management which has ever since been the bane and reproach of

American politics," The spoils system he labeled a "pernicious"

corruption of the civil service, "both demoralizing and corrupt," and,

unlike Turner, he left this judgment unmitigated. Like Turner, ho

found the fondness for paper money inflation of the debtor classes

which supported Jackson, most distasteful.

In Tlilson's judgment, the Banl? of the United States had per-

formed a useful and necessary function in restraining the excessive

note issues of local banl:s. Its termination, leaving the nation

without any adequate control over the currency, he deemed most unfortu-

nate. The Jacksonian charges against that institution he termed

"notoriously without reasonable foundation,"

In common with most contemporary historians, however, Wilson

did not regard the Bank's destruction an unmitigated misfortune:

T'hatever may be said of Jackson's charges against the Bank
of the United States, or of his methods of effecting its ruin,
it was probaialy a wise instinct that led him to destroy it.
The country was on the eve of a great industrial development,
when business vras to enter upon a period of unparalleled ex-
pansion, and when a new force of speculative adventure was to
hurry men beyond all rational reckonijigs. In such a period,
with an atmosphere, when prudence could scarcely anywhere keep
its head, it would have been indeed perilous to leave so great.
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so dominating a financial power in the hands of a great private
corporation like the Bank of the United States, '•^

Wilson thus fully accepted much of the Jacksonian argument

against the Bank. Even though rejecting specific Jacksonian charges

against Biddle and his institution, their violation of the Consti-

tution, corrupt involvement in politics, etc., he regarded the second

Bank as potentially dangerous to the stability of the economy and the

well-being of the nation, protesting against the concentration of

economic power in the hands of the few. Even in 1893, one perceives ~1

in Wilson the inveterate advocate of trust busting and free compe- '

tition. But he continued:

On the other hand, however, it could do nothing but harm
to destroy such an institution suddenly, with an ignorant and
almost brutal disregard of the damage that would thereby be
done to the delicate fabric of coimercial credit. If it was
the right thing to do, Jackson did it in the worst possible
way. The effect of it was to produce at once and of a sudden
and to leave without a check or guidance of any kind, the
very madness of speculation and of bi&ble banlcing that the
great presiding bank might in some measure have moderated and
restrained.

^Tilson indicated his approval of governmental control and regulation of

the currency, writing in his Division and Reunion of the "follies and

disasters of unregulated banking." Two decades later, his presi-

dential administration was to witness the establishment of the Federal

Reserve System.-'-'^

If the writings of Wilson and Turner glorified the vigorous

frontier democracy of the West, the works of other scholars of their

generation praised the political genius of Old Hickory and his

followers. Brealcing drastically with the genteel patrician distaste

for politics which had characterized the historiography of the Gilded

^^Ibid»» pp. 29-30, 77-95. ^'^Ibid., p. 90.
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Age, Jolin Tfl» Burgess, in his study of The Iljddle Period , published in

1897, lauded Jackson's strengthening of the federal executive. Con-

testing Ilernann von Hoist's assertion of the unconstitutioneility of

the Banlv veto, Burgess vn:oto;

Instead uf destroying the Constitution in theory by the
doctrine of their veto, the President did something to rescue
the check and balance system of government, provided by the

Constitution, from the threatened domination of a single de-
partmont . . . the encroaching legislature was fast developing
the principle of parliamentary government as the principle of
the A-jierican systoiii, uhilo the Constitution provides the
principle of executive independence and presidential adminis-
tration, , , , The President's 'lanlc veto called a halt in these
tendencies eind exerted zn influence for the restoration of
executive independence and of the "check and balance" systeia

provided in the Constitution, and it called the people into a

closer and inore immediate relation to cac President than they
had before occupied, in that the President now appealed to
thO'i to decidf thf question bet^reen them and the Congress . . ,

Burgess, a political conservative i-rtio labeled Andrevr Jackson "the

noblest Romem of them all," advanced an interpretation of the presi-

dential office which, vrith a few modifications of style, mi^t easily

have coae from the mouth of the impassioned Jacksonian Thomas Hart

Benton. His endorsement of both the principle of popular rule; and of

the Jacksoniaii conception of the presidency signalized the demise of

the constitutional doctrines of Clay and the Tlhig party, doctrines

which, but a few years earlier , had generally received the unci-itical

approbation of the nation's scholars. '•^

Burgess* interpretation of the constitutional questions of

the Jacksonian years is all the more strilcing in that his treatment of

the other important aspects of the Jacksonian era reflected a rather

'^'John VI. Burgess, The Middle Period (New York, 1897), pp. 135,
197-198, P07-208, 278-289; Reminiscences of an American Scholar
(New York, 1934).
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strong aversion to the Jacksoiiian cause. He iras prone to hint that

Jacknonia:! financial policies smacked of "socialism," A nationalist of

liamiltonian persuasion, he vrrcte, disapprovingly, that the election of

Jackson in 1828 signalized the triumph cf a "states rights Jeaiocracy"

hostile to centralized power, Jackson's o-.m nationalistic proclivities

notwithstanding. A critic of mass democracy, ?iurgess, in the language

of the Gilded Ago historian, la.nented the passage of govei-njient by Ihe

"qualified" and "able,"l"

Despite the anti-Jacksonian tone of his historical tTritings,

Burgess was rather profoundly influenced by the frontier thesis. Of

the West, he wrote: "It was the settlement of the country west of the

AUeghenies which first created social conJitions in harmony with the

democratic theory ... of the divisions within the Jacksoniaa party,

the TTestern division alone vras a real democracy," Burgess* treatiiient

of the Western democracy was, however, much less sympathetic than

Turner's, Conservative to the core, the Columbia historian found

himself totally out of sympathy with the political and social "radical-

ism" of the Test. At no time, however, did Burgess venture a frontal

attack on the "democratic theory," itself comparable to that advanced

by Suinner and von Hoist two decades earlier, P.ather, he resorted to

the use cf the scare word "socialism"—a terra he never defined—in his

castigation of Ifestern political tendencies. That a leading spokesman

for the conservative interpretation of the Jacksonian era should

carefully avoid direct criticism of the Jacksonian conception of

majority rale is a striking indication of the increasing acceptance of

^^ui'gess, Kiddle Period , pp. 134, 144, 164, 194-195,
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Of)

the "gro^rth of Democracy" as the crand thene of Auierican history.

The acceptance of that theme led finally to a revision of the

standard interpretation of the Jacksonian spoils system and its influ-

ence in American political life, "Kith the publication of Carl Eussell

rish's monograph, The Civil Service and the Patronage in 1905, scholars

came to [Tsnt their approbation to the Jacksonian, rather than the ^.'hig

interpretation, of rotation in office. In sharp contrast tc the po-

sition assumed by the dominant patrician school which regarded the

spoils system as an innovation of unmitigated iniquity. Fish, professor

of American History at the University of Trisconsin, argued that the use

of public office as a party device v^as historically essentizil to the

emergence of a truly democratic political system. In his judgment,

only throuj^i party organization could the hold of the aristocratic

elite over the public service be broken and populeu* sovereignty be

realized. Though eschewing the more lurid Jacksonism visions of an

office holder's conspiracy against republican government, Fish in

effect, accepted the biirden of their defense of Old Hickory's removal

policy. He further amplified that defense into an eurgument for the

necessity of party organization in democratic government:

If the majority is to mould the policy of the party, if the
demos is to be kept constantly awake and brought out to vote
after the excitement of the hour has passed away, it is neces-
sary that the party be organized. There must be drilling and
training, hai-d work with the awkward squad, and occasional
dress parade.

This work requires the labor of many men; there must be
captains of the hundreds and captains of the tens, district
chiefs euid irard heelers, Novr, some men nay laboi for love cxnd

some for glory, but glory comes only to the leaders of the ten
thousands—to the very few— it cannot sei-ve as a general in-
ducement and eventthose vrho love must live. It is an essentisd

2°Ibid,, pp, 165, 194-195,
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idea of deinocracy that these leaders shall be of the people;
they must not be gentlemen of wealth and leisure, but they
must—the inass of them at axiy rate—belong to the class that
makes its owi living. If, then, they are to devote their time
to politics, politics siust be made to pay. It is here that the
function of the spoils system becomes evident; the civil service
becomes the pay-roll of the party leader; offices are ap-
portioned according to the rank and merits of his subordinates,
and, if duties are too heavy or new positions are needed, new
offices may be created. To apply these facts to America, the
spoils system paid for the party organization which enabled the
democracy of Pennsylvania to rule after 1300 and which es-
tablished a "governiiient of the people" in the United States
after 1829.

Fish, analyzing the statistical evidence available, argued that

the opponents of Jackson—and those historians who accepted uncriti-

cally their partisan fulminations—had greatly exaggerated the number

of removals during the Jacksonian years. Even so, he was sensitive to

the abuses which followed the advent of spoils politics. His final

conclusion however, was that, sordid thou^ the spoils system may have

been in actual operation, its use was nonetheless essential to the

creation of a true democracy in America:

The armor in which democracy won its early victories in
this country, and to '.jhich it still clings in' great part may
now seem crude and heavy to the wearer, but we should not
forget that at the time of its introduction it \ras the very
best that had been devised; that by it, for the first time in
history, a nuraerous a^id very widely scattered people was
enabled itself to direct its whole force to its own advance-
ment; and present appreciation of the evils of the spoils
system should not blind us to the fact that in the period of
its establisliraent it served a purpose that could probably
have been performed in no other way and was fully worth the
cost,^-'-

Twenty-two years after the publication of The Civil Service and

the Patronage . Fish undertook a social history of the Jacksonian era.

The Rise of the Common Man , published as a part of the History of

21
Carl Russell Fish, The Civil Service and the Patronage (New

York, 1905), pp. 156-157.
— ^
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American Life series, edited by Arthur ii, Schlesinger and Dixon F^'an

Fox, Celebrating the dynaniism, the idealism and the creativity of the

Jacksonian years, the liisconsin historian argued that the Jacksonian

influence in American life represented, not merely a general lovrering

of standEirds among the higher clsisses and a consequent triumph of

mediocrity, zis Gilded Age historians had held, but a simultaneous

"leveling upwards," a pervasive improvement in the level and tone of

American life. Even so, Fish betrayed a certain uneasiness as to the

ultijiate in^lications of the Jacksonian cult of the comaion jian. Con-

trasting Andrew Jackson and Ealph Kaide Emerson, Fish wrote: "The

ultimate tendency of Jackson's view would have been to a dull effort

by a satisfied seuiieness. Equality to Emerson iras the result of

striving," Though Fish shared fully the Jacksonian distaste for

elitism and regzirded the triumph of Jackson as the triumph of the

people over the aristocracy, he was clearlj'- relieved that the

Jacksonian conception of equality was never fully realized.

In common with the majority of the historical scholars of his

generation. Fish, in his analysis of the origins of the Jacksonian

movement embraced the Turner thesis. In The Sise of the Common llan

he wrote of the iiiliabitants of the Tfest whose support elevated Andrew

Jackson to the presidency: "Not by nunibers alone , , . but by their

crude embodiment of the spirit of the age they prepared to lead the

coiaitry. Their partial success marks the first case in history of a

nation dominated by a frontier population, "^^

22
Carl Russell Fish, The Rise of the Common Man (New York,

1927), pp, xvii, ix, 1, 4, 9, 11, 21, 41-42, 45-50, 52, 164, 169, 172,

^^Ibid ,, pp, 30-31,
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Equally reminiscent of Turner's interpretation of the

Jacksonian movement was the emalysis offered in the Life of Thomas

Hart Benton published in 1904 by Tlilliam 11, Meigs, Philadelphia laifyer

and scholarly grandson of a Jacksonian politician. In his frankly

laudatory biography of Benton, whom he considered a greater statesman

than Clay, Webster or Calhoun, Meigs wrote of the "''jold and boastful

democracy of the TJest," an area "whose influence upon our development

came to be enormous, but iihich has been, unfortunately, far too little

studied," Highly critical of the anti-Jacksonian historical irriting of

the previous generation, lieigs sought to vindicate the course followed

by Jackson's partisans on the vital issues of their day, ileigs dis-

missed the spoils system, the focal issue cf the Jacksonian era to many

historians, in a single sentence. Though granting that political re-

movals were unfortunate, he found them also "unavoidable" and justified

24
the Jacksonian policy by an appeal to the demands of practical politics,''^

Of the Bank question, to vrtiich he devoted a large portion of

his narrative, lieigs sought to justify Benton's fervid support cf the

Jacksonian crusade against Biddle's institution. Of the "monied

monster" he frrote, in true Jacksonian teriiis, "its vast centralized

power, capable of springing into instant action from one end cf the

country to the other upon the nere order of central governing power,

and thus sure to exert a stupendous influence upon the lives and

fortunes of many thousands, vras a serious menace to the proper growth

of our institutions," Deprecating the judgment of those \rtio charged

Jackson and Benton with "abysmal ignorance of finance" Ileigs sought

'^^illiam M. Meigs, The Life of Thomas Hart Benton (Philadelphia,
1904), pp. 3-4, 1S4.
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to demonstrate that the "instinctive" Jacksonian fears of the "money

power" uere most justifiable. In doinc so, he accepted all but the

more far fetched Jacksonian charges against the Banlc,^^

Talcing cognizance of the opposition of much of the mercantile

community to the Jacksonian cause, Meigs, writing in the midst of the

Progressive period, noted with satisfaction that Benton "was by no

means among those wiio thinl: that the propertied classes are al'.rays

ri^t," Yet, lost this be construed as an endorsement of radicalism,

Meigs also dutifully praised Benton for his firm opposition to the

"socialistic tendencies of his day," These, should the reader wonder,

were best exemplified by thoi.e who vrrongly held that the federal

government should control Indian trading posts. Approvingly, lieigs

declared that Benton tliroughout his career had "courageously" insisted

that "the federal government should get out of business operations,"

Though Meigs vras a firm defender of the Jacksonian Democracy as ho

conceived it, his conception of that movement, vrhich emphasized

political democracy and laissez faire , could hardly cause the most

inveterate conservative of his day undue alarm.

Another biograplier to enlist in the ranlcs of the Jackscnians

was Augustus C, Buell, a civil engineer and sometime journalist, who

described himself as a "Jacksonian by heredity," Buell boasted that

both his grandparents had voted for Old Hickory, He regarded the

Jacksonian movement as the culmination of the nation's evolution towards

true democracy, and accepted that Jacksonian interpretation of the

^^Ibid ,, pp. 272-275.

^^Ibid ,, pp. 473-474,
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party battles of the era vrhich ascribed to the T'hig opposition aristo-

cratic hostility to the rule of the people, TTriting in his History of

Andret'i- Jackson of the "Jacksonian revolution" Buell declared:

The old system that came to an abrupt end in 1829 involved

the cardinal theory that only a very small, select and self-

perpetuating class of men were fit to transact the business of

the government, while the rest of the people, the uncounted

majority, irere fit only to pay tares for their support. This

theory vras un-Republican, un-Democratic, oligarchial, almost

feudal and of course it had to gc. Its further porpetuity
would give the lie to the progress of the nation,

Buell, like Fish and Meigs, justified the spoils system as essential

to the assurance of the triixasph of democracy. Accepting the charges of

the partisans of Old Hickory regarding a conspiracy of self-styled

office-holding aristocrats intent upon perpetuating their oxm power,

Buell declared that under Adams the civil service was "aristocratic

and had already begun to be hereditary. It belonged to the epoch of

apostolic succession of cabinet officers to the presidency, the oli-

garchy of the congressional caucus and of restricted suffrage," Writing

that the "arrogance of the clerks had grown with their sense of se-

curity in place from one administration to another," Buell concluded

that since government officials under Adajns had ceased "to consider

themselves servants to the people," widespread removals were essential

to the preservation of popular rule. However, he also argued that

Jackson's opponents greatly exaggerated the scope of his removals, '

Buell, who dedicated his History of Andrew Jackson to Theodore

Roosevelt, regarded Old Hickory as the architect of the modern party

27
'Augustus C, Buell, History of Andrew Jackson (New York, 1904),

II, 181-185, 191, 212-218, 260-263, There is some evidence to indi-
cate that Buell fabricated many of his sources. See Melton Tf, Hamilton,
"Augustus C, Buell, Fraudulent Historian," Pennsylvania Magazine of
History and Biography , LXXX (October, 1956), 478-492,
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system and praised his political genius and firm executive leadership.

Unlike most other interpreters, "who have regarded Van Bui-eii as the

masterful political organizer of the Jackson era, Buell relegated the

Nev York Regency leader to a position of secondary importance,

Jackson, he argued, had created a political Machine in Tennessee in

the early 1820 's inconqiarable in its cold efficiency. After becoming

"Boss of Tennessee" (the term is Buell's), Old Hickory by 1326 had

extended his "machine" throughout the nation, thereby laying the

groundwork for the modem Democratic party organization, Buell offered

little documentation to support this rather odd interpretation,^^

In his narrative of the Bank controversy, Buell expressed

doubt as to the validity of many of the charges raised by Jackson and

his partisans against Riddle's institution and criticized the removal

of the deposits as a violation of the government's "contract" ..ith the

Bank, However, in general he was in sympathy with the Jacksonian

position. Pronouncing the Bank war a contest "between President

Jackson and Emperor Nicholas," Buell concluded that Jackson was right

on the general principle that the government should not "permanently

bestow the benefit of its financial power upon any chartered monopoly

devised for the enrichment of a select and limited few,"

Somevrfiat less syiiq)athy for the Jacksonian cEiuse is to be found

in the pages of Professor John Spencer Beissett's two volume Life of

Andrew Jackson , first published in 1911, Bassett's work, the first

major biography of Jackson to coi.ae from the pen of an American historian

^^3well, II, 181-185, 260- ?63,

^^ Ibid ,, II, 254, 316,
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since the publication of Sumner's Andrev Jackson As a Public lian , in

1884, folloi/ed both Suinner and Turner in finding the source of

Jacksonian egalitarian idealism in the Western frontier. Occasionally

Bassett alluded to the existence of class cleavages in the political

parties of the Jackson era. For exasiple, he found that "the mercan-

tile class and men of wealth in general" rather consistentlj' opposed

the Jacksonian laoveitient. But Bassett, a North Carolinian by birth,

made the conflict of sections and the dominant influence of the TIest

the major theme of his interpretation of the Jacksonian movement. The

triumph of Jacksonian Democracy, to Bassett, symbolized the triumph of

the values of the llestern frontier, Jackson, he wrote, "voiced the

thought of the frontier, which happened to be the average thought of

the older parts of America , , .his Western ideals were for him the

only ideails. They gave him his battle cry, \diich, wiien once uttered,

found support in the hearts of average Americans ever5rwhere. And this

was the secret of the Jacksonian movement,"^^

Though by no means sharing the Gilded Age historians' revulsion

in the face of mass democracy, Bassett was not without some misgivings

concerning some aspects of the rule of the "average man," Though

praising the courage, the honesty and the vigorous presidential leader-

ship of Andrew Jackson—vjho, in his judgment, personified both the

virtues and the weaknesses of the typical American of his generation,

Bassett was most distressed by Old Hickory's alleged narrowness,

ignorance, naivete and provincialism, Ke found Jackson a "man of

passion," one tJhose political views "were formed through feeling rather

^^Jolin Spencer Bassett, The Life of Andrew Jackson (New York,
1935), pp. ix, 421, 589, 622,
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than intellect," He deplored the "superficiality" of Jackson's

"ideas of finance" and found Biddle's position on banlting questions

far sounder than that held by the partisans of Old Hickory, 3iddle*s

efforts to convince the nation of the need for re-chsurtering the 3anlc

of the United States Bassett labeled a "task of enlighteniaent,"

Jackson's veto message, on the other hand, he found characterized by

"loose illogic," Of the Jacksonian crusade against the Banlc, Bassett

concluded: "The courage of the anti-bank men was admirable, their

generalship vras excellent, but their methods were not always com-

mendable. Prejudice, ignorance and selfisliness abounded rather more

than on the other side,"^

Even so, however, Bassett, endorsing the basic Jacksonian

position on the party battles of the period, wrote vdth obvious

aijprobation that under Old Hickory's vigorous leadership of the nation

"the tendency to aristocratic institutions in the hands of conserva-

tive republicans %7as replaced by a vigorous and well-organized demo-

cratic party." Frequently praising the Jacksonians for their genius

in political organization, Bassett even conceded that the spoils

system, which he regarded as basically pernicious, xras but a natural

expression of the Jacksonian quest for a truly democratic political

system. He granted that quest his essential approval, Uf Andrew

Jackson and his movement, Bassett concluded:

The American \fho nov; knovrs how to estimate the life of
the Jacksonian era will take something from the pretensions
of his enondes and add something to tho virtues hitherto
accorded his partisans. Jackson's lack of education, his
crude judgments in many affairs, his occasional outbrealts of
passion, his habitual hatred of those enemies with whom he

^
^Ibid ., 408, 421, 483.
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had not made friends for party purposes, and his crude ideas

of some political policies—all lose some of their infelicity
in the face of his brave, frank, easterly leadership of the
democratic movement v*iich then established itself in our life.

Though Bassett praised that democratic movement, he offered no reasoned

philosophical defense of majoritarian democracy. To Bassett, as to

Jackson, democracy was a matter not of the intellect but of the emotion,

of intuition, not reason. In that he but echoed the almost universal

acceptance of the democratic creed which had come to characterize the

writing of American history. The irreverent criticisms of Sumner and

von Hoist were now accorded little currency, ^^

Even more fervid than Bassett in his basic Jacksonian partisan-

ship was Professor William E, Dodd of the University of Chicago, Dodd,

a lifelong Democrat who served as American Ambassador to Germany in the

1930»s, gave full credence to the Jacksonian conception of their

mission as a crusade against aristocracy and ant i-republican hostility

to popular rule. Characterizing the opponents of Old Hickory as those

yfho feared the rough ways of plain men, the ideals of equality and

popular initiative so dear to the American heart, Dodd regarded Andrew

Jackson as the heir and defender of the egalitarian heritage of

Jefferson, Prior to 1828, he wrote, "the old Jeffersonian machine,

organized as a popular protest against aristocracy and the money

power, had itself become aristocratic, and had ceased to represent the

democracy of the United States," Jackson, rallying the "social classes"

which had supported Jefferson in 1800, revitalized the Jeffersonian

ideal. With his election, Dodd wrote, "the people had come to power a

second time," The party battles of the Jackson era reflected their

^^Ibid ,, p, 750.
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determination to control government, despite the opposition of "strong

willed aristocratb" such as Nicholas T3iddle "who put little faith in

popular elections and plebiscites." In true Jacksonian terms, Dodd

glorified Andrew Jackson as their spokesman, proclaiming Old Hickory

"the second American president who so understood his people he could

interpret them and by intuition scent the course the popular mind

would talce,"

In his aiialjrsis of the origins of the Jacksonian movement, Dodd

echoed Tumer^s frontier thesis, declaring that it vras the "great Kest,

pulsating with life, and vigor, filled with hope for the future, at once

democratic and imperialistic" which provided "the nucleus of the party

of Jackson," Dodd's writings also reflected Turner's emphasis on

sectional conflict in American history. In the introduction to

Expansion and Conflict , Dodd declared that "the primary assun^tion of

the author is that the people of this country did not con^jose a nation

until the close of the Civil TJar in 1865, Of scarcely less importance

is the fact that the decisive motive behind the different groups in

Congress at every great crisis under discussion was sectional ad-

vantage or even sectional aggraindisement," Despite his heavy emphJisis

on sectional factors in American history, Dodd, in his treatment of

the Jacksonian years, wrote also of the alignment of "social classes,"

finding that in the Democratic crusade of the 1830 's "the small farmers

of the country districts and the artisan classes of the East accepted

the leadership of the West and waged relentless vrar on the behalf of the

"Old Hero." Dodd's perception of a class alignment in Jacksonian

politics vras by no means surprising. Hit conception of historical

causation placed primary emphasis upon the role of economic interest in
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shapins political action, "Public laen," he \rrote, "usually determine

what line of procedure is best for their constituents, or for iihat are

supposed to be the interests of their constituents, and then seek for

powers or clauses in the Constitution -which justify their prede-

termined course," He argued that "long ^dnded speeches or tortuous

decisions of courts" are of much less value than "the statistics of the

cotton or tobacco crops, the reports of manufacturers and the conditions

of the frontier, vihich determined more of the votes of members of

Congress than the most eloquent persuasion of the great orators,"

Though Dodd regarded history largely in terms of conflict of economic

interests, he conceived of this struggle in America as primarily of

sections, not of classes. Thougli he commented on the tendency of the

prosperous to gravitate to the Tlhig camp and characterized the Bank war

as a struggle to prevent the "subordination of the country to one of

its interests," class conflict was a secondary, not the dominant, theme

of his interpretation of the Jacksonian era. Essentially, his view of

the Jacksonian movement followed the conceptions of Frederick Jackson

Turner,
^^

Frederick Austin Ogg's The Reign of King /mdrew , published in

1919 as a part of the volume. The Frontier In Politics , in the Chroni-

cles of America series, edited by Allen Johnson, reflected both the new

interpretation of the Turner school and the patrician, ^hig oriented

historiography of the Gilded Age, Of Jackson's election to the presi-

dency, Ogg, a professor of Political Science at the University of

Wisconsin, declared: "The untrained, self-willed, passionate frontier

"^^illiam E, Dodd, Expansion and Conflict (Boston, 1915),
pp, v~vi, 1, 4, 9, 12, 15, 19, 21, 37, 78.
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soldier came to power in 1328 as the standard bearer of a nighty demo-

cratic uprising which was destined before it ran its course to brealc

down oligarchial party organizations, to liberalize state emd local

governments and to turn the stream of national politics into i^olly new

chsinnels," Finding, with Turner, the sciu'ce of the egalitarian

democracy of the Jacksonian era in the Tiestem frontier, and regarding

the sectional conflict as the dynamic force of Jacksonian politics,

Ogg's account of the Jacksonian yesirs often echoed the interpretations

of the Turner school. Though often critical of Old Hickory's alleged

"irascibility, egotism, stubbornness and intolerance of the opinions of

others," (igg praised Jackson's democratic idealism. "He was not a

statesman, yet some of the highest qualities of statesmanship were in

him. He had a perception of the public will which has rarely been

surpassed and in most, if not all, of the great issues of his tLue he

had a grasp of the right side of the question,"

In common with most of the historians of his day, Ugg lauded

Jjickson's firm use of the full powers of the presidential office, "In

his vindication of executive independence Jackson broke new ground,

crudely enough it is true; yet whatever the merits of his ideas at the

moment they reshaped men's conception of the presidency and helped m£ike

that office the power it is today," He eilso accorded his praise to

Jackson's fervent nationalism, "The strong stand taken against nullifi-

cation clarified popular opinion upon the nature of the union and lent

a new and powerful support to national vigor and dignity, "^^

T'rederick Austin Ogg, The Reign of Andrew Jackson (New York,
1919), pp. 114, 235-236.

^^Ibid., pp. 235-236.
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Yet, on many other issues, Cgg gave full credence to many of

the cruder T'lhig caricatures of Jackson and his movement. He irrote

disdainfully of the "promiscuous multitude" which followed Old

Hickory's leadership. He found Jacksonian monetary policies compounded

of malice, misinformation and prejudice. It is indicative of the

general tone of Ogg*s volume that ho ended his summation of the

Jacksonian achievement with a condemnation of the spoils system, vihich,

in his judgment "debauched the civil service and did the country lasting

harm,"^^

If Ogg accepted much of Turner's explanation of the origins of

the Jacksonian movement vjhile deploring much of the Jacksonian influ-

ence in American life, his more notable contemporary. Professor Edward

Channing of Harvard University, rejected the fundamental premises of

the Turner interpretation of Jacksonian Democracy, In the fifth

volume of his massive History of the United States , published in 1926,

Channing denied the importance of the frontier ilest in the Jacksonian

political alliance, "Jackson," he wrote, "was really chosen to the

presidency by the solid South, as was quite proper as he was a Southern

man, a slave holder and a cotton grower," Differing with Turner in

regarding the Southwest as an integral part of the "solid South" rather

than of the frontier West, Channing interpreted the Jacksonian movement

as an expression of the states rights conservatism of the southern

plantation interests. Though the Southern planters had entered into a

tenuous alliance with the emergent radicalism of Northern urban de-

mocracy, that alliance was thoroughly dominated by their conservative

vietfpoint, Jackson's political success in Channing's judgment, had

2^Ibid,, p, 236.
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been made possible only by their support. "However one manipulates the

figures, it vrould seem that Jackson vras raised to the presidency by the

over-representation of the South. . , ." Though balking at nullifi-

cation, "Jackson held to the full the Southern ideas" on the other

essential issues of the period: states rights, the American System and

the strict construction of the Constitution, Regarding Jackson as a

"master politician •Jrtio successfully harmonized Southern agricultural

and Northern Democratic interests," he concluded that basically the

Jacksonians were a conservative force in the nation's political life.

As President, Jackson "used the powers of his office to restrain rather

than execute," Only on the question of the "reconstruction of the

public service" did Jackson's ideas conform to the demands of "the

Northern radicalism,"

Though Channing deprecated most of the more extreme Whig

charges against Jacksonian rule, his account of the Jacksonian adminis-

tration vras rather unsympathetic, A profound admirer of John Quincy

Adzims and the political tradition he symbolized, Channing deplored the

demagoguery of Jacksonian electioneering. In his neirrative, the coming

of Jackson represented the almost total eclipse of statesmanship.

Though Channing, dravring on Fish's monograph, argued that most

nineteenth century historians greatly exaggerated the scope of the

Jacksonian removals, he followed nineteenth century historiography in

labeling the inauguration of the spoils system "one of the greatest

scandals in our history," Though he ridiculed the argument that

Jackson's financial policies triggered the Panic of 1837, on the grounds

that the distress vras v;orld wide and originated in the European money

market, he found the Jacksonian crusade against the second Bank of the
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United States grounded in ignorance and malice. He declared that the

Bank struggle "was really part of the never ending struggle between

localism ajid nationalism"which he conceived to be the grand theme of

American history, and pronounced Old Hickory's followers proponents

of the narrowest of localism. In Channing's pages, the Jacksonians

appeared as a reactionary, not a progressive, force in the nation's

political development. Few of Channing*s contemporaries, however,

accepted his rather unique interpretation of the Jacksonian movement.

To most early twentieth century historians of the Jackson era, the

Tomer thesis offered the most satisfying explanation of the Jacksonians

37
significance in American history.

Turner's analysis, however, was challenged by scholars vriio

felt that his thesis underplayed the role of class struggle and class

antagonism in the Jacksonian movement. Turning their attention to the

labor movement of Jackson's day, these historians emphasized the im-

portance of urban radicalism in shaping the Jacksonian appeal. Some,

rejecting the Turner thesis as an over-siii5)lification of the coii?>lex

politics of the Jacksonian era, also argued for an interpretation of

the period T.liich would emphasize its essential pluralism.

Interestingly enough, the first historian to fully appreciate

that pluralism was the socialist-publicist, Algie Simons, whose liarxist

orientation led him to investigate the in?)crtance of the trade union

movement during the Jacksonian years. Simons, »rtio drew heavily on the

information concerning the labor movement provided in hdiaster's studies

of the Jacksonian years, declared that labor movement "measured by the

37
Edward Channing, A History of the United States (New York,

1926), V, 351, 352, 368, 375-3^^, 423, 434-447, 4SS.
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impress it left , , , the most important event in American history,"

Simons found both class conscious proletarian elements and "the rising

bourgeoisie" Trithin the Jackson movement. Though he deemed the

movement essentially bourgeois in its attitudes, he regarded the prole-

tarian labor elements an important, historically significant minority

vithin the Jacksonian ranks, Simons deprecated Turner's idealizing of

the frontier democracy, "The • frontier' which is spoken of as beijig

ascendant under Jackson yras distinctlj' individualistic and small capi-

talistic in its instincts, rather than proletarian," The true contri-

bution to American history came not from the frontier, in his analysis,

but from the cities, i/here the wageworkers "fired into brief activity"

first ceime to possess "that sense of cominr social power which alone

gives the class consciousness necessary to effective opportunity," The

Jacksonian movement as a whole, however, Simons found rather devoid of

true socialist idealism, "It vras neither frontier, nor wage working,

nor even purely capitalist in its mal<e-up. It can better be character-

ized as the "democracy of expectant capitalists. It borrovred something

from the frontier. Its brutality, crudeness, coarseness, admiration

for boorishness and ignorance, have been especially ascribed to the

go
frontier, but they belong equally vrell to crude, competitive capitalism,"

Though the immediate impact of Simon's essentially Marxist

interpretation of the Jacksonian years was rather limited, the publi-

cation of several specialized studies gave impetus to his demands for a

revision of Turner's conception of the origins cf the Jacksonian

movement. The history of the American labor movement, published by

"^Algie h, Simons, Social Forces in Americsui History (New York.
1911), pp. 179-190, 2O9-2l07^1ass Struggles in America (Chicago, 1906),
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John R, Commons and associatas in 1918, emphasized the intpcrtance of

the urban workingmen^s parties in sustaining the radical, ant i-monopoly

vring of the Jacksonian party. "During the entire trade union period,"

ifrote Edw£ird B, Middleman who authored that portion of the Commons

study which dealt with the Jacksonian labor movement, "the workingmen,

together \Tith the master mechanics and small tradesmen ivho also felt

the sting of corporations and banks, had agitated against these so-

called monopolies. Both voted with the Democratic party which tra-

ditionally was an anti-monopoly party. The fight vrtiich Jackson had led

on the United States Bank was the latest glorious example. The local

democracy, however, was not always true to faith and very often was

corrupt. It broke promises and some of its members accepted bribes and

supnorted charters. It was here that the workingmen and small business

^en combined to run opnosition candidates," The political activity of

urban radical groups, not the influence of the frontier, in Middleman's

analysis, sustained the anti-monopoly cause.

Columbia professor Dixon Ryan Fox, in his Decline of Aristocra-

cy In the Politics of New York , published in 1919, found economic

status, not geography, the factor vriiich determined political affiliation

in the Empire State during the Jacksonian years. Analyzing voting be-

havior in the larger cities of the state. Fox found "where the property

per capita was relatively large, the ward was Tlhig ... where me- ^

chanics made their hone, Democratic candidates genersilly were certain

of election," Henry H. Simms, a student of Fox at Columbia, found the

same pattern in his analysis cf Virginia politics during the Jacksonian

^^John E. Commons (ed.), The History of Labour in the United
States (New York, 1918), pp. 458-4591
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years, Simms concluded "the struggle betvjeen the Jackson and anti-

Jackson forces was in large part a class struggle, Jackson unlilce

Jefferson was a social Democrat, , , , the principle opposition to

Jackson in the state came from conservative classes, from men pos-

sessed of property in slaves and othendse, who refused to accept

either his brand of nationalism or his theory of democracy," To Sirams,

who found no evidence that Jacksoaian political strength in Virginia

was centered in the frontier areas, the essentisil theme of the

Jacksonian period was "the struggle between the leveling tendencies of

Jacksonian Democracy and conservative elements possessed of property,"

In the analysis offered by Fox and Sirams, class cleavages in Jacksonian

politics appeared feu: more clear cut than they heid in the interpre-

tation offered by the ilarxist scholar, Algie 3, Simons,

The studies of the Locofoco movement published by William

Trimble, a graduate student in Turner's seminar, offered further grist

for the revisionists* mill. Though Trimble adliered to the teachings of

Turner in finding the "Democratic party of the time , , , essentially

Eigrarian," he found the Locofoco movement an expression of the class

emtagonisms of urban and industrial iViaorica, and labeled the movement

"in reality a nascent proletarian muveracnt," He also found this fringe

movement closer to Jeffersonian idealism eind more genuinely egalitarian

than the main body of the Democratic party. He further concluded that

it vms only when Locofoco precepts triumphed within the party during

the Van Buren administration that "the Democratic Republican party , , ,

^ixon Ryan Fox, The Decline of Aristocracy in the Politics of
New York (New York, 1919), pp. 422, 426, 429, 431, 436-438; Henry R.
Simms, The Rise of the l.higs in Virginia, 1824-1840 (Richmond, 1029),
pp, 36, 165-166.
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be^PJi to become (at least in the Morth) the modern Democratic party."

Ke suggested that "modern industrialisra in the United States and the

Democratic party developed conteirqjoraneously," The burden of Trimble's

study was that the urban radicalism of the Locofocos, not the egali-

tarianism cf the frontier, sustained Democratic idealism during the

Jacksonian years,

^

Perhaps the most thorough critique cf this nev urban, class

conflict interpretation of the Jacksonian movement published during the j
1920»s was offered by Arthur B. Darling. Darling's studies of the

Jacksonian movement in Massachusetts offered no support to the labor

thesis advanced by Commons, Fox, Simms and Trimble. Darling took

Commons to task for misinterpreting the nature of the so-called

"wrkingmen's movement" in Massachusetts. The ¥orkingmen»s party, he

wrote, was "not representative cf an urban and industrial proletariat

in Massachusetts ... the Workingmen's movement was preponderantly a

rural and agrarian party, with an urban complement of carpenters,

masons and ship caulkers, the mechanics of those days." He found the

party claimed a higher percentage of the vote in the rural areas of the

West than in urban Boston. As for the Democratic party itself. Darling

argued that although it did command stronger support from the lower

classes than from the propertied, it too was basically a rural party.

"The largest group in the Democratic party was the s^all farming class

T. +»,. p^^-^i^^f'.f'' ?^®» "Diverging Tendencies in New York Democracy

S ^ T^f^ °^ *^'^ Locofocos," American Historical Uevi<.v.. MIV(April, 1919), 396-421; "The Social Philosophy of ihe Locofico De-
"^o^^^'^y* The American Journal of Sociolo.^^ . XXVI (March, 1921), 705-715.
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of the Western and Southern counties,' .42

Darling's dissent notwithstanding, however, scholars of the

1920 's came to pay increasing attention tc the role played by urban

laboring groups in the politics of the Jacksonian period. In 1922,

Arthur L, Schlesinger, then professor of history at the University of

Iowa, pt&lished an essay, "The Significance of Jacksonian Democracy,"

irtiich placed equal emphasis on the "rise of a new society in the l.'est"

and on "the development of a dynamic labor movement in the Last" in the

shaping of the Jacksonian crusade. The labor movement, reflecting the

increasing urban distress which followed in the wake of industrialism,

in Sclilesinger*s analysis, provided the winning ingredient in the

Jacksonian political ccalitioa, "Indeed, CJackson^ could not have been

elected president if the votes of the laboring men of the Northeast had

not been added to those of his followers in the Southeast and West,

Jackson capitalized this support when he '.raged battle against the great

financial monopoly, the United States Bank, and gave express recog-

nition to its demands >rtien he estaiblished the ten hour work day in the

federal shipyards in 1336,"^^

The new emphasis on urbam labor and on class cleavages as

dynamic factors in the Jacksoniem movement was echoed in numerous i.iono-

graphic studies, E. Malcolm Carroll's v^rigins of the Whig Party ,

published in 1925, found the nhig party the vehicle of the propertied

Arthur B, Darling, "Jacksonian Democracy in Massachusetts,
1821-1848," American Historical Review , XIX, 271-287; "The VJorkingman's
Party in Massachusetts, 1833-1834," Ibid ,, XXK (October, 1923), 81-86.

'^^Arthur M, Schlesinger, New Viewpoints in American History
(New York, 1922), pn, 201-218.
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classes instinctively hostile to the aspirations of the rising labor

raoveraent, Henry R, Lueller»s study of The Vhig Party in Pennsylvania ,

published three years earlier, found the T'hig party in that state

solidly supported by the prosperous, "The conclusion is almost inevi-

table," he irrote, "that although the Tihigs did not include all the

people of wealth in the state, yet the vast majority of those possessing

vested interests felt that the Tlhig party offered them more protection

than did the opposition party," Reginald ilcGrane, in his study of

The Panic of 1837, followed Trimble in perceiving in the Locofoco

movement the expression of the "conflict het\reen capital and labor."

Nathan Fine, a socialist scholar, declared in his Labor and Farmer

Parties in the United States , "the awakening of labor was part of the

new Jacksonian democracy. The men of toil wanted their place in the

sun. Once organized, the workingmen^s parties filled their platforms

.. 44
V7ith all their social and economic grievances."

Among those to perceive the Jacksonian movement as essentially

a struggle of econoroic classes was Charles A, Beard, Beard, for some

tine critical of the Turner thesis because of vxhat he regarded as its

over-en^jhasis of sectional and geographic factors and its neglect of

class antagonisms, labeled the Jacksonian movement "the left wing" of

Jeffersonian republicanism, "Jacksonian Democracy," he wrote, vms "a

triunqjhant farmer labor party,"

Carroll, Origins of the Whig Party (Durham, 1925),

pp, 170-227; Henry E, Iiueller, The llhig Party in Pennsylvania (New York,

1922), pp, 243-245; Reginald ilcGrane, The Panic of 1337 (Chicago, 1924),

p, 149; Nathan Fine, Labour and Farmer Parties in the United States
(New York, 1928), p, iT,

"^^Charles A, Beard, "The Frontier in American History," The New
Republic , X::V (February, 1921), 349-350; Charles A, Beard and Mary
Beard, The Rise of American Civilization (New York, 1927), I, 557,
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Even so, Beard accepted much of Tui-nor's analysis of the role

of sectionalism in the Jacksonian r.ioveraent , In his analysis, the

Jacksonians added to the old alliance of Western farmers and Southern

agrarians the laboring classes of the large cities vTho were just be-

ginning to feel the pressure of incipient industrialism. These classes,

according to Beard, had a common interest in opposition to the neo-

Handltonian policies espoused by Clay and Adeuns and symbolized by their

support of Nicholas Biddle's Second Bank of the United States,

"Jackson, in waging war on the Banl<," Beard wrote in 1928, "made himself

the open champion of the humbler members of society, the farmers,

mechanics and laborers against the rich and the powerful," Supporting

the interests of "the rich and the powerful , , , the financial and

industrial interests of New England and the Middle states" were the

National Republican and the lihig parties, Tlhig espousal of Jeffersonian

and Democratic principles, in Beard's judgment, was sheer cant: "There

was no doubt about the measures wiiich the T'lhig leaders supported in

their hearts. In their program, the Federalist creed was repeated in

full, or rather, it might be more correct to say, continued unbroken,"

Beard, like the partisans of Jackson, found Tfhiggery to be but disguised

Federalism, no less hostile to the best interests of the majority than

its precursor.

Interestingly enough, 3eard ignored Jacksonian hard money

advocacy and deemed the movement primarily inflationist. The Jacksonians,

in his analysis, represented the economic interests of the debtor classes,

"Republican philosophers on the left," Beard wrote, "irtiile bitterly

^%iarles A, Beard, The Economic Basis of Politics and Related
Writings (New York, 1957), pp, 184-193.
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opposing the United States Baal: favored a more generous issue of notes

by state banks, on the theory that they could pay their debts easier

and sell their produce at higher prices if a great deal of money was

afloat, , , , In their paper money practices, the Jacksonian Democrats

went beyond the Constitution back to the time of Shay's rebellion,"

Beard, pioneer student of the role played by economic interests in the

formation cf the Constitution, apparently endeavored to project the

economic cleavages he perceived in the period of the Confederation into

of Jackson,

A more sophisticated analysis of the Jacksonian movement was

provided by the great scholar of American literature, Vernon Louis

Parrington, Parrington, a former populist, was closer to Turner's

agrarian idealism than Beard, However, he shared Beard's conviction

that class antagonisms lay at the root of the Jacksonian movement,

Jackson's "motley follotrijig of TJestern agrarians and Eastern prole-

tarians," Parrington declared, had perceived that:

The waters of prosperity , . , had been trickling
what too scantily to them from the great reservoirs where they
were impounded j and as they saw the vrealth pouring into private
ponds through governmental pipe lines, a natural human envy
took possession of then. Ixi theory, the pipe lines belonged to
them, and the impounded waters were to be used for common irri-
gation; but in practice the i.iains seemed to conduct only to
Lowell industrialists and Philadelphia and New York capitalists,
and the waters turned out to be privately owied. As the recog-
nition of this fact came home to the producing mass it provided
a rallying point for the anti-monopolist uioveraent and determined
the great objective of the Jacksonian attack, the assault on the
Bank,

Parrington, like Beard, accepted the Jacksonian definition of the party

battles of the era: "The driving force of the new Democracy ufas the

^"^Ibid,, p, 188.
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sanio clsiss feelin.'^ that had done service a generation before ... the

will to destroy the aristocratic principle in government," ParrinsTfcon's

emotional sympathies vere most decidedly on the side of Jackson and his

followsrs. Old Hickory, he declared with feeling, "iras one of the few

Presidents ^fhose heart and syn^jathy were with the plain people, and who

clung to the simple faith that government must deail as justly with the

poor as with the rich,"

However, Parrington found Jacksonian Democracy permeated with

anachronisms. In his judgment the movement possessed no political

philosophy adequate to cope with the changing circumstances of the new

era, "As Jackson's policy unfolded it became clear that Jackson had

not changed with changing tL-aes, He remained to the last the product

of an earlier domestic economy, with an old-fashioned horror of debt

, , , in his attitude toward the Bank, as in his attitude toirard in-

ternal improvenents, Jackson returned to the agrarian position of

Jefferson and John Taylor, nullifying for a time the victories gained

by the middle class during the boom period of nationalism. The more he

learned about the methods of capitalistic finance, the more he dis-

trusted it," Tarrington, unlike Beard, regarded Jackson as a hard

money advocate—as, in fact, he was—and he regarded the hard money

panacea woefully inadequate. Under the Jacksonian aegis, in Parrington'

s

judgment, "the American people were wsuiting in an adequate democratic

program suited to the changing times,"

^%ernon Louis Parrington, Main Currents in American Thought
(New York, 1954), H, 138-144,

^
^Ibid ,, II, 142-143,
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Parrington regretted the passing of the agrarian egalitarianisui

exeD5)lified by Jefferson and Jackson, In vrriting of the triumph of

middle class individualisra i^ich followed the failure of Jackson's

crusade to preserve the sia^jle virtues of the Old /unerica, Parrington

declared rather bitterly: "Perhaps the rarest bit of irony in American

history is the later custodianship of democracy by the middle class,

Trfio, while perfecting theix' tariffs and subsidies, legislating from the

bench, exploiting the state and outlawing all political theories but

their owi, denounce all class consciousness as unpatriotic and all

agrarian programs as undemocratic. But it was no fault of Andrew

Jackson if the final outcome of the great movement of Jacksonian de-

mocracy iras so untovard; it was rather the fault of the times that they

were not ripe for democracy," In Parrington's work, as in Turner's to

whom he was intellectually greatly indebted, there may be perceived

strong undercurrents of nostalgia for the Jeffersonian past, for the

earlier purity and si;itplicity of the Old Republic, Parrington >ras an

austere Jacksonian, His work lamented the betrayal of the Jeffersonian-

Jacksonian ideal by those politicians iriio "used the uioveiuent for narrow

partisan ends," In its eagerness to build a capitalist paradise,

Jacksonian America destroyed the idealism of the Jeffersonian heritage, ^^

If Beard and Parrington retained much of the Turner conception

of Jacksonian Democracy in their work, Arthur Schlesinger, Jr,, whose

Pulitzer prize winning Age of Jackson appeared in 1945, rejected most

of Turner's theorizings. Taking issue with Turner's explanation of

Jacksonian Democracy as the product of the IJestern frontier and of

SOjbid., II, 45, 214-229,
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sectional antagonisms, Schlesinger declared the cities of the East

rather than the pioneer settlements of the T'est the true birthplace of

the most creative aind radiceil Jacksonian conceptions and argued that

"more can be understood about Jacksonian Democracy if it is regarded as

a problem not of sections but of classes," Basically, Schlesinger*

s

disagreement with the earlier Democratic historians of Jackson centered

about their conception of the Jacksonian mission, ifhile the followers

of Turner 'lad conceived of the Jacksonian uprising as a crusade for

political democracy, vrith undertones of sectional economic antagonisms,

Sclilesinger regarded the movement as the quest of submerged classes

determined to use their political power to assure their freedom from

economic exploitation in a society increasingly dominated by the

business interests. It \t3.s the detert?iination of the Jacksonians, in

Schlesinger* s interpretation, "to control the power of the capitalist

groups, mainly Eastern, for the benefit of non-capitalist groups,

farmers and laboring men, Hest and South," Jacksonian Democracy iras

but another episode in that historical struggle "on the part of the

other sections of society to restrain the business community" \rfiich,

for Schlesinger, constituted the main theme of the American past.

In that struggle, Schlesinger found the emergent labor groups

of the Eastern cities the most determined in their efforts to attain

social justice. The T'estem frontiersmen \Jhom. Turner had celebrated

for their hardy devotion to democracy, Schlesinger found rather in-

different to the essentia], matters of economic reform, which, in his

analysis, constituted the core of the Jacksonian mission. In a

Arthur Schlesinger, Jr., The Age of Jackson (Boston, 1945),
pp, 189, 205-209, 257n, 301, 505, STT,
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provocative reversal of Turner's praise of the classless society of the

Tfest as the birthplace of democratic idealism, Schlesinger argued that

the very lack of hard and fast class distinctions rendered the ITestern

Jacksonians indifferent to the real need for economic reforms, "The

new quest for economic democracy meant little to men of the TIest,

however deeply they cared for political and civil freedoms , , ,

living aiddst conditions of substantial equality -with limitless vistas

of economic opportunity before them, they aimed more at establishing

local self-government and majority rule than in safeguarding the

materiel foundations of political democracy," The Eastern labor inter-

ests, on the other hand, threatened with the destruction of their status

and plagued by nagging insecurity, were of necessity more "sensitive to

economic issues," Out of their sensitivity to the need for reform, in

ScIilesingGr*s judgment, came the truly creative contribution of the

Jacksonian movement, ^^

That contribution to Schlesinger was the realization that the

non-capitalist groups in society must unite, not to destroy capitalism,

but "to keep the capitalists from destrojring it," Though Schlesinger

recognized that the Jacksonians cjuue to this realization slowly and

never really formulated a philosophical justification of their course,

he believed that the struggle against the Bank of the United States and

the American System as well as the Jacksonian demands for the state

control and regulation of banking and business 'represented a pragmatic

acceptance of the necessity to restrain the selfish proclivities of the

business class in the interest of the public welfare, Schlesinger

argued that the Jacksonians, thoughvbelieving in the Jeffersonian creed
.).

^^Ibid.. pp. 57-59, 142,^262-263,
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of limited gcvemment, were driven by the necessity of events to

espouse, in increasing measure, the adoption of Ilarailtcnian means to

attain Jeffersonian ends. Though they never fully appreciated the

inqjli cations of this development, the Jacksonians "under the banner of

anti-statism ... carried on a vigorous program of government inter-

vention" designed to check the growing power of the business community.

It was therefore no accident that "Jackson, ruling in the name of weeik

government, ended up by leaving the presidency stronger than it had

ever been before," In Schlesinger's analysis, this development vras

inevitable, foi- the Jacksonians were caught up in the "irrepressible

conflict of capitalism: the struggle on the part of the business com-

munity to dominate the state, and on the part of the rest of society,

under the leadership of the liberals, to check the political ambitions

of business," Despite their bondage to the "anti-statist" assumptions

of Jeffersonianisn, the Jacksoniansf by throwing the weight of the

federal government into the balance to check the power of corporate

wealth, as symbolized by Nicholas Biddle's Bank and as served by Henry

Clay's American System, in effect began the "redirection" of American

liberalism, Tli^h the coming of Jackson, American liberzils came to

accept concepts of positive government in practice if not in profession.

In that sense, Schlesinger deemed the Jacksonians the precursors of the

New Deal,*^^

In interpreting Jacksonian Democracy as an essentially "euiti-

capitalist" movement grounded in class antagonisms and directed to the

restraint, though not the destruction, of the capitalist classes.

^^Ibid,, pp, 509-523,
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Schlesinger by nc means ignored the fact that there were memy within

the Jacksonian fold tjho accepted no such program. Indeed, perhaps no

historian lies been more aware than Schlesinger of the essential

pluralisai and diversity of the party of Jackson and Van 3uren. But in

his judgment the state banking interests who opnosed the hard money

policy, the TIestsm Jacksonians xThc supported the Americoji System and

the Southern planters who harbored hostility to egalitarism democracy,

though numerous, were by no means in the main stream of the Jacksonian

movement. The true spokesmen of the Jacksonian faith, to Schlesinger,

were not the Nathan P. Tallmadges and the David Henshaws, devoted to

personal profit and motivated by sheer opportunism, nor the Calliouns

pledged to the defense of slavery. They were rather the Van Burens,

the ¥rights and the Bancrofts dedicated to the true interests of the

common people of the land, Schlesinger found Jacksonian idealism

dominant, Jacksonieui conservatism and opportunism secondary.

In his treatment of the ^fhig opposition, Schlesinger drev;

heavily and rather uncritically on Jacksonian judgments. The opposition

to the Jacksonian movement he portrayed as the heirs of federalist

belief in the rule of privilege and vested interest, flying the false

colors of democratic faith. Though aware of the existence vrithin the

TJhig party of liberal reformers and humanitarians, Schlesinger re-

garded them as a small minority hopelessly out of place in a painty of

reaction and carefully recorded their individual defections from

Whiggery and their disenchantment with the party's leadership. One

rather hostile reviewer of the Age of Jackson remarked, with some malice

and exaggeration but not without some justification that Schlesinger »s

v^'^Ibid ., pp, 43, 59, 115, 119, 122, 125, 169,
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account iras marred by a "Kanichean naivete with respect to the nobility

of all things Jacksonian and the sordidness of all things opposed,"

Kr. Schlcsinger^s vocabulary purrs cvor his friends. The
landscapes at the Hermitage and Kinderhook smile in a fashion
not noticeable T:here Vhijs and Federeilists live. The Jacksonian
leaders have a pervading insist, their wrath is "magnificent,"
one or another of then is "handsone," "grravc," "masterly,"
"erudite," "thoughtful," "quiet," "intelligent," "brilliant,"
etc, etc., and the old hero himsolf is thoroughly fond of
children. The opposition is a sorry outfit. They are Bank
"laclrcys," they "rear," and "snarl," they deal in "hullabaloo,"
they are "phony," they are "fantasies," they work "backstairs,"
their best minds are "opaque" and one nets the impression that
Mr, Schlesinger never thinks of them as loving little children
at a3J..

The reviewer continued to point out that Schlesinger, in the style of a

Jackson polenist, made "the Banlc a dim sort of monied monstrosity and

Biddle a vague, sinister figure, "drunk with power," whose career is a

darkened background for Jackson's gleaming achievements," Yet it must

be noted in Sclilesinger*s defense that this treatment was but a re-

flection of his belief in the existence of a deep-seated conflict of

interest between the political aspirations of the business classes,

determined to uoe their power to aggrandise their wealth, and the

Spokesmen for the masses of society, no less determined to protect the

common man from economic exploitation, Schlesinger thus accepted the

radical Jacksonian argument that a conflict of interest between the

capitalist class and the producing members of society constituted the

essential basis of the party divisions of the Jackson era. Had he

accepted the T'hig belief in the imity of class interests and joined

with >.^hig spokesmen in rejecting the Jacksonian appeal as sheer dcma-

goguery, he no doubt would have been compelled to employ rather colorful

adjectives to describe the wickedness of the Jacksonian demagogues.

His reviewer, as we shall see, >ras hardly generous in his characterization
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of the Jacksoniaii partisans in his o\7n studies of the Jackson era,

Thougli Schlesinger's interpretation of the party battles of

the Jackson era nade use of an econoniic theory of politics, his total

analysis vras by no means grounded in a naarrow economic determinism. A

pragmatist and a pluralist in his approach to history, Schlesinger

dismissed the notion that historical causation can be explained solely

in ternis of class antagonism. He placed much eiriphasis on intellectual

and moral considerations as causative factors in history and rather

firmly rejected the Marxist and Ceardian interpretations of the causes

of the Civil TIar, Though stressing the presence of deep class

consciousness in the Jackson era, he refused to allow this concern with

the class struggle to harden into a narrowly monistic interpretation of

history. ^^

Jacksonian historiography during the first four decades of the

twentieth century was largely doi,iinated by historians sympathetic to

the Jacksonian .tiovement. Though they differed as to the nature and

origins of Jacksonian Democracy, some regarding the movement as the

product of agrarian egalitarianism, others as the outgrowth of urban

radicalism, and class antagonisms, their works, though seldom blatantly

partisan, were nonetheless most friendly to the Jacksonian cause.

Although, as Frank Freidel has pointed out, textbook vrriters in the

tvrenties and thirties, frequently echoed the earlier pro-lfhig interpre-

tations of the Gilded Age, the majority of scholars working in the

Jackson era found Old Hickory the guardian of the democratic faith.

''- ^^Ibid ., pp. 279, 296} Bray Hammond, "Public Policy and National

Banks," Journal of Economic History , VII (tlay, 1946), 79-84,

^"'Schlesinger, pp. 86, 432.
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This spirit of JacRsonian partisanship Tras most pronounced in tiro best-

selling popular surveys of the Jackson years, Claude Bovers' Party

Battles of the Jackson Period , published in 1022 and Marquis James*

Andrew Jacl'son, Portrait of z. President , ifhich ajjpeared in 1937. These

vivid accounts brought the revisionist, pro-Jacksonian interpretations

57
of Old Hickory and his movement to millions of readers.

The Democratic interpretation of Jacksonian Democrzicy, however,

never enjoyed that virtually unchallenged ascendancy vliich had been

grzmted to the earlier, conservative version of the Jacksonian era

\rtiich had dominated the Gilded Age, Several notable scholars strongly

dissented from the new revisionism, TJe have already noted Channing's

interpretation of the Jackson movement as a reactionary force in

American politics. The study of The Second Banlc of the United States ,

published in 1903 by Ralph C, H, Catterall of the University of Chicago,

found the Jacksonians responsible for most of the financial chaos which

characterized American banlcing in the nineteenth century. Accepting

the Vhig argument that the Banlc was essential to the stabilization of

the currency, Catterall argued that it was "obvious that Jackson and

his supporters conaaitted an offense against the nation vThen they

destroyed the banl:. The magnitude and enormity of that cffonse czm

only be faintly realized, but one is certainly justified in saying

that few greater enoriaitics are chargeable to politicians than the

destruction of the Banlc of the United States." Catterall, one of the

few scholars to study the Banlc*s economic function, concluded that

<. -f^ank Freidel, "Jackson's Political Removals as seen by
Historians," The Historian , II 0< inter, 1939), 41-52; Claude Bowers,
Party Battles of the Jackson Period (New York, 1922); karquis James,
Andrew Jackson, Portrait of a Pre'sident (New York, 1937).
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"the old bank, in its services to the government, Tras far superior to

any other banking system known in this country." Catterall deplored

the destruction of a great financial institution by misinformed poli-

ticians T*io, though sincere in their beliefs, lacked true understanding

of financial matters. He expressed his regret that the political

influence of "enlightened businessmen" in politics "has always been

inconsiderable, partlj'- because they are not interested in politics,

partly because they are themselves objects of suspicion to the demo-

cratic masses," Catterall's distaste for the Jacksonian movement was

fully shared by his eminent ?-ussian contemporary, Hoisie Ostrogorski,

whose massive tiro volume Democracy and the Organization of Political

Parties , published in 1902, echoed the Y.hig denunciations of Jacksonian

58
despotism and executive usurpation.

T'lhig invective also received the approbation of Doctor Charles

li, iriltse, a career civil servant, Triiose three volume biography of

Jc^in C. Calhoun, published in the late forties and early fifties,

provided perhaps the abl est twentieth century restatement of the T!hig

interpretation of the Jackson era, TTiltse saw Jacksonian politics as

essentially a vulgar, unprincipled scramble for the public trough. He

deplored the valgarizin^^ influence of the spoils system, dismissed

Jacksonian professions of democratic idealism as sheer demagoguery, and

labeled Old Hickory himself a "frontier bully," ^^

^%alph C. H. Catterall, The Second Bank of the United States
(Chicago, 1903), pp, 168-224, 476-477; loislo Ostrogcrsici, reriocracy

and the Organization of Political Parties (New York, 1902), pp, 46-54,
65-68.

^^Charlcs li. Wiltse, John C. Callioun (Indianapolis, 1944-1951),
I, 155-163; II, 354ff.
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Perhaps the most provocative interpretation of the Jacksonian

movement advanced by the critics of the revisionists v;as provided by

Professor Thomas P, Abernethy of the University of Virginia. Abernethy,

in studying Andrew Jackson's role in Tennessee politics prior to his

elevation to the presidency, found Old Hickory hostile to the rising

democratic reform movement in his home state. The conversion of Old

Hickory and his immediate followers to the Democratic cause, he argued,

>ms sheer opportunism; basically, Jackson was a frontier aristocrat

quite opposed to economic reform movements which might imperil the

ri^ts of landed property and totally devoid of any real democratic

ideeilism. Of Jackson he concluded: "he always believed in making the

public serve the ends of the politician. Democracy >ras good tallc vdth

which to win the favor of the people and thereby accomplish ulterior

objectives, Jackson never really championed the cause of the people;

he only invited them to champion his," Abernethy added, however, that

Jackson "was not consciously hypocritical in this. It was merely the

usual way of doing business in those primitive and ingeni)us times,"

Abernethy* s skepticism of Old Hickory's democratic idealisai was

fully shJtt*ed by Richard K, Stenberg, a Texan vrfio ifas di^osed to grant

less charity in his analysis cf Jackson's motives, Stenberg, in a

series of articles published in the 1930* s, drew a harsh portrait of

Jackson as a treacherous, hypocritical self-seeking politician narrow

and vindictive in his personal relationships. His animosity toward Old

Hickory rivaled the most inveterate Whig pamphleteers. His interpre-

tation, however, was accepted by few contemporary historians, A

Thomas P, Abernethy, From Frontier to Plantation in Tennessee:
A Study in Frontier Democracy (Chapel Hill, 1932), pp, 238-249,



proncunced synipatliy for tha Jacksoniaii raoveiaent and its leader charac-

terized most of the historical literature of the first half of the

century.

Although historians of the early twentieth century were gener-

ally agreed in regarding the Jacksonian movement as a creative, positive

force in the nation's political life, there uas much less consensus as

to the exact nature of the Jacksonian mission. In the early decades of

the century, prLnary emphasis iras placed upon Jacksonian democracy as

an expression of the egalitarian idealism of the agrarian frontier. In

this view, the Jacksonian crusade was a struggle to realize aid to

sustain the ideals of the Old liepublic—agrarian simplicity, political

democracy, and econoaiic opportunity. These scholars took quite

literally the Jacksonian portrayal of themselves as the guardians of

the Jeffersonian heritage.

To historians isriting in the decade of the Progressive movement,

the by-gone simplicity of the Jeffersonian ideal was an object of pro-

found nostalgia. Influenced by Progressivism, they shared the Pro-

gressive's fears of both monopoly capitalism and of the potential threat

of the class conscious radicalism of a growing industrial proletariat.

Torn between recognition of the need to cope V7ith the changing circum:-

stances of a complex industrial society and a longing for the America of

^'Richard R, Stenberg, "Jackson, Anthony Butler and Texas,"

Southwestern Social Science Quarterly , XIII (Deceiiiber, 1932), 264-286;

"The Texas Schemes of Jackson and Houston, 1829-1836," Ibid ,, XV
(December, 1934), 229-250; "Jackson, Buchanan and the Corrupt 3ai*gain

Calumny," Pennsylvania Magazine of History and Biography , LVIII
(January, 1934), 61-85; "Jackson's Neches Claims, 1829-1836," South-
western Historical Quarterly , XXXFiT (April, 1936), 255-274; "Andrew
Jackson and the Irving Affadavit," IbiJ ., :iLI (October, 1937), 142-153;

"Jackson's lihea Letter Hoax," Journal of Southern History , II (November,

1936), 400-496; "A Note on the Jackson-Calhoun Breach of 1830-1831,"

Tyler's Historical and Genealogical Magazine . XXI (October, 1939), 65-69.
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the past, these scholars were most attracted to the Jacksonian struggle

against the growing power of the Banl: and to the Jacksonian beliof in

the rule of the vrtiole people. Political democracy, the great Progressive

panacea, was traced to the Jacksonian years, Jackson symbolized the

virtues of eui earlier America, wiiere, it i/as believed, economic oppor-

tunity rendered class antagoniGias unnecessary and a vigilant Democracy

made inqjossible the triunqjh of corporate power. The Jacksonian concept

of a strong President as the watch-dog of popular rights, discredited

by the patrician scholsirs of the Gilded Age, received new credence from

that scholarly generation whose heroes were Theodore Roosevelt and

KoodrowT:ilson. The political process itself, including the vulgar

turbulence of spoils system politics, ceased to be an object of fas-

tidious aversion. To those who believed profoundly in political action

as the safeguard of freedom, the Jacksonian political innovations took

on a new meaning. The Jacksonian ai-gument that the spoils system vras

but a means of rendering government responsive to the will of the

governed seemed most credible.

As the tifentieth century progi'essed, however, the explanation

of Jacksonian Deiiiocracy advanced by the agrarian democratic school

appeared increasingly inadequate. Tamer and his followers had placed

little emphasis on either the role of urban labor in the Jackson

movement or the insert ance of class cleavages and class antagonisms in

American politics. To scholars vrriting in the milieu of an urban,

industrial America both seemed increasingly io^ortant, Loreover, in the

midst of an economy characterized by boom and bust, affluence and deep

poverty, social reform commanded increasing attention as a theme of

American history. Accordingly, historians came to emphasize the
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importance of the Jacksonian labor movement and of those urban

Jackscnian spokesmen •VTho had denoitnced corporate monopoly, and demanded

economic justice. To scholars \^o grew up in the depression decade of

the thirties, an economic interpretation of the Jacksonian movement was

most compelling. In Arthur Schlcsinger, Jr,*s Age of Jackson , which

found in the Jacksonian years the rudimentary origins of the New Deal

TDhilosophy of positive gcvemraental action to curb the excesses of the

business community and assure economic and social justice, this in-

terpretation received its fullest expression.

Though the political and intellectual trends of the twentieth

century clearly helped shape Jacksonian historiography, historians none-

theless attained a higher degree of objectivity and sophistication than

had characterized their counterparts of the Gilded Age, A more ju-

dicious, balanced tone caine to replace the blatant polemics of a von

Hoist or a Schouler, Scholars evidenced an increasing concern with

the problem of historical causation, and devoted more of their efforts

to determining the origins of the Jacksonian movement than to praise

or condei.aiation. Analysis replaced poletiic. To explain rather than

to judge came to be the professed goal of the TTriters of history.

Though it vrould be impossible to characterize the Jacksonian histori-

ography of the first half of the twentieth centui-y as purely "objective"

its achievements are nonetheless icrpressive.



CHAPTER V

RECENT TRENDS IN JACKSONIAN HISTORIOGRAPHY

Few aspects of the American past have provoked as much contro-

versy or been subject to as much reappraisal in the past decade and a

hslf as the Jacksonian era. Revisionist scholsirs have challenged the

validity of both the urban labor and agrarian interpretations of

Jacksonian Democracy, They have placed increasing emphasis en the

importance of entrepreneurial elements vrithin the Jacksonian coalition

and have ar; ued that the movement was essentialljr middle class in its

program and aspiration. The application of modern banking theory to

the studjr of Jackson's crusade against the Bank of the United States

has led also to increased criticism of the wisdom of Jacksonian mone-

tary policies. Recent scholarly studies of the Jacksonian Democracy in

several individual states and of the nature of the Jacksonian labor

movement have led to heated debate on the nature of the Jacksonian

electorate. In recent years, there has been little consensus among

historians on the origins and nature of the Jacksonian movement or on

its influence in the main stream of American political life. There has,

however, been an increased tendency to grant synqjathy to the Whig po-

sition and credence to certain of their partisan arguments.

During the past decade, many historians have come to question

the validity of class conflict as an explanation of American political

historjr. Increasingly, it has been argued tliat consensus on basic

- 207 -
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liberal, middle class values has characterized cur past. The absence

cf rigid class barriers, of a stratified aristocracy, proletariat or

peasantry, has been advanced as a basic explanation of the development

of American institutions. Scholars, often drawing heavily on de

Tocqweville, have contended that Americans have never been divided on

essential ideological issues. They have found American political

parties essentially alike in their fundamental philosophies, perceiving

in the political struggles of the past little expression of basic social

animosities.

Recent Jacksonian historiography has reflected this trend,

Louis Hertz of Harvard University, TJhose study of the Liberal Tradition

in America represents perhaps the most brilliant application of this

thesis to the sweep of American history, declared cf the Jacksonian era,

"virtually everyone, including the nascent industrial worker Chad 3 the

mentality of an independent entrepreneur," Ilartz found that the Age

of Jackson was characterized by almost unaraimous acceptance of both

democracy and capitalism. It vras his conclusion that the partisan

bombast of the period concealed a fundamental unanimity on values and

an almost total sterility of political thought, •'•

Richard Hofstadter of Columbia University, though finding some

evidence of class cleavage in the politics of twentieth century America,

emphasized the essentially capitalistic, middle class orientation of

both parties of Jackson's era. In his highly popular study of the

American Political Tradition Hofstadter ivrote:

^Louis Hartz, The Liberal Tradition in America (New York, 1955),

pp. 39-142,
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The Jacksonian movement grev out of expjinding opportuni-
ties and a comnon desire to enlarge these opportunities still,

further by removing restrictions and privileges that had
their origin in acts of government j thus, with some qualifi-
cations it was essentially a movement of laissez fairo , an
attempt to divorce government and business. It is commonly
recognized in Ajierican historical folld.ore that the Jackson
movement was a phase in the expansion of democracy, but it is

too little appreciated that it was also a phase in the ex-
pansion of liberated capitalism, Tfhile in the New Deal the
deuiocratic reformers were driven to challcngo many of the
assumptions of traditional American capitalism, in the
Jacksonian period the democratic upsurge was closely linked
to the ambitions of the smail capitalist,

2

Glyndon Van Deusen of the University of Rochester concurred

with Hofstadter to the extent that "the political conflicts of the

Jackson period were fou^t more often vdth j? view to gaining control

of the government than out of devotion to diametrically opposed po-

litical and social ideals," Van Deusen, however, agreed with Webster

in finding the Jacksonian program hopelessly inadequate to meet the

needs of an expanding capitalist society. He declared the Jacksonian

movanent "so heavily imbued with archaic notions about corporations,

currency, banking and do-nothing government, that it would sooner or

later have gone doim to defeat, even without the aid of the great de-

pression of 1837 it helped to bring on," Rejecting the Schlesinger

interpretation of the Jacksonian movement as the precursor of the New

Deal, Van Deusen found the Jackscnians less progressive than their

political opponents, "The Ifhig attitude toward the role of government,

on the national level, bears a closer resemblance to that of the New

DezCL than did the attitude toward government of Jackson and Van Buren,"^

^Richard Hofstadter, The American Political Tradition (New
York, 1955), p. 56,

Glyndon Van Deusen, "Some Aspects of Whig Thought and Theory
in the Jacksonian Period," American Historical Review , LX (Janusury,
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Another scholar to argue that Jaclcsonian Democracy represented

a reactionary, not a progressive force, in the nation's political life

was ilarvin Heyers of the University of Chicago whose highly provocative

Jacksonian Persuasion appeared in 1957. Meyers, TJho endeavored to gain

an insight into the "fears and hopes, the passions and beliefs that

underlay , . . party loyalty" during the Jaclcsonian years through an

analysis of Jacksonian rhetoric cos^ined with a careful reading of

de Tocqueville, concluded that the followers of Old Hickory played

"upon the diffuse fears and resentments" of Americans living in an age

of bewildering economic and social change. The Whigs, on the other

hand, "spoke to their explicit hopes," The Jacksonians, in his analy-

sis, looked to the past, the Tlhigs to the future,^

Jacksonian Democracy, in ileyers* interpretation, gave expression

to the guilt and anxieties of men Tdio, though pursuing the capitalist

dream of wealth, longed for the simple, virtuous agrarian society of

the past. The movement was grounded in deep fear of change and in bu-

colic nostalgia for the virtues of the Old Eepublic of Jefferson,

Restoration of the Old Republic, not the creation of a new democratic

society, xras the touch-stone of the Jacksonian conception, "Jacksonian

Democracy," iieyers i-jrote, "sought to recall agrarian republican inno-

cence to a society draT-m fatally to the main chance and the long chance.

1958), 305-322, See also The Jacksonian Era, 1828-1848 (New York, 1959);
Thurlow 'ileed, tJizard of the Lobby (Boston, 1947); Henry Clay (Boston,

1937),

Marvin Meyers, The Jacksonian Persuasion (New York, 19G0),

pp, v-ix, 3-13, I'ieyers* work first appeared in 1957, The citations
here are from the Vintage paperback edition of three years later.
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to revolutionizing ways of acquisition, emulative consumption, pro-

motion and speculation," Theirs vras a "struggle to reconcile again

the sinqjle yeoman values with the free pursuit of econo.-nic interest,

just as the t^fo were splitting hopelessly apart." It was a struggle

foredoomed to failure, for "the generation that voted for Jackson and

the restoration of old republican virtue was as acquisitive and specu-

lative as any in American history," Pointing to the involvement of

many Jacksonians in the very type of speculative ventures their rheto-

ric denounced, Meyers declared the follovrers of Jackson "both the

judges and the judged," In his interpretation, the Jacksonian

movement afforded little but verbsil propitiation for a deep, uneasy

sense of guilt,

^

In most respects, lieyers* judg;nent of the Jacksonians was a

harsh one. Their intellectual apnea! he found superficial and limited,

Jackson's messages he labeled "ragged political philosopliy, tendentious

accounting, crude policy," He found the anxieties expressed by the

Jacksonians quite absurd, Writing of the Bank Tfar, ileyers declared:

"Broad popular hatred and fear of the Second Bank, invoked by the

Jacksonian appeals, cannot be understood simply as a matter of fact

^Ibid ,, pp. 10-15, 21-24, 31-52, 74-77, 191-192, 212-222,
l-ieyers did not regard the Jacksonians as conscious advocates of liberal
capitalism. Though the Jacksonians invoked laissez faire and sought to
unfetter enterprise, they were, in his judgment, without a vision of
the future. He found that the Jacksonian program, viewed from the
perspective of the present, "ought to appeal to the interests of one
particular group, ambitious new business enterprisers," in actual fact
the Jacksonian message, as lieyers read it, "bJirely aclaiowledged its
logical beneficiaries, often abuses their traits and ways, and un-
mistalcably favored other social types whose economic interests could
be promoted only negatively and indirectly by such messages," Guilt,
not confidence in the new economic order, he found at the root of
Jacksonian rhetoric.
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reaction to material injuries. The economj-C operations of the insti-

tution conferred some manifest general benefits, directly crossed the

interests of onlj'' a limited number; its hand iras not upon men's

throats or in their pockets," He joined Van Deusen in regarding the

Jacksonian aversion to speculation as short-sighted. Though granting

that many of the speculative ventures of Jackson's day proved dis-

astrous to the economy in the short run, l^eyers argued that the "basic

sense of direction" of the speculator provided the "key to , , ,

creative economic development," The Whigs in appealing to the great

optimism of Americans in the Age of Jackson, lleyers contended, spoke

from a justifiable confidence in the nation's future, while the

Jacksonians were ii!q)risoned by their fears and looked only to the past,

"The liberalism of Jackson's message did not communicate a liberating

purpose; there was no vision of a fresh civilization at the TIestern

edge of civilization, certainly no dream of enterprise unbounded,"

Keyers' efforts to delve into the psychological meaniii£ of

Jacksonisin rhetoric in many ways were reminiscent of a more limited

study published in 1955 by John T^'ard of Princeton University, vAio

shared many of lleyers* conclusions. In his Andrew Jacksoni Syinbol For

an Age, Ward sought to explain Old Hickory's phenomenal personal

^Ibid ., pp. 17, 31, 101-141, In his interpretation of the
speculative mania cf the Jackson era, lleyers crew heavily on Joseph A,
Schumpetcr, Business Cycles (New York, 1939), I, 294-296, as well as

on the students of banking cited later in this chapter, Meyers'
generalizations concerning "Whig optimism" vere not supported by ex-
tensive evidence from the Whig rhetoric of the day and apparently were
drawn from the Northern liberal wing of the party, not the Southern
adherents of Thiggery, nor from the neo-l'edoralists within the ranks,
Meyers' account was based largely on Jacksonian sources; The Jacksonian
Persuasion contains fevr citations from Whig vrritings. An extensive
case for the prcj^essive nature of the Whig program was, however,
offered by Glyndon Van Deusen,
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popularity by analyzing the meaning of the Jackson image to Jackson's

generation. He concluded that Jackson personified belief in the

agreurian ideal, rejection of the influence of Europe, distrust of the

intellectual, faith in the untutored, intuitive mind, fervent confidence

in divine sanction for the American mission, as well as "the ideal of

self-sufficient individualism which was the inevitable rationalization

of America's disorganized development," To Tfard, Jacksonian Democracy

was the product of a generation t/hich feared social change and held

the good society possible only in an agrarian, frontier civilization:

, , , the image of Jackson Che \frote3 appjirently accepted
by a majority of the people , , , rejected a complete ac-
ceptance of the advanced stages of civilization. This attitude
vras possible as lone: as the United States fronted free land so
that its progress in civilization iras constari1:ly regenerated by
contact with nature. The solution of a periodic return to
nature uas an uneasy one, however, since it had an obvious
temporal limit, >Jhat vras more important, the ideal of the ad-
mixture of nature and civilization ^ms a static one. It could
be achieved only in the pioneer stage when the wildness of
nature had been subdued but the enervating influence of civili-
zation had not yet been felt. As America moved toweird a denser
civilization, the conflict in logic implicit in the two ideas
made ideological adjustment to a new social stage difficult,
Jacksonian democratic thought, built upon a philosophy of nature
in the concrete, was oriented to a period in American social
development that was slipping avray at the very moment of its
formulation.

'

The interpretation of the Jacksonian movement offered by Van Deusen,

Meyers and T'Tard were most reminiscent of those spokesmen of Khiggery, /

such as Calvin Colton, wiio argued that the Tfhig party vras the party of

economic progress and belief in the future, just as the Jacksonians

stood for economic stagnation and financial aneirchy. Indeed, in Van

Deusen* s charge that the Jacksonians were responsible for the depression

of 1837, this acceptance of this ifhig interpretation xras given a most

'''john T'ard, Andrew Jackson; Symbol for an Age (New York, 195d),

p. 45,
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evert Gxpression. In the T-rritings of Meyers, and more particularly of

Tfard, the conception of the Jaclrsonians as reactionaries bound to the

t)ast, '.rithout faith in the future, vras expressed in a vocabulary rather

unlike the language of Whig polemicists, though the similarity of their

conceptions is most pronounced.

If the broad interpretations of Jacksonian Democracy advanced

by Hartz, Hofstadter, Van Deusen, Meyers and Ward challenged many of

the assumotions of earlier twentieth century historians of the Jackson

era, numerous specialized studies supported their demands for a rein-

terpretation of Jacksonian Democracy, The studies of the Jackson labor

movement published by Joseph Dorfraan of Columbia University, eminent

authority on the history of American economic thought, were most

critical of the Schlesinger "urban labor" thesis, Dorfman argued that

the so-called "labor" spokesmen of the Jackson era were in reality

nascent entrepreneurs who enunciated, not the demands of a submerged

proletariat, but the program of the businessman-on-the-make. Pointing

to their advocacy of strict laissez faire and limited government, he

argued that these so-called "radicals" offered little to the "permanent

vage earning class" but rather served the cause of those business groups

who desired freedom from mercantilistic restrictions and special privi-

lege. Their objective "was net to help labor—they generally neglected

direct labor reforms—but to create better business conditions," He

found the "workingmen's parties" almost totally indifferent to questions

concerning "the hours, wages and conditions of labor." Dorfman charged

that earlier historians had been "led astray" by their failure to

appreciate the fact that within the Jacksonian context, the term /

"worklngman" did not denote wage earners or members of a proletariat.
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but was rather applied indiscriminatGly to anyone who engaged in any

form of useful activity, "Only political opponents and the terrible

eiristocrats and the lazy idlers were clearly not honest working men,"^

Dorfnan concluded that the key to the Jacksonian era lay not

in regarding the party battles of the day as expressions of antagonisms

between socieil classes, but rather by seeing them as internecine feuds

fou^t within the business cosi.iunity, "The so ceilled labor novement

, , , was anti-aristocratic rather than aati-capitalistic, , , , The

humanitarian element contributed a vezk ia5)ress of reform, but it was

certainly thrown into the shade by the business drive," He charged that

Schlesinger had sought to mould the Jackson movement into the pattern

of later reform movements, and in so doing had done violence to the

sources. He did not quarrel with Schlesinger* s eiiq>hasis on the im-

portaiice of urban elements irithin the Jacksonian coalition. He argued,

however, that Schlesinger had mistalcen both their nature and their

objectives.

It will not do to read into the history of American radi-
calism, at least of the Jackson period, the later conception of
a class conflict between the great capitalists on the one side,
and a mass of propertyless wage earners on the other. The
HiovoiTient is a liberal one in the sense that it sought to elimi-
nate or hedge law created privileges. And it was anti-capitalist
only in the sense that it opposed the specisd zidvantages and
sudden vrealth that a fev/ capitalists, or even down-at-the-heel
adventurers and blue bloods, could secure by favoritism, the
manipulation of political power, intrigue or ingratiation with
the powers that be. After all, the Age of Jackson was an age
of expansion, a great age of business enterprise. And the body

^Joseph Dorfman, The Economic Mind in American Civilization
(New York, 1946), II, 637-695; "The Jackson "ifage Earner Thesis,"
American Historical Review , LIV (January, 1949), 296-306, The "Wage
Earner" article was originally read as a paper at the American Histori-
cal Association Convention in December of 1946,
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of capitalists, enterprisers and ambitions vorkingmen were not
prepared to abandon the race to the type of political capi-
talists just described,

9

Other studies supported Dcrfman*s conclusions. Richard B,

Morris, also of Columbia University, in an article in the American His-

torical Revie^f entitled "Andrew Jackson, Strikebreaker," pointed out

that Jackson -sras the first President to call out federal troops to

quell a labor disturbance. He concluded that "there is no evidence

that Jackson favored combinations of labor any more than combinations of

capital or that he approved of the strike weapon," Morris* revelation

that Jackson's close political associate John H, Eaton held the presi-

dency of the corporation involved in the dispute lent credence to the

entrepreneurial interpretation of the Jacksonian movement,-^

Further support for that interpretation iras offered by William

L, Sullivan, a graduate student of Morris at Columbia, Sullivan

analyzed voting behavior in Philadelphia during the Jacksonian years.

He found no evidence that the working class tended to vote for Jackson

or for candidates of the Jacksonian party, Con?>aring property valu-

ations and voting returns by wards, Sullivan concluded: "The working-

men of Philadelphia gave their votes far more consistently to the Tlhigs

than to the Jacksonian Democrats, Moreover, it was prior to the Bamk

War and not during it that the working class revealed any inclination

%orfraan, American Historical Review , LIV, 306,

^^ichard B, Morris, "Andrew Jackson, Strikebreaker," American
:al Review,
»»0ld flicker

June, 1949), 38-40,

Historical Review , LV (October, 1949), 54-68. See also Richard 3,
Morris, "old Hickory Jackson was no FDR," Labor and Nation, V (tiay-
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to follow the lead of Jackson and his party, "•'^

Edward Possen, also a student of iiorris, undertook a similar

analysis of votinj^ behavior in Boston. He found that "Andrew Jackson

himself was not supported at the polls by the workingnian ... it was

not until the mid-thirties, at the end of his second term, that his

party was able to win small majorities in any of the working class

irards," Pessen also investigated the so-called "Uorkingman's Party" of

Metssachusetts, He found its Membership motivated largely by "middle

class aspirations," Pointing to the fact that many of the wealthiest

men in the community, TThigs in known political affiliation, received

the party's endorsement, Pessen conjectured that the labor party may

have been "a front organization for the Tfhigs," Pessen found little

evidence of class consciousness as a force in Jarksonian politics, ^'^

The revisionist interpretation of the Jacksonian labor movement

found fjurther expression in If alter Hugins* monograpli study of the New

York Locofocos, Taking issue with the interpretation of the Locofoco

movement advanced by earlier scholars such as Trimble and the

Schlesingers, Hugins argued that the movement was not grounded in ?inti-

capitalist feeling or class antagonism. Rather, in Hugins » judgment,

^IWillian L. Sullivan, "Did Labor Support Andrew Jackson?"
Political Science Quartorly , XLII (December, 1947), 569-580; The In-
dustrial T:oi'I:er in Pennsylvania, 1800-1340 (Harrisburg, 1955),

^^Edward Possen, "Did Labor Support Jackson?: The Boston Story,"
Political Science Quarterly , LXI (June, 1949), 262-274. Some of
Pessen's other articles, however, have not offered as much support to
the entrepreneurial interpretation. See Edward Pessen, "The Tforking-
men's Movement of the Jacksonian Era," kississippi Valley Historical
Review , XLIII (December, 1956); "Thcaas Skidmore, Agrarian Reformer In
the Early ^tierican Labor Movement," Mew York History , XXV (July, 1954),
280-296; "The Ideology of Stephen Simpson, Upper Class Champion of the
Early Philadelphia Korkingmen»£ Movement," Pennsylvania History , XXII
(October, 1955), 328-^40.
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it reflected the determination of newly enfranchised conmcners of all

classes—"journeymen and masters, manufacturers and merchants"—to

obtain a share of the largess of capitalist society by destroying

those last vestiges of special privilege wbiich barred the way to eco-

nomic advancement. It was Hugins* contention that the TJorkingmen's

movement in New York, far from representing a nascent proletarianisra,

drew support from a broad stratum of society ranging from wage earners

to the professions. It sought not to challenge the emerging business

economy, but rather to assist "mechanics and small businessmen to

further the democratization of this capitalist society, mailing mors of

its fruits available to all," Its adherents were moved, "not by

proletarian animosity for the existing order, but by the desire for

equal opportunity to become capitalists themselves, "^^

In arriving at these conclusions, Ilugins employed a three fold

I approach. First, in analyzing the existing biographical data available

for some seven hundred individuals active in the movement, he found

that their spokesmen were drawn, not from the laboring class alone, but

from all iralks of life, representing a "i;iicrocosiuic cross section of

New York society," (He did, however, find evidence to indicate that

there was little participation ?jn the movement at the upper and lower

extremes of the economic scale). Then, in analyzing their program,

Hugins, following Dorfman, found that their demands were geared not to

the needs of labor but to the aspirations of that portion of the business

community injured by "aristocratic" restrictions on enterprise. Finally,

in analyzing election returns, Hugins discovered that thougli the wards

^Talter Hugins, Jacksonian Democracy and the Tiorking Class; A
Study of the New York Korkingman' s Movement (Stamford. 1960L pn. ^19-
^5o:
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of lower property valuation tended to supnly a higher proportion of

the Korkingmen and Locofoco votes than did the more prosperous wards,

their supporters were nonetheless distributed throughout the city.

That, in his judgment, belied the assertion that "this was a class

mcVGraent in anj' sense, "*•

Hugins not only rejected the proleteirian interpretation of

Locofocoism first advanced by TrLiible, he also took issue with Bray

Hammond*? explanation of the moveinent as an urban expression of

traditional agrarian patterns of thought. Its origins, he argued, were

more corr^lex and reflected the capitalistic aspirations of merchants

and manufacturers stifled by the mercantile restrictions of the old

order no less than the reaction of farm bred men to the cooplexities

of urban, comnercial life.

The entrepreneurial thesis has not, hov:ever, vron the coinplete

acceptance of Jacksonian scholars, Arthur Schlesinger, Jr,, challenging

Dorfoan's interpretation, argued that the presence of business groups

in the Jacksonian alliance in no way refuted the contention that the

movement's primary purpose was the restraint of the capitalist class,

"Of course," Schlesinger wrote, "many businessmen were pro-Jacksou, as

many businessmen were pro-Roosevelt; of course many supporters of the

working classes in Jackson's day were not themselves workingmen, any

more than they are today; of course the working classes were a much

smaller part of the anti-business coalition than they were during the

New Deal, But none of these facts, it seems to me, affects the main

l^Ibid ., pp, 8, 30, 112-128, 132-202, 208-220, 265.

l^Ibid,, p, 223,
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thesis of the Age of Jackson that more can be understood about

Jacksonian Democracy if it is regarded as a problem not of sections

but of classes and that liberalism in America has been ordinarily the

movement on the part of the other sections of society to restrain the

power of the business community, "-^^

Other scholars challenged the statistical methodology of the

labor studies, liobert T, Bower of American University criticized

Pessen's jmalysis of Boston politics on the sjrounds that Pessen had

failed to fully appreciate the fact that, though in Whig Boston Jackscm

seldom carried any irards, his vote percentage in the poorer wards

consistently exceeded his strength in the more prosperous parts of the

city by an appreciable margin. That fact, in Bowers* judgment, re-

vealed the clear influence of class considerations, Joseph G, Rayback

of Pennsylvania State University, wrote of Sullivan's studies cf the

Pennsylvania labor vote: "His conclusion is questionable. It is based

on the assumption that those Philadelphia xrards in which per capita

property assessments were lowest vrere those in which the workingmen

lived, and upon the fact that the 'Jacksonian labor vote* in the iiiajor

industrial declined after 1828, The assumption concerning property

assessments is open to serious question: value of real estate is often

very high in irorkingmen's wards by reason of the ercistence cf industrial

and commercial properties in them. The decline of the Jackson vote in

the major industrial centers, moreover, may have been caused by popu-

lation shifts—extensive in the 1830*s—and by the drift of non-labor

elements toward Fhiggery, In addition the analysis ignores the fact

^^Arthur Schlesinger, Jr,, "Reply to Joseph Dorfman," American
Historical Review , LIV (April, 1949), 785-786,
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that rhiladelphia County—T'rfiich contained suburbs and liberties wherein

large numbers of workingmen lived—remained staunchly Jacksonian

throughout the period of decline," Although Dr. Rayback^s criticism

offered no positive suggestions concerning the correct methodological

approach to the problem, it did serve to underline the limitations of

the labor studies.
^'^

To some historians, the findings of the cntreprGn-^urial school

with its emphasis on the middle class nature of the Jacksonian movement,

were in pronounced contrast to the conclusions dra^m from their oim

research, William G, Carleton of the University of Florida concluded

from an extensive reading of the partisan literature of the era:

"Rarely in American history have the economic and social differences

between the major parties been so clear cut as in the Van I3uren period,

, , . class and group politics cut across sectional lines in a vray

reminiscent of the Hamiltonian-Jeffersonian rivalry. The situation was

developing in Jackson's time; it was an acconmlished reality in Van

Buren*s day. Foreign commentators, domestic politicians and local news-

paper editors of the period were conscious of these sharp party differ-

ences and of their economic and social bases. In a generation not yet

familiar with the term economic determinism, the substantive ideas of

that hypothesis were boldly proclaimed," Herbert Doherty's study cf

The IHiigs of Florida found class cleavages between Tfhigs and Democrats

in that state most pronounced, Charles Greer Seller's in his excellent

biography, James K, Polk; Jacksonian found the Whig peirty in Tennessee

1 n
Robert T, Bower, "Note on 'Did Labor support Jackson? The

Boston Story,*" Political Science Quarterly , LXV (September, 1950),
441-444; Joseph G. Playback, Review of Thclndustrial Worker in Pennsyl-
vania, 1800-1840 , by T ilxiam A. Sullivan, ilississippi Valley Historical
Review, XLUI (September, 1956), 311-312.
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sustained by the business coircnunity of Nashville, the wealthy planters

of Middle Tennessee and the internal improvements advocates in the

Eastern send Tfestem extremes of the state, -while "the small farmer , . ,

dotninaat in the Cumberland mountain region and the Tennessee River

counties and numerous everjrwhere, constituted the backbone of the

democracy,"^"

Other studies, however, offered less support to a class in-

teirpretation of the Jacksonian movement. Kichard P, McCormick in an

analysis of "Suffrage Classes and Party Alignments" published in the

Mississippi Valley Historical RevieTf argued that a study of Jacksouian

election returns in North Carolina, •wiiich had a system of dual suffrage

requiring property holding in elections to some offices but not others,

offered little evidence of any relationship between economic status and

voter behavior. In a subsequent article in the American Historical

Review McCormick challenged the widely held thesis that Jackson's

election to the presidency represented a mass upheaval of democracy.

Mass participation in elections, KcCormick pointed cut, did not occur

imtil after Jackson's retirement from political life. In Old Hickory's

day, most voters j;enerally stayed home on election day or evinced more

interest in state rjad local politics than in national campaigns.
"'^

Henry P. Stevens in his monograph The Early Jackson Party in

%illiaii G, Carleton, "Political Aspects of the Van Buren Era,"
South Atlantic Quart erly , L (April, 1951), 157-185; Herbert J, Doherty,
The Whigs of I^lorida (gjinesville. 1959) j p. 73; Charles Greer Sellers,
James K. Polk, Jacksonian (Princeton, 1957), p. 303.

^-Richard P. IlcCormick, "Suffrag'e Classes and Party Align-
ments: A Study in Voter Behavior," Miasissin ni Valley Historical Review.
XLVI (December, L949), 379-410; "New Perspectives~on Jacksonian
Politics," American Historical Review , }XV (January, 1960), 288-301.
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Ohio found "very little difference between cne party and another,"

Stevens, irtio unfortunately limited his researches to the election of

1824 on the rather questionable grounds that the beginnings of modem

two party divisions can be dated from that year, devoted several yeeirs

to an e>diaustive study of the background and social position of some ^

1200 knoim supporters of the three major candidates in that state. He

found very little evidence of any division of terms of economic inter-

ests, ethnic origin or geographical location. The supporters of each

candidate apparently comprised a cross S'^ction of the state as a vrhole.

Finding the traditional explanations of voting behavior of littl-s as-

sistance, Stevens borrowed a page from the psychologists and suggested

that only recourse to the irrational could explain Ohio political"

preferences in 1824. "Again and again," he declared, "it would seem

from the natura of a man's careor and from such other evidence as ciay

throw light on his personality that men with a given outlook on life

might be inclined to favor one presidential candidate rather than

another. The more energetic and more overtly aggressive might prefer

Jackson, the more judicious and reflective Adams, the more skilled in

wirn-pulling, Clay."^°

A more coii5>rehensive study of state politics was provided in

Charles McCool Snyder's The Jacksonian Heritage; Pennsylvania Politics,

1833-48 , Snyder's study en^ihasizod both the deep cleavages and disa-

greements on basic policy within the Jackson party and the powerful

influence of entrepreneurial elements in the ranks. Snyder found class

lines rather blurred in Pennsylvania, Edwin Arthur Miles' study of

^^lenry R, Stevens, The Early Jackson Party in Ohio (Durham,
1957), pp. v-vi, 148-149, 151, 160.
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Jacksonian Democracy ia Iiississippi found the personal popularity of

Andrew Jackson of more importance than social or econojnic cleavages

in explaining iiississippi politics during the Jacksonian years, "It

would be fallacious to search for econouiic motives that might have

prompted the Jacksonian Democrats to support particular measures

endorsed by his administration; they championed the Old Hero more often

21
in spite of his policies tha^i because of them,"

If much of the historiographic debate of recent years has

centered on the question of the nature and coaqjosition of the Jacksonian

party, there were also some historians concerned with evaluating the

worth of the Jacksonian program. Van Deusen*s criticism of Jacksonian

financial policies has already been noted. The sharpest castigation of

the wisdom of Jacksonian policies has come from the students of economic

history. Turning their attention to the role of Biddle's institution

as a central banking agency, both Pritz iiedlich, author of The Molding

of American Banking published in 1951 and "iJalter 13, Smith, whose

Lconomic Aspects of the Second Dank of the United States appeared in

1953, charged the Jacksonians with responsibility for the chaotic state

of American banking in the nineteenth century. Combining an acceptance

of Ifhig arguments in defense of the bank as a stabilizer of the currency

with modem central banking theory, they argued that the continuation

of the Second Bank would have strengthened the entire economy and served

the interests of all social classes. In their writings, Nicholas Biddle

appeared, not as a powerful grasping monopolist whose schemes threatened

^^Charles McCool Snyder, The Jacksonian Heritage; Pennsylvania

Politics, 1833-1848 (Harrisburg, 1958), pp. 82-95; Edwin A. Miles,

Jacksonian Democracy in Iiississippi (Chapel Hill, 1960), p. 168,
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the republic, but rather as a creative economic statesman \rtio sought

his country's good,^^

Their ci>nclusions vrcre shared by Bray Hammond, a scholarly

official of the Federal Reserve Board, vrtiose Pulitzer prise winning

history of Banks and Politics In America granted full credence to the

I'Fhig chcU^ges of Jaclcsonian denagoguery, Hammond regarded the Jackson-

ians, not as spokesmen for urban labor or the agrai^iaa frontier, but as

unscrupulous corraercial adventurers ifho sought to profit by the Bank's

destruction. In support of his thesis Hamaond carefully onuiaerated

banking ventures and commercial speculations supported by leading

members of the Kitchen Cabinet and state leaders of the Democratic party

of Jackson's day,

I'ith the business interests and objectives of the

Jacksonians ^Hammond wrote3 I have no quarrel save for the
ca:it r\:Lch male t!v.> c.millet ov.-r the Bai?! of th" "Tnit>-''

States appeeir to be one of idealism against lucre and of
huiTian rights against property ri;jhts. Tho Jacksonians were
no less drawn by lucre than so-called conservatives, but
rather •.^':<rn. They had n- great concern for huiaan rights than
the people who had irtiat they were trying to get. The mil-
lionaires cr2ated by the sc-called Jacksonian revolution c

f

"agrarians" against "capitalists"~of the democracy against
the mf;noy poi/er—wn-e richer than those they dispcsSc'Ssed,

they were more numerous, they were quite as ruthless; eind

laisse" frii-.-; , after destroying the r!<niopolies and vested
ri^ts the Jacksonians decried, produced far greater ones.

In Hammond's interpretation, the struggle of Biddle versus the Jacksoni-

ans vras the struggle of an old cultured commercial aristocracy moti-

vated by deep feelings of noblesse oblige against a new, vulgar

grasping class of commercial adventurers concerned only with self-

aggrandisement. If Schlesinger characterized the Whigs as ante-bellum

^^Fritz Redlich, The Holding of American Banking (New York,

1947); TJalter 1, Smith, Economic Aspects of the SecondBank of the
United States (Cambridge, 1953).
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malefactors of great wealth, Ilamraoncl portrayed the Jacksonians as

hypocriticzil, csmical :;iiddle class demagogues. Their triutiph histori-

cally led not to the idealism of the New Deal, but to the brutal depre-

dations of the robber barons of the Gilded Age,^^

A similar vieir of the issues at stake in the Banl? l^far was

voiced in Thonas P. Govan's biography of Nicholas Biddle, published in

1959. Govan found Biddle motivated alm.ost solely by considerations of

the national welfare. Discussing his subject's propensity to use the

bank's funds to enlist others to his cause, he ^vrote that "he was

id.lling to bribe, not to increase his personal power or wealth" but to

serve the public t^rhich "needed such an institution as the United States

3anlc," ("The morality of his actions," Govan added, "is a question not

easy to solve,") He differed with Redlich, Smith and Hammond, \Jho

found Biddle a poor politician and a man of little tact, and attributed

his downfall solely to the harshness of fate,

Govan accepted fully the Tfhig argument of a unity of class

interests. "Jackson, Benton, Gouge and Woodbury and their associates,"

he argued, "could never understand that the various economic groups

were mutually dependent on one another and the prosperity of one con-

tingent on the others. They looked with suspicion upon merchants, manu-

facturers, banlcers, financiers and assumed that the interests of these

groups could be adversely influenced without destroying the market for

23Bray Hammond, Banks and Politics in America from the Revolution
to the Civil t/ar (Princeton, 1957), pp. 345-34G, See also Bray Hammond,
"Jackson, Biddle and the Bank of the United States," Journal of Economic
History , VII (May, 1947), 1-23; "Banking in the Early T. est: Monopoly,
Prohibition and Laissez Faire," Journal of Economic History , VIII (May,
1949), 1-25; "Free Banking and Corporations: The New York Free Banking
Act of 1838," Joui-nal of Political Economy. XLIV (April, 193G), 189-
209.
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the produce of the farniers or creating unemployment for the workers,"

However, Govan did not fully -ndcrse the findings of the entrepre-

neurial school; ia his pages anti-capitalist prejudices shape the cru-

sade against the Bank. He vied with Whig pamphleteers, however, in the

strength of his denunciations of Jacksonian ignorance and irresponsi-

bility. Granting little credence to those yiho saw in the Jacksonian

movement the origins of the Hew Deal, he argued that the policies New

Deal reformers used "to ovorcorae a depression were essentially identi-

ceil with those that had been advocated andfollowed almost a century

before by Biddle, a banker and a Hamiltonian nationalist." Govan

joined with those x-rho questioned the relevance of the Jeffcrsonian-

Jacksonian heritage to the twentieth century.

Though a majority of the scholars of the Jacksonian era in the

past decade and a half have regarded both the class conflict interpre-

tation and the agrarian frontier explanation of Jacksonian Democracy

most inadequate, the revisionists have by no means been agreed in their

essential conception of the meaning of the Jacksonian movement. To

some writers, such as Sichard Hofstadter, tho movjiaent has appeared to

be priraarily a force dedicated to the democratization and liberali-

zation of American capitalism. Others, such as Marvin Meyers and

Glyndon Van DeuQen, though recognizinjt the presence of entrepreneurial

elements within the Jacksonian coalition, have stressed the "reaction-

ary" nature of the Jacksonian appeal and program. In their pages, the

Jacksonians have been portrayed, not as the confident apostles of a

democratic free enterprise society, hut as timorous men who, fearful of

2'^homas ?. Govan, Nicholas liddle, Nationalist and Public
Banlcer (Chicago, 1959), pp. vii, 300, §04.
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social chsmge, looked to the past rather than the future.

The revisionists hovrever, have agreed in large measure in their

essential sympathy for the T'hig program and position. In recent his-

torical accounts, the Whigs have often appeared, not as cynical male-

factors of great wealth, but as forward looking prophets of capitalist

progress. The rehabilitation of Nicholas Biddle, :iovr widely horalded

as a "creative econoinic leader" motivated not by selfish gain but by

idealistic concern for the national well-being, draraatically illus-

trates this new viewpoint. Indeed, the Whig social unity appeal

itself, now dressed in sophisticated scholarly garb, has been granted a

new appreciation in the inritings of scholars such as Thomas P. Govan,

One might conjecture that this change in emphasis is a reflection of

the increasing political conservatisn of aiid-centu y America, Histori-

ans Tnriting in a time of great prosperity, living in the midst of a

business oriented society, have found little appeal in the strong

Jacksonian invectives against "inonopolists," "monied Monsters" and

"chartered corporations." Indeed, they have tended to question the

appeal of such rhetorical boiiibast in Jackson* s o\m day.

The liberal historian, on the other hand, committed to positive

government and to the principle of governmental regulation of the

econoiay, has also found many aspects of the Jacksonian program unat-

tractive. The Jacksonian belief in laissez faire , in strict con-

struction of the Constitution, and in states rights bears little

resemblance to the creed of modern lifcer'alism. Any temptation to

Jacksonian pairtisanship has therefore been understandably lessened.

It would appear, therefore, that much of the current revisionism

has reflected the shifting frame of reference of the present. This
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point should not, however, be unduly labored. Much of the current

rovisiunis.,1 Trithin Jacksonian historiography has also reflected the

uncovering of nevr evidence, the use of new methodologies and the

application of new theories to the understanding of the Jacksonian era.

The evidence provided by those who sought to JUialyze the sociaLL compo-

Bition of the Jacksonian electorate, iThile hardly conclusive, has

provided objective grounds for the reconsideration of the class in-

terpretation of Jacksonian politics. Detailed studies of Jacksonian

politics on the state level, seldom undertaken in earlier decades, in

recent years have provided much information at variance with the common

generalizations concerning the Jacksonian movement. The renewed ap-

preciation of the role of the Bank of the United States as a stabilizing

influence in the econon^y, granted a more systematic formulation in

central banking theory than vras available to T'hig partisans, served to

discredit the wisdom of Jacksonian banlring policies. The use of new

social science methodologies led several scholars to probe the hidden

motivations beneath the facade of political invective, granting to

Jacksonian scholarship an unaccustomed sophistication. Though it vrould

be hard to deny that current political and philosophical concerns have

been reflec'-ad in recent Jacksonian historiography, it would be a

rather naive over-generalization to dismiss all current revisionism as

sheer presentism.



EPILOGUE

A century has now elapsed since the publication of James

Parton's pioneering Life of Andrev Jackson , but that scholar's lament

on the lack of consensus among writers dealing with Jackson and his

age has lost little of its original validity,

Andrew Jackson, I am given to understand, was a patriot
and a traitor. He Tims one of the greatest of generals, and

wholly ignorant of the art of war, A writer brilliant, ele-
gant, eloquent, without being able to conqjoss a correct
sentence or spell words of four syllables. The first of
statesmen, he never devised, he never fraiued a measure. He
was the most candid of men, and was capable of profound dis-
si:;iulai:ion, A laost lav; abiding, law defying citizen, A
stickler for discipline, he never hesitated to disobey a su-
perior, A democratic aristocrat. An urbane savage. An
atrocious saint,

^

The profound disagreement Parton found in published evaluations of

Jackson's life and character now extends to every aspect of the

Jacksonian era. Historians since Parton's day have damned Jacksonian

Democracy as a perversion of republican government and have praised it

as the fulfillment of the American promise. They have regarded Jackson

as the most autocratic of despots and as the most democratic of Presi-

dents, They have explained the Jacksonian movement as the radical

culmination of the egalitarian upheaval, and have also dismissed it as

a blindly conservative resistance to economic progress. They have told

their readers that the movement's roots lie in the agrarian, Tfestem

frontier and they have explained its strength in terms of urban unrest.

-'James Parton, Life of Andrew Jackson (New York, 1860), I, p. v,
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They have found its sustaining force in the conflict of classes, and

they have denied the presence of class struggle or class avareness

during the Jachsonian years. They have viewed the movement as an

uprising of feirraer and laborer against the political and economic

oligarchy of the business community, and they have explained the

movement as an exclusively middle class, business oriented quest for

quick ircalth, Andrew Jackson has been portrayed as the friend of the

down-trodden suid as a strike-breaker. The debate over the meaning of

Jacksonian Democracy continues and, if anything, grows more heated

with the passage of years. History has sustained neither the parti-

sans of Old Hickory nor those of Henry Clay, for historians cannot

agree on a verdict, A reading of Jacksonian historiography tends to

disabuse one of a belief in the very existence of "the judgment of

history,"

Indeed, the judgments of historians have frequently echoed the

pronouncements of Jacksonian or Ivhig partisans. Most of the major

historical interpretations of the meaning and significance of Jacksonia

political struggles were first enunciated, in highly incomplete and

greatly exaggerated form, by the historical actors themselves smd may

be found in the sources of the period. Historians, in framing their

evaluations of the Jacksonian movement, have accepted or rejected the

themes suggested in the partisan sources. They have chosen to regard

certain of these themes as of major importance, and they have decided

to minimize or ignore others. Certain interpretative themes have

appealed to the historians of one generation, only to leave those of

another uninterested and unimpressed. Much, though not all, of the

historiography of Jacksonian Democracy may be regarded as a 6 ries of
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variations on certain interpretative themes embodied vithin the sources

of the Jacksonian period.

Perhaps the most decisive factor determining the historian's

acceptance or rejection of these interpretative themes has been his

own contemporary frame of reference. Thus, to the genteel, patrician

historians of the Gilded Age, obsessed by the problems of corruption in

government, the vulgarity of politics, and the need for Civil Service

reform, the introduction of the Spoils System appeared to be the great

event of the Jacksonian years. Joining -with the Tfhigs in regarding

Andrew Jackson as the degrader of the Republic and his movement as a

vulgarizing force in American life, these writers generally quoted with

almost unqualified . approval the fulmination of Henry Clay and other

TThig partisans against "Jacksonian despotism," Basically conservative

in their social attitudes, Gilded Age historians were likewise at-

tracted to the TJhig doctrines of the unity of social classes and vrere

prone to join in ^Jhig denunciations of the Jacksonian demagoguery of

setting class against class. Yet, as staunch advocates of laissez

faire and as apostles of Social Darwinism, these Trritors were by no

means prepared to endorse the Whig stand on the economic issues of the

day. Generally, they granted their approbation to the Jacksonian

position on the Bank, the tariff and internal improvements. Even so,

their evaluation of the Jacksonian role in American life remained a

negative one. In their historical accounts of the Jackson era, the

spoils system was made the over-weaning issue of the period, A nos-

talgia for the early republic of Jefferson and Adams, for the rule of

gentlemen and scholars, permeated their ^fritings. In their analyses,

the Jacksonian era signalized the beginning of the degradation of the
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American Republic,

Historians of the following generation, often caught up in the

Progressive crusade to revitalize Democracy, saw the party battles of

the Jackson era in quite a different light. If their predecessors had

granted their approval to Whig polemics against spoils system politics

and Jacksonian despotism, writers of the early twentieth century were

attracted to the Jacksonian interpretation of their role as defenders

of the principle of popular rule. They tended to accept the Jacksonian

defense of the spoils system as essential to the realization of truly

democratic government. Historians of the generation of Theodore Roose-

velt and Woodrow Wilson were generally advocates of a strong executive

leadership. Consequently they praised Jackson's firm use of executive

prerogatives, accepting the Jacksonian argument that the President

represented the will of the whole people. Possessing a belief in the

political process as a means vrtiereby the nation might be reformed and

uplifted, a belief not shared by many of their Gilded Age counterparts,

early twentieth century historians often included in their narratives

praise for Jackson and Van Buren as the architects of the modem

political narty. Attracted to the egalitarian society of the frontier,

these scholars, influenced by Frederick Jackson Turner, granted much

credence to the Jacksonian claims to represent the agrarian ideals of

the Jeffersonian TJepublic, They nlaced relatively less eiiqihasis on

class antagonisms in the Jacksonian period, perhaps because they feared

the class animosities cf their own day. Like their Gilded Age prede-

cessors, their writings contadned strong undertones of nostalgia for the

past. They looked, however, not to the aristocratic republic of the

House of Adcns for inspiration, but to the vigorous democratic society
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of the Jacksonian frontier. In the frontier they perceived the em-

bodiment of their social ideal: an America characterized by opportuni-

ty for all, possessed of truly democratic government and largely free

of class antagonisms. Though not agreed in their judgments on

Jacksonian economic policies, these historians generally regarded the

Jacksonian movement as a creative force in American political life.

If historians of the Progressive generation placed their

primary emphasis on political democracy as the great Jacksonian contri-

bution, scholars writing in the 1920* s, 1930*s and early 1940»s came

to place increasing emphasis on the economic aspects of the movement.

Centering their attention on the role of urban labor in the Jacksonian

party, these historians gave credence to those urban Jacksonians such

as 'William Leggett and Orestes 3roTmson who had argued for the ne-

cessity of economic as well as political reform. Drawing heavily on

those Jacksonian inriters who had portrayed the crusade against the Bank

as a battle against economic injustice and oppression, these historians

c£une to regard the Jacksonian movement as an episode in the struggle to

assure the primacy of human rights over property rights. Rejecting the

Whig arguments of the unity of class interests, they saw in the

Jacksonian crusade an heroic effort to restrain the greed and rapacity

of the capitalist class, Jacksonian invective against banlcers and

monopolists appeared in their narratives not as wicked demagoguery but

as rational framings that the common people must protect their own

interests, TIriting in an ago characterized by increasing urbanization,

labor strife and economc fluctuation, they found in Jacksonian economic

protest the movement's most meaningful contribution.

In the past decade and a half, hovrever, their findings have
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been challenged by historians who have eirgued that consensus on middle

class values, not class conflict, has constituted the grand theme of

American political thought. Some contemporary vrriters regEurding the

Jacksonian Banlc crusade as empty demagoguery, designed to advance the

interests of rivsd entrepreneurial groups, have concluded that no

significant differences in basic objectives sepsurated the parties of

Jackson's era. In advancing their case, they have granted credence to

the flhig arguments that self-interest and opportunism, not disinter-

ested idealism, lay at the root of Jackson's attack on the prerogatives

of Biddle's institution. Some have expanded on the Whig arguments in

defense of the role played by the Bank of the United States in -stabi-

lizing the nation's currency by drairing on modem central banl:ing

theoi'y. In their inteirprGtation, the Jacksonian economic program was a

destructive one. Recent vieifs of the Jacksonian movement have re-

flected both a current conservative aversion to class conflict as a

theme of American history and a current liberal acceptance of government

as a creative force in the nation's economy.

Though historians from Parton to the present have dra^m on

partisan interpretations in their evaluations of the Jacksonian movement,

the Jacksonian historiography of the past few decades has evinced a

higher degree of sophistication in its hacdling of the source materials

than ^fas apparent in nineteenth century treatments of the Jacksonian

era, Parton, von Hoist, Schouler and their contemporaries were largely

concerned vrith praising or blaming the friends and foes of Old Hickory

and often quoted uncritically from those historical actors •v^o won

their approval. There has been a more pronounced tendency throughout

the twentieth century to devote primary attention to the amalysis and
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explanation of the Jacksonian raoveraent, rather than to passing judgment

upon it. Scholarly endeavors to ansi?er such questions as, TJhat groups

gave their support to Jackson? and T'hat factors explain the appezil of

Jacksonian rhetoric?, have given to Jacksonian scholarship an increasing

measure of objectivity. Even so, it would be difficult to niaintaiia

that recent irriters are totally free from partisan predilections.

Though their relatively sober tone compares favorably with the blatant

partisanship of many of their nineteenth century counterparts, they are

by no means vrithout a point of view. Their increasing sobriety no

doubt reflects an increasing degree of professional competence. But it

may also reflect the increasing irrelevance of the Jacksonian position

to the partisan issues of our oim day. On natters which remain contro-

versial irithin our ovm political context—the V'hig doctrine of the

unity of the interests of social classes, for exaraple— it can be argued

that the historian's point of view will inevitably color his attitude

toward Tlhig and Jacksonian spokesmen and the partisan interpretations

they enunciated.

Though many of the interpretations advanced by historians in

their treatment of the Jacksonian movement throughout the years have

been drawn largely from partisan sources and presented to the readers

in sophisticated and refined garb, others have reflected concepts un-

known or but vaguely understood to Jacksonian partisans. Thus his-

torians of the Gilded Age justified Jacksonian economic policies by

recourse to a Social Darwinist philosophy never invoked nor even

anticipated by Jacksonian spokesaien. The early twentieth century de-

fense of the spoils system and of Jackson's vigorous presidential

leadership represented an amalgamation of partisan Jacksonian arguments
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with modem theories of political organization and of the role of

political parties in 7\Dierican society rather alien to the Jacksonian

era. The recent defense of Nicholas Biddle and the Second Banlc of the

United States has been grounded in an appreciation of the role of

central banking agencies which, in Biddle* s day, was understood cnly in

the vaguest sense.

Some interpretations advanced by partisans, lacking relevance

to the historian's own age, have been largely ignored. The Jacksonian

interpretation of their mission as defenders of constitutional purity

and states rights against the machinations of anti-Republican aris-

tocracy bent on centralization of power has seldom been seriously ad-

vanced by historians syn^jathetic to the Jacksonian cause. The Khig

conception of the virtues of strict liaiitation of presidentieil pcvrer

and their portrayed of their cause as the protection of the nation from

executive despotism, though granted some credence by Gilded Age histori-

ans, in recent years has generally been dismissed as mere demagoguery

by both scholarly friends and scholarly foes of the Whig position. The

theory that majority rule degrades society, posed by a few ultra-

conservative Ti'higs, has seldom been granted a serious, philosophical

discussion in the pages cf American writers of history. It would

appear that those partisan issues that have lacked relevance to the

historian's o\ni age have been granted little attention. Likewise,

issues that are of significance to the historian's generation are usu-

ally given inordinate attention. Thus, the Gilded Age was fascinated

by the horrors cf the spoils system, the Progressive period by the

creation of the modem psurty system, the Depression Decade by the

Jacksonian demand for economic justice and the present generation by the
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entrepreneurial influence in the Jackson aicvanient and the economic

importance of a central banking aj'^stem.

This raises the question whether the so-called "insights of

historical perspective" may not, after all, be nothing more than a

reflection of unconscious vrarping of the past to fit the preoccupations

of the present, liany a dead partisan of half forgotten political wars

would be astonished and confounded by the judgrr.ent of history. As the

issues which excited the eraotions of a past generation lose their rele-

vancy and as once minor concerns come to possess a gripping iii5)ort, the

raeaning of the past undergoes its gradual but never ending transfor-

mation. Thus historians come to plead the cause of long dead partisans

and base their case often on arguments the latter might well have dis-

missed out of hand as incor^lete, minor or dovmright incomprehensible.

The bafflement of a Clay or Tlebster, a Benton or a Calhoun following

the vicissitudes of recent Jacksonian historiography may easily be

imagined. It is doubtful vrfiether any final historical judgment is ever

rendered,

Thou^ the historiaii must strive to transcend the frame of

reference of his own generation if he is to recapture the mind and

spirit of a past era, his task is one of such great difficulty that it

tiay be conjectured that knowledge of the past undistorted by the frame

of reference of the present is virtually unattainable. If this is so,

if the past can never be recaptured with perfect fidelity, of what use

then is history? It may be suggested that, even though the historian

may inevitably fall short of the achievement of his greatest objective,

his researches may nonetheless be of nc little service in liberating

the present from its bondage to the past. Perhaps, as Charles A. Beard
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has suggested, the historical scholar's greatest service may be to

demonstrate to his own generation that certain beliefs and dog.na.Sf

forms and usages held sacrosanct in his time in actuality arose to

meet the specific needs of a dead past and are of little relevance in

fitting the demeinds of the present or of the future. By tracing the

origins of customs, ideas and institutions, he can thereby strip avmy

the illusions wliich surround his society's traditions, thereby de-

manding that each tradition conform to the coiapelling needs of the here

and now. In a irord, it may be his office to assist his generation in

facing conteinporary realities. History can be a liberating agent,

freeing the present from the grip of the dead hand of the past,^

^Charles A, Beard, "Grounds for a Reconsideration of Histori-
ography," Theory and Practice in Historical. Study; A Report of the
Committee on Historiography , Social Science Research Council Bulletin
54 (New York, 1943), pp. 1-14.
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